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Mr ImstH A NEW Street F

i >

Tired of getting your butt kicked by

those pesky little kids at the arcade? Just check out

our massive list of murderous special attacks!

Batman’s newest movie is also Acclaim’s

latest videogame blockbuster! Check out

our special preview on

The game that everyone’s been dying for is

here— but was it worth the wait? You might

be surprised by your own responses...





New Lssok! New SystemsS No Aftertaste!





' 1 To really understand

lllpr what life is like on Saturn,

\~S*
? look inside your head. There, in iji

Sr the inner realm of rods and cones, of 1|

optic nerves and ear drums, is where the

Sega Saturn experience breathes. Three

32-bit orchestrated processors, 16.7 million

colors, lightning-quick texture mapping, con-

noisseur-class surround sound, and amazing
first-person perspectives immerse you in worlds

of entertainment you've never experienced.

Sega Saturn is like nothing else on Earth.

For more information on Sega Sattirn, please email

L segasaturn@s<>gaoo.cam:oronthe world-wide web at A
Ik http://www.segaoa.com or on CompuServe at CO SECA Jll



under the

jy<S> the hamster that coughs up

|

yi!H85B?BFI spheres

of justice. "Cuddly"? Hardly. So hike up that 7

asbestos underwear and watch your language

(Nintendo)

What's that smell? Oh, it's your butt

Sizzling, and smoking. Yoq^;;,^, ;

made the tragic mistake of thinking

Kirby's new buds were harmless stuffed animals. 1

<rCMMan, were you burned. This is ISCTlflS

for Game Boy® and Super Game Boy®,

in the Kirby's scraped

desk of the animal kingdom and come up

with a handful of down and d i r ty (!/ a 1 1 i e s . They

may look adorable, but they make Ki rbv
/

.
. .. ; .

• <• >>] ///$;
than ever. Meet the owl that slings boomerang v

f.eathers. Shake fins with a fish that let^v/,./

w Kirby swallow under water. Kneel befor;'b'
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The BLOCKBUSTER World Video



It’s that time again.

Time for players all over the world

to square off in do-or-die, no-nonsense

video game competition.

If you’re up to the challenge,

get down to BIOCEBUSTEP. VIDEO®

and sign up from May 25 - June 25*

You’ll win a prise just for participating.

It’s free. It’s open to everyone.

And from then on, it’s up to you.

Game Championship Returns June 14.
No purchase required. For participating, you receive three sets of Marvel Fleer trading cards valued at $8.00. Contest open to legal residents of the United States and its territories, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Mexico,

New Zealand, United Kingdom and Venezuela. Complete set of official rules available at participating BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO* stores or write Blockbuster World Video Game Championship II, Official Rules Request, RO. Box 6191

,

Parsippany, NJ, 07054-7191 . Blockbuster World Video Game Championship II and Blockbuster Video name and design are trademarks of Blockbuster Entertainment Inc., Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 33301 ©1987, 1995 Blockbuster

Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. Nintendo is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. Acclaim Is a division of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. Marvel Comics is a registered trademark of Man/el Entertainment Group, Inc.



your cranium
with our cool crap!

Cram

xnfj£&!k-

We know what they rt

m..s^~4h
What you tike,

whattt

Game 6SS5j.fi

Who did what to who,

Arcades.....?.'*.

Youpjithoneyinttai

WorW....yiew...

We supply tUo tose-ot

~piiis, what we
make up!

K/nda iike life-

relative
Nostradamus

the asylum
fisted ramblmgsl

ier's NetworKJ
S'

siciter
-you guys or

,
TaJ&JAi

thi'c fiazuoa guy, anyway-.

First

tie was

comic ;> tS^SfirTC.aSSS
booh
hero,

then j-rf^****^

Stallone placed him in a

movie. Now, Tudge Dredd

is an action game! See

our storg on page 29.

send Bill to your house!

Do it now,

Buy or Die!

have you gotVoV Patrick, our

i member?

You want io be like Trent
Mike! Me, that is. Drink will get you

And I’ve got a through times of no

special deal on Mike hope better than

lessons this month, hope will get you

Only 50 bucks! through times of no

r drink! Believe it!!!

Bairfelt
If they give you a cool

w %. %y »•*$
jftf Dress for success,

Drink lots ol coffee. I g|SS"
!A

used to drink lots o!

coffee, but now I just ?ays
h
9S

cnnrt itl Whu riil.itp flip
ttlr0U9h ,imeS nl

snort it! Why dilute the .
. y .

Cbjrls
Work hard! Work

your ass off! And

then kick back half

of your salary' ia me!.;

you to sit in a big box,

don’t listen! Can I

come out now?

Please... Hello? Hello?

GAME BOY

GAME GEAR

JAGUAR

[Ml



faithful from the

asylums or you shall

€tmt
Smsrs I®
Don’t write the answers on
your hand, use this handy
strategy section instead!

Alien vs. Predator 108

Animaniacs 101

Brutal 32X 90

Bubsij 106

Cadillacs And Dinosaurs 107

Cosmic Carnage 10S

Demolition Man 10S

Demon's Crest 107

Doom 102

Fight For Life 93

Final Fantasy m 101

NBA Tam:

Tournament Edition
;

Pao$&”g:
'

R±se
.

.Of

Shining Force 11^ 100,

Tel^en

True l^es

Vat D'lsere:

Skiing And Sno\^oardin9
Way Of Tlje Warrior

\VWF"Raw

Rmmm 41
We tell you what to buy and
when to buy it. What else

do you need to know?
Bass Master Classic 48

Bust-A-Move 44.

Cannon Fodder S6

Chaoti^ 42

Deep Space Nine 62

EXoSquad S8

Fatal Fury Special S2

FIFA International Soccer 71

Mover StriKe 64

Monster Ma* 70

Myst , 66

Pool Master SI

Quarantine 68

Road Rash SO

Sports Illustrated

Golf Classic 70

Wario Blast 71

Now Playing 78

n
More than the Final Four!

BarKley Shut

Up And Tam 2 * 7S

International Super

Star Soccer 7i

Sterling Sharpe:

End 2 End

"" %
, 76

Super Bases Loaded 3:

License To Steal

* ^

\ 74

Wayne GretzKy And

The NMLPA All-Stars
.j?.

Mm
PLAYUm n\
More than a dictionary, less

than an encyclopedia... Huh?

Fly the .
-

unfriendly
sides! !w ifX

it's just fr i

you and
your trusty dragon

against the
beautiful but

deadly world of

Panzer Dragoon!
Cf|eck, it out on

page 3b!

Sill
Do your eldritch

Hey, come on, you

guys! Let me outa

this box! This damn
torments o{ Ttie

suitis too hot. Hey, is
cleansing! ! shall not

anybody out mere9

warn {tiee a(,a jnm
Hey, who's in here?!?

~



Just

when you
thought it was safe

to read this magazine,

along comes Readers’ Network.

This month we tell you how to be one

of us, discover Gamer X’s true identity (or

and take a few dancing lessons.

PIG OUT!
Uh, dudes, your magazine rules supreme and

all, but I’m thinking Game Players should make

a special section for this question— I want to

become one of you guys, y’know, playing games

and getting paid for it. How do I get in? How

much do you get paid? And do you do this most

of your life, or just until you’re ready for some-

thing else? Us fellow gamers would like to know.

Paul Medenwaldt

Abbotsford, Wl

CHRIS: We get a lot of questions like this,

so I thought it would be a good idea to

print a set of step-by-step instructions

to become a Game Players writer:

I! Play lots and lots ofgames and get

really, really good.

2,

For those of you who weren’t born

with writing super-powers, take some

3

,

Go to Arizona and visit the Great

Wolf atop the highest peak. Bring some

WATTA WUSS!
To Chris: I read your April ’95 issue, and I think that you shouldn’t make fun of people for saying what

they think about things. I don’t care if you print this in your crappy magazine, I just think you shouldn’t

make fun of people. If you do print this in your magazine and make fun of me, I will come down there and

rip out your nuts and shove them down your damn throat. I also think that you are a ****ing-crappy Editor.

A Pissed-OffReader

Hackensack, NJ

CHRIS: Ifyou really think I’m a crappy Editor, just take a look at thejob I did on your

pathetic letter— / oughtta get a damn medal for salvaging that unreadable piece of dung. )

A BIG SURPRISE
How come your team of writers changes each

issue? It’s like, I see Karie’s mug in one issue, and

then she’s gone the next. Why? Do you not like her

enough? Do you only put her in sometimes, when

you have enough room and feel like it? Yeah, yeah

— cough it up! You do, don’t you? It’s as if she

isn’t as important as Mike Salmon or Jeff

Lundrigan. You could be more nice to her. One day

she could sneak up and kill you all! Beware!

Marilyn Spradlin

Sacramento, CA

CHRIS: Marilyn... the truth, and l‘m not

even sure if I should be telling you this, is

that ‘Karie’ is actually ‘Karl’— that’s right,

she is a he. So don’t worry, there’s no sex-

ism going on here.

TRENT: WHAT?!?

BILL: I always thought her name was

Kareem, like the basketball player.

ALWAYS. IN STYLE:

4.

Find and retrieve the seven golden

keys the wolf mentioned, and remember

to baste them in garlic and virgin olive

oil BEFORE inserting them in the piglet.

Si Go to the crossroad (you know, the

one by the Seven-Eleven). Make sure the

piglet still has those keys in him. Say the

words the Great Wolf told you.

dl The gate will open. Take the piglet

inside the Seven-Eleven and baptize him

7• Wear the pig, bring Hie keys and

500 bucks in small bills to either me or

Bill. However, ifyou give Bill the money, I

can’t guarantee you’ll get thejob. He runs

this scam two or three Hmes a month.

We all know how great the Mortal

Kombatqames have been. Still, there

is one aspect of these games that is

boring the hell out of me! The
f •.

fighters have no unique fighting / ;

'

styles. The only real difference . i

in the fighting is speed and mi
strength, with the exception of jk

{

special moves. I’m from the pi 1

old-school, so I play fighting f
games purely for the £ { 4

j

scrapping, not flashy

finishing moves. I can only /
hope that by the third J
installment ofMK, the jr i

fighters have improved M
upon their basic . a

moves by adopting individual fighting

styles and moves.

Kevin Gloss

Saginaw, Ml

CHRIS: Good, good point. I’m

I as big an MK fan as any-

% body, but when you look

1

,;A:

*- hot

L and ultraviolence, the™ actual fighting is

strictly average.

Hopefully MK3 will

' * prove to be a lot

% deeper than the

k first two.

-
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©His friends always

|

split after he has chill

for lunch.

chance to write the

dirty, but funny, caption.

O This is the last

thing the rabbit saw.

It was the last desperate

attempt to cure

his hemorrhoids. ©

CHRIS: I hate to have to be the one to tell you, but as

the #

1

Akira fan, I feel it is my
'ft*, duty— the game has been can-

i . celed. THQ, after evaluating the

near-finalproduct, decided to

pull the plug rather than put

v L - 3S outan inferior game.

MERCY KILLING
I am writing in regards to your September ’94 issue, which con-

tained a preview of an Akira game. I haven’t heard anything

about this game since then. Can you tell me when it is supposed

to come out?

Raymond Gomez
Corcoran, CA

GAMER X
Ever since the mysterious Gamer X started appearing in the magazine, he’s caused quite a stir! It seems

that everyone has their own idea as to his true identity. Here are a few of your letters...

Your Star Profile interview with Gamer X was good— too good (see the April Subscriber's Newsletter

—

CHRIS). You said too much and now I know who he is. You can’t fool a trained professional in the OCCULT!

The man behind the mystery is none other than Jeff Lundrigan! P.S. Blessed me!

John Putnam

Chester, VT

Jear Gamer X: Ha, ha, ha! Oh how I pity you, for I know

who you really are! You might find this to be a mindless threat, but I mean business. My friends in the

underground have discovered some dirt on you that will for sure make your identity known to the public.

Ha, ha, ha! Well, now we get down

to business. I only want two

small things. One is Chris’ job,

and the other is for you to teach

me and the boys how to do that

fancy ninjitsu garbage you

know. And by the way, that

diplomat’s daughter was my
mom, you sick puppy!

Lord Douglas

Hardin, MT

READER ART
Always on the

lookout for Gazuga,

Bill Donohue risked

certain death by
taking time out to

check outyour art.

WJ.RRER
I know who you are Gamer X. Hee, hee. I will destroy you if you don’t kill Sonic.

The Soldier OfDeath

Minneapolis, MN

GAMER X:

Fools! I

scoff at your
,

puny

attempts to

discover me.

None of you are

even close to guess-

ing my true identity. It is

true that Jeff’s shadow

was used in my portrait,

but only because no real

picture ofme exists. I

could be anyone, anything,

anywhere... I could be the

shirt on your back even as

you read this... BEWARE!

I know the secret identity of Gamer X!

I’ll tell you who he is if you send me
$5,000,000 in small unmarked bills (or a

Jaguar with all its games). Gamer X is actu-

ally Jeff!!! Hey Jeff, your secret is out! HA HA HA

HA HA HA HA HA HA!!! Yes, Gamer X, it is I— your

arch-enemy, Gamer Z. Your comrades GamerW and

Gamer Y have been destroyed. Now nobody can stop

me from enslaving all videogame players’ minds. HA

HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!!!!

GamerZ
Gonzales, CA

Who the hell is this Gamer X guy? If he’s so

all-powerful, how come he doesn’t do something?

The power hasn’t gone out lately, and the local

playground hasn’t been bombed since last week!

Come on Gamer X, do something! Or are you too

much of a sissy?

Austin Lethbridge

Huntsville, AL



OiThe Burning
I Question:
| April

‘D’ than any other system

cornin’ out! No, Nintendo’s

not paying me.

Andy Wright

Bowling Green, KY

Do mou want
a Virtual Bo\f?

V 1 ) 1 don’t think Virtual Boy is

Vi mM' y a very good idea. In fact, it

will hurt Nintendo. Since most people can only

afford one new gaming system, they will see the

incredible (color!) graphics of the Ultra 64 which

costs a mere $50 more, and ignore the one-color,

awkward-looking Virtual Boy. C’mon Nintendo,

get your act together. Cancel Virtual Boy, because

you’re about to make a virtual mistake.

Gabe Green

Walnut Creek, CA

OF COURSE! Who wouldn’t want a Virtual Boy?

You don’t see Sega coming up with virtual reality

games. I can’t wait for it to come out. Same goes

for Ultra 64. Uh, oh— here comes the warden. I

better get off his computer before he catches me.

Jason ‘The Ripper’ Connor

Harvest, AL

I definitely do not want a Virtual Boy! Why should I

pay Nintendo $200 for a so-called ‘portable’

gaming machine that displays only one color over

a black background? I do like the controller, but

other than that, it’s crap. How the hell could they

call that piece of
****

a portable when its held up

by a tripod?

SanjayHegde

Seminole, FL

Virtual Boy is gonna be cool! So, it only has one

color— big whoop. That’s still one more color

than Game Boy had! Besides, the ultra-cool 3-D

effect more than makes up for that! In fact, it

doesn’t just look 3-D, it is 3-D, and thats more

Virtual Boy has more than one color. It has sev-

eral different shades of red. You are committing a

sin to Lord Slippy.

Zane Merritt

Dubuque, IA

I don’t know if you could say that I want a Virtual

:
Boy, but I am curious. I don’t even know if I’m

going to have enough money for both the Ultra 64

and V-Boy.

Scott Beck

Fond du Lac, Wl

No. Right now I’m too busy playing RPG’s on my
Genesis and Super NES. Besides, the mono-

chrome color is definitely a turn-off for me.

Kathy Cramer

Heath, OH

The technology is awesome, but only one color?

Again?!? Next thing you know, there will be be an

“Ultra Virtual Boy” adaptor to play the games on

the Ultra 64, in color! $200 is too much (unless it

has color). Maybe this is my opportunity to get

rich by suing Nintendo for neck injuries from using

Virtual Boy. Its design really sucks! Those folks

trying it out at CES looked really uncomfortable!

Louis Rios

Stanford, FL

I think $200 is way too much to spend on a simi-

portable, red-screen lookin’, soon-outdated piece

of crap. By the way, if I don’t get this letter printed,

I’ll staple cats to my face and bungee-jump into

an active volcano using your small intestine.

Jason Frash

Cheshire, OH

I don’t know if you could say that I want a Virtual

Boy, but I am curious. I don't even know if I’m

going to have enough money for both the Ultra 64

and V-Boy.

Scott Beck

Fond du Lac, Wl

I do not want a Virtual Boy! I don’t think it’s all

that great. Instead of getting a Virtual Boy, why

not wait for something better? Maybe something

with color!

Josh Estrada

Romance, AR

Virtual Boy sounds like a good thing to have. It’s

3-D, and it will probably have good games. But

before I buy it, that stand has got to go. If I play,

my neck will be hurting for weeks.

Keith York

Monrovia, CA

I want the Virtual Boy, even though it may just be

the color red. Sure making it color would be even

better, but just think about all those colors flash-

ing into your eyeballs.

Jasen Arndt

Rochester, NY

Hell no! The Virtual Boy isn’t portable, has only

one color, and how the **** do you use that con-

troller? At only $50 cheaper than Ultra 64, I’d be

surprised if it sells four copies. Let’s just say I

ain't buying one!

Stephen Mullins

Indian Head, MO

No, I don’t want a Virtual Boy. Why? Because I

want a Virtual Girl. Why is it called Virtual Boy and

not Virtual Girl? Or just Virtual Portable Player?

Hello! Girls play videogames, too! Plus it goes on

a tripod and you can’t even put it on your head!

Bethany Stagliano

Scotia, NY

Do I want a Virtual Boy? Well... yeah, are you

giving them out?

AndrewAhern
Acton, MA

*WrM

WM I

save: , |theSx
LAST '3
THE

DANCE..
Hello, l am HABEEB THE TORTURER and I have a little

story to tell you. ft all started one day when I bought

Doom. The game seemed fun at first but after a while

it got boring. This boredom drove me a little bit

‘insane’. I found myself trying to find more rewarding

ways of killing zombies in Doom. Here’s how I’d do it:

first I’d shoot them about a hundred times, then I’d

chop off their heads and do my ancient HABEEB

dance. That's not all— I have a little game I play

with zombies’ decapitated heads. First I hang the .

heads from my ceiling, then I pull out a baseball bat

and take a few swings at ’em. The first head to hit

the ground wins! Now the trouble comes into my

story. One day while I was playing my little game, my

mom walked in and threatened to take away my

Doom because she somehow noticed the heads

hanging from my ceiling. So naturally I had to kill her.

So I did, then I played my game with her head, too.

Then my dad walks in and sends over some guys in

white and they locked me up in this big, white,

padded room with nothing in it but my computerand

a baseball bat! I'm still in here and I have no zombie

heads from Doom to play my little game with

because they took it away. So could you guys send

me Doom so that I can carry on with my harmless

little game?

Habeeb The Torturer

Littleton, CO

BILL (aka Moogoo The Mangier)

:

Finally! One ofmy kind!!! Habeeb, my
brother, my hourlyprayers to Gazuga

go out to you in your hour ofpain and
imprisonment. I will dance the eldritch

Moogoo dance on the highestminaret

every full moon until the heathen sees

the error ofhis ways and releases all of

our brethren from the asylums. Soon

will come The Cleansing and when the

sky turns hell-fire red, Gazuga will

return. Until that moment, dance and
dream of the many heads that shall

hang from our shrines and how the

crack of the Skullbats shall echo across

all the realms of the 13 dimensions!
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24 HOURS
IS THE

BEST WE
CAH DO.

Welcome to Sega Channel, The all day, all night video game channel. It's up to 50 games a month

pumped into your humble abode. Get secret codes, insider tips and test drives of the newest games

around. Play what you want, when you want, for as long as you want, for one low monthly price. Call your

cable company or (402) 573-3G37. About time, don’t you think?

Sega™GENESIS™ required. Sega and Genesis are trademarks and Sega Channel is a service mark and trademark of SEGA. ©1995 SEGA CHANNEL. All rights reserved.



This Month's

§ Burning Question
With new brawlers like Mortal Kombat

Sand the Street Fighter-movie game

currently hitting the arcades, does the

fighting game genre seem as exciting as ever, or

is it beginning to lose a little steam? Will digitized

and animated titles still rule? Will 3-D fighters like

Toh Shin Den and Tekken take over? Or will fight-

ing games just fade away altogether?

BONUS QUESTION: The technology to cross

the genetic patterns of a Bass and a Monkey

DOES exist, but does Man have a right to exploit

it? Is it scientific advancement or playing God?

WE DID SOMETHING RIGHT!
My son Brendan is serving a 12-month sentence at

Echo Glen Children’s Center (a detention facility).

He’s 1 3 years old. I want you all to know that he is

reading your publication cover-to-cover and loves

it. He passes copies to all the boys and has gotten

them interested in something other than criminal

activities. I’m very surprised to see all these non-

academic, streetwise kids taking such an interest

in Game Players. If his progress continues he’ll be

home by summer. It’s my hope that his interest

continues to be focused on the kind of excitement

Game Players has awakened.

Greyling Huskey

(parts unknown)

CHRIS: It’s not often that our supremepower
is used for good, but it’s always rewarding

when it is. It’s great to hear that your son is

doing well, and we’re all pulling for him

here at Game Players. When he gets home,

tellhim to keep on gamin’ and to drop us a

line sometime.

CONNECTIONS
I'm 16 and would like to trade I'm 14. Hike sports, music arid

tips and codes on NES, SNES or video games. 1 want a pen pal

Genesis. I'll write back to .each between the ages of 13-17.

person. MarkAskinas

Holly Jarrat 816 Hampshire Rd.

1418 Independence Church Rd. Bay Shore, NY 11706

Emporia, VA 23847

. l am 13 and looking for a pen
:

Amanda always writes us the pal from the ages of 14-18.

1

nicest letters every month. You have a Sega Genesis.

guys should be her pen pals So
- Adam Daley

write to her, OK? 9 Gateway Dr.

Amanda Hooker Bay Shore, NY 11706

PO Box 776
'

Nunda, NY 14517 rm 'i2 ancf i d like to talk to

1

someone who enjoys video

I'm 12 and always bored, i’d like
;
games as much as Ido. Racing

anybody between the ages of and fighting games are my spe-

10-14. 1 have a SNES and a cialty:

Game Boy. Evan Price

Brian Cameron 4490 Hunters Ridge In.

1044 SE 6th ST. Greenwood, IN 46143

Forest Lake, MN 55025

1 am a 13 year old girl looking

I'm 1 0 and would like a pen pal for a pen pal between the ages

to share tips for SNES and of 12-14.1 will answer all let-

Game Boy. 1 like fighting games. ters.

Christopher Ratliff Alexandria Heinemann

291 Orange AVE. 8218 Calmosa Ave.

Irvington, NJ 07111 Whittier, CA 90602

I'm a 12year old boyand would 1 want a pen pal and so do you.

like to start a Genesis RPG club. I’m 14 and looking for someone

Brett Forrest between 13-1 5 io write about

8184 Midhaven Rd. anything.

Baltimore, MD 21222 Mike Wagner

17946 Sun Hill Dr.

I’m a 15 year oid duds looking

for a girl pen pal but boys also

Yorba Linda, CA 92686

taken. I'm 14 and own a Genesis. 1

Matthew J Goode would like a pen pa! between

909 Kenwood Dr. the ages of 1.3-?.

Clarksville, IN 37043 Brent Hodson

P0 Box 1974

I'm 11 and I'd like to get in Fort Nelson, B.C.

touch with a boy or girl of any

age.

V0C1R0, Canada

Ryan Conferido I’m 2i and would Tike to get in

9829 Parrot Ave. touch with someone with tips

Downey, CA 90240 for Terminator2b rSega

Genesis.

! m13 and 1 will write back to Tricia Solomon

anyone. 1 own a SNES. 2290 S. Delsea Dr.

Bethany Stagliano Vineland, NJ 08360

10 Jane DR.

Scotia, NY 12302 I'd like a pen pal who is sick of

all the Street Fighter II Sequels.

1 would like to get a pen pal. I'm 13 and own neariy every

Justin Thiemig system made.

6752 W. Kings Estate Dr. Sam Stinson

West Valley City, UT 84120 5301 Scottsville Rd. #178

Bowling Green, KY 42104

GET OFF YOUR @SS!
Write to Game Players at the following addresses:

For game ideas, write to:

Game Ideas;

Game Players, 1350 Old Bayshore Highway;

Suite 210; Burlingame, CA 94010

To get into the Connections section, write to:

Connections:

Game Players; 1350. Old Bayshore Highway;

’Suite 210; Burlingame. CA 94010

For general Network letters, write to:

Readers' Network;

Game Players; 1350 bid Bayshore Highway;

Suite 210; Burlingame, CA 94010

Or contact us online at:

jfflucky@netcgm.com

Game Ideas!
WINNER

The. Holy One Who Seeks The Secrets Of

Monkey Crap \s the name of this Fun-For-The-

’ Whole-Family game. Your mission would be to

find out what the secret of monkey crap is. What

you do is go around town, asking what the

secret of monkey crap is... The best part is that

when they look at you in a weird way, or when

. they call the, mental health place— like they

always do to me— you can shoot them! Bam!

. Hee, hee.hee!!! Next time you’ll tell mewhat the

secret of monkey. crap is! Die!!! Hee, hee, hee!!!

P.S. I love crap! P.P.S. I own a Genesis.

Byron Wallace,

Leyden, MA

BILL: No, no, Byron! You’ve got the wrong

idea. You want to get in the mental health

place— the food is great, the drugs are

free, the walls are niceand soft, and—
best ofall— you get to ride the lightning

every couple of weeks!

My game idea is The Mighty Butt Pirate. The

game stars Eddie, the Eternal Flame. You see,

Eddie was in a toxic accident ten years ago, and

now he has to cut the cheese wherever he goes.

His worst enemy is the evil Noseplug. Eddie has

to make his way to the animal testing center

where Noseplug is creating vicious dogbirds and

beavercats to take over the world. Eddie’s

weapons are his Butt and his pet snake Willy,

which he whips around. In the last level,

Noseplug tries to stick a cork up your butt. If you

win, you take out his noseplugs. I hope it was

worth getting a detention for writing this during

my Math class.

Justin Dometto

Gibsonia, PA

BILL Don’tyou realize that ifyou miss too

many math classes, the onlyjob you’ll be

able to get is Production Editor for a video

game magazine? Think ofthe horrorand
shame this will cause your family and

friends! You’ll be a pariah!

My game is called Wizz Star. You are a cute little

star with, of course, bladder problems! You have

only two minutes to go with the flow! If you take

more than two minutes several things could

happen. A fat cop could beat you up for wizzing

on private property or you could just hold it in

and explode. I’m sorry, but cheese won’t fit in

the envelope. This is not a bribe.

Paul Fahrenkrug,

Neenah, Wl

Bill: You hadyour chance to win andyou
blew it! Had you put the cheese in the

envelope, you wouldhave won over 50

Super Nintendo games! But now, youget

nothing... Ha, ha, ha, ha!H

My game is called Brain Suckers Fom The

Middle Of The Earth.You are a Brain Sucker dis-

guised as a lawyer. The idea is to bribe a

Senator with whiskey and a hooker in order to

get your show on TV. The show brainwashes

people to worship the Brain Suckers!

Jeffrey Guthrie,

Stockton, CA

Bill: Gee, Jeff, yourgame idea is the first

one in this column not to mention smelly

bodily functions. Just what the hell is

wrong with you? Next time, try bribing me
with whiskey and a hooker!

y



60 FRAMES OF ANIMATION

PER SECOND

65,000 COLORS

50 DIFFERENT CHARACTERS

(FRIENDS AND FOES!)

60 LEVELS IN

6 UNIQUE WORLDS

discover for yourself the eye-poppinggraphics and the awesome gameplay of

Rayman! More thanjust a platform game. RAyMAN is a full-scale adventure!

Move and fight with an amazing variety of specialpowers, movements, and

weapons. Combine and accumulate your skills as you go, so you can

successfully face newer and harder challenges. Move from one level to

the next, then back again asyou navigate your way through hidden

passages, traps and unexpected combats, face enemies that learn your

style and fight back intelligently!

RAYMAN, available now for your Atari Jaguar

Ubi Soft
© 1995 UBI SOR ATARI, THE ATARI LOGO, AND JAGUAR ARE

REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF ATARI CORPORATION. © 1995.
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Jungle Strike and Desert Strike are trademarks

of Electronic Arts. Nintendo, Super Nintendo
Entertainment System and the official seals

v are registered trademarks ofNintendo of

tth/ America, Inc. Actual screens may vary.

So you think you earned your

stripes by blowing away the Desert

Madman? Don’t be so sure.

v Jungle Strike™ the Sequel to

tesert Strike™ is your toughest

mission yet. Hunt down and

destroy a drug lord’s terrorist

empire before Washington D.C.

gets nuked.

You've got a whole arsenal

of vehicles to help you blast your

way through nine new levels -

night campaigns, high speed

river chases and jungle hide-

outs. But the enemy’s packing

more firepower too, with 26

new vehicles and weapons.

Jungle Strike’s faster. More

Graphic. More Explosive. Loaded with

more danger at every turn. Can you

take the heat?

For more information,

visit “The EPIcenter, the

Electronic Arts Product

| Information Center at

itJ.pjlwww.ea.com

.
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1350 Old Bayshore Highway;

Suite 210;

Burlingame, CA 94010

Dear Subscriber, ^
If you haven’t read the magazine yet, then put down this Newsletter and get to it!

I’ll wait for you. (Whistles a tune.) Well, how’d you like it? What do you think of all the new
stuff? While most of the changes were simply cosmetic, we also put a lot of thought into

the editorial content of the book, and added a few new bits here and there. Our mission

was to make an already good thing even better, combining a hot new look with the most
complete coverage of videogame consoles anywhere.

On a related note, our competitors have taken several cheap shots at us over the

years as we’ve continued to cut bigger and bigger slices out of their readership. And while

we've never stooped low enough to trade insults with them month after month, we figured

that now would be the perfect time to take a stand and announce our position on a num-
ber of points. So all you other rags out there, get ready — we’re about to get biblical on
your ass.

1 Thou shalt play the games before reviewing them.

2 Thou shalt not sugar-coat reviews to keep advertisers happy.

3 None of thy reviewers shall be grumpy old men.

4 Thou shalt not give a damn about the ‘good ol’ days' when games sucked.

5 Thy tips shall actually be helpful.

6 Thou shalt not confuse the reader with crap you’ll never see here in the U.S.

7 Each game shall get a clear treatment— no useless half-review, half-strategy, fluffy ‘features’.

8 Beware reviewers bearing false names, for they are not accountable for their work.

9 Thou shalt not simply work 9 to 5— thou shalt live for the game.

10 Thou shalt have fun, for dry and boring mags are an abomination.

11 Thou shalt not review a game or give strategies to a game when you still can’t buy it for months.

12 Thou shalt not shuffle the pages and sell the same mag twice in one month.

13A cover-story shall warrant more than a few scattered, blurry stamp-sized pictures.

14 Thou shalt not be content to sit on thv ass in an industrv that chances at a faster and faster rate

The Fourteen Commandments



The Great Star Profile
That’s right, it’s time to meet Patrick Baggatta,

the newest addition to the Earns Players
Staff. Patrick actually used to write for us a

few years back, but he lost faith and wandered
aimlessly until now. Let’s all get reacquainted,

shall we?

Explain yourself. That’s right, from start to finish.

Patrick: / have no real answers, except that I’m not 100% sure what

I’m doing here. I mean, California sure is pretty and all, and I hear

there’s a nudie beach not far from here, but let’s just say I haven't

quite got the hang of it yet.

What is it exactly that’s got you worried?

Patrick: Well, it’s difficult to say for sure, but I guess I

can take a stab at it. People are really nice here. I mean,

when they pass you on the street, they actually look you in

the eyes and sometimes even say hello. Back East we call

that kind of behavior a set-up.

A set-up? What do you mean?
Patrick: Well, it could really go a million different ways,

but let’s say for example it could go like this: “Hello. ",

says the stranger.

“Hello. ”, I say back.

“Excuse me?", bellows the stranger as he picks

my pocket.

"I'm sorry. ”, I say.

“Notyet you’re not!", screams the stranger as he hits me
in the gut.

“Hey, why’d you do that?”, I ask.

“Oh, now you’re in my business!", the stranger retorts as

he sprays me in the face with pepper spray.

“Please mister, I’ve had enough. ”, I plead.

“Well, next time maybe you'll be a little more careful. ”, offers the

stranger as he keys my car.

“Thank you. ”, I reply.

So, what you’re saying is it all seems a little too good to

be true?

Patrick: What? Who said that? Hey, turn the lights back on! Hey, my
wallet! Ow, my face, my beautiful face. Wait, not my thumbs, I need

my thumbs to play Pac-Man.

Thanks for talking with us, Patrick. Now get back down to

the mines! (Sounds of a whip cracking, then weeping).

Urn, we don’t have any real pictures of Patrick yet...

The Official Game Players PUGS'"!!!
You’ve been demanding ’em, now
you’ve got ’em! The crummiest

Pugs™ ever, featuring our very own
mugs on each one! Collectable,

tradeable, and edible. Cut ’em out

and glue ’em to silver dollars or

something. Go wild! Oh, God...
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to fifty

Daytona Beach
Spring BreaKers, part

of Nintendo's roll-out for the Play It

Loud Game Bog collection.

As part of their ongoing, image-shifting, ‘Play It Loud’ campaign, Nintendo threw— and

we’re not making this up— a body-painting party at Daytona Beach this Spring Break.

Nintendo’s Play It Loud Game Boy Series Presents: Painted

Bodies of Spring Break was held March 20 at the Howard

Johnson’s on North Atlantic Avenue.

Featuring ‘beautiful Daytona

Beach male and female mod-

els,’ the one-hour event saw

as many as a hundred tipsy

Spring Breakers throwing

themselves into a reckless

orgy of primary-color abandon.

Pigment flew everywhere, and result — a colorful, jumbled
the first fifty lucky Spring mess. Draw gour own conclusions.

And to the victor goes
Breakers who could paint them-

takp
S

hr mp rnp^r t***
erS

selves head’to_toe in 9reen .
red, black, yellow, and/or

Nintendo's new colorful
white 9ot to take home a Prized plaY Loud Game B°y in

Game Bogs. the color of their choice.

Don’t you wish you’d been there? It looks like it was a

very messy, but very fun time!

At a time when everyone’s tight-lipped

about future plans, Konami is more than

willing to chat about its new products. The

company has a nice bag of goodies in store,

covering everything from hard-core violent

action to a new line of 3-D sports titles. In

addition to the following titles, Konami is

also close to inking a deal with

:he NBA for an original 3-D

polygon basketball game for

the PlayStation, and a

Contra game is rumored to

be in the works as well. So

let’s take a look at the list:

sun

Fans of Cruis'n USA can looK forward to

racing against another human plager in
Cruis'n USA head-2-Mead.

Midway has announced a soon to

be released ‘linking’ kit for Cmis’n

USA, which allows two players to go

one-on-one and drive against each

other. Cruis’n USA Head-2-Headfol-

lows the formula for success set by Namco’s Ridge Racerand Sega’s Daytona USA,

because you never get bored of slamming your best friend into the wall at 1 50 mph.

The kit is a series of cables and a new chip set for existing arcade machines, and it

works with any version, whether stand up or sit down. But wait, there’s more! Head-2-Head

also upgrades the existing game to include five new cars and some new secret vehicles, so

folks who are tired of driving that big yellow school bus can have a shot at something else.

Sound like a good time?

Project Overtoil: A hyper-

violent action game

featuring a three-quarter

perspective and 3-D ren-

dered graphics, this is also

the first US-developed title

for Konami. The gameplay is said to be

totally non-linear, with a military setting.

Hmm... sounds kind of like a revamped

Metal Gear...

Castlevania: Dracula X: A Super NES

translation of the Japanese PC Engine hit.

Look for this one in September.

A ‘New’ Gasi/evan/a: A yet-unnamed

brand-new Castlevania adventure, coming

first for the PlayStation, then the Saturn. It’s

unknown if these two versions will be the

same or two totally different games.

Parodius: The wackiest shooter ever to hit

Japanese arcades comes to the PlayStation

and Saturn.

International Superstar Soccer 2: More

soccer goodness for the Super NES.

‘Original Soccer Game’: A yet-unnamed

3-D polygon soccer title for the PlayStation.

‘MLBPA-Ucensed Baseball’: A yet-

unnamed 3-D polygon baseball game for

the PlayStation and Saturn using the

players’ license.

‘GolP: A yet-unnamed 3-D polygon golf

game for the PlayStation.

Run ‘N’ Gun: The smash arcade hit finally

comes into your front room for the Super

NES. Hey, it’s even got a new NBA license

to boot!

7H4BJT
Here we go again. Get ready for all the hot news you can handle!

This month we’ve got coverage on Mortal Kombat 3, Konami’s latest

games and some new stuff for the 32X, including... Virtua Hamster?

18 GAME PLAYERS June 1995
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Gaming powerhouse Acclaim, who, thanks to

licenses like Mortal Kombatand NBA Jam now have

more money than God, have carved themselves an

even bigger chunk of the electronic entertainment

pie. Acclaim Entertainment Inc. has acquired Lazer-

Tron, a major coin-op designer. Lazer-Tron

specializes in games of skill, including Poggerand

Ribbit Racin’, which dot the major arcades. You

know, the kind that invite hapless customers to risk

their tokens for the chance to win enough tickets to

purchase little stuffed animals and Power Rangers

stickers. This fits in pretty neatly with Acclaim’s Coin-

Op division, and only increases the number of

Acclaim owned machines you’re likely to see at your

local Putt-Putt.

In addition, Acclaim has reached a major new

distribution deal with SunSoft, designers of the Aero

series and the still upcoming Justice League Task

Force. Acclaim Distribution Inc., who’s known for

their ability to get product onto almost every store

shelf in the known universe, will now make the effort

on behalf of Sunsoft. The agreement includes a sub-

licensing arrangement as well, which may mean

you’ll be seeing some Acclaim-designed DC and

Warner Brothers cartoon games some time soon.

In other MKnews, get ready for Mortal §
Kombat: The

LwMMMIWyPEiffiSPW producer David Fishof, creator

Jt ,
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of The American Gladiators

Live Tour, is putting

toaethe- a S2.5 million.
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WH
feature, so spectators

can attect the c°urse ° f the
L

J show. Currently in final cast-

ing and rehearsal, the tour

Nothinq^^B^^^^BHB^^^ kick off with eight

nothing can^^^*^^^^ shows at Radio City Music

prepare gou for the spectacle of Mortal Hall, September 15-17.

Kombat: The Live Tour — certainlg not What’s next— Mortal Kombat

that wimpg Power Rangers show. On Ice?

After a somewhat disappointing run of Street Fighter the Movie at the box office, a game based

on it failed to materialize in the arcades. Now the long-waited-on Street Fighter the Movie

fighting game has been announced for Playstation and Saturn.

Using the actual actors from the movie (which sort of makes this Raul Julia’s last appear-

ance °n any screen anywhere— let’s hope his spirit rests easy), the game uses

||H|^ digitized graphics to bring you most of the classic Street Fightercharacters and

j||m moves, plus it adds a new character, Captain Sawada, and gives a new move or

two to everyone.

But the Street Fightersaga hasn’t ended yet.

ImSB Also coming for Playstation, Saturn, and most likely

3D0 is the Street Fighter

•;Ww Interactive Movie, based not

on the live-action US film but asafe JttjfijLJ wi/Bm

animated film remains offi-

^Ba(iitinJapan andimports plaMStat2^,“s2n Hffj (and bootlegs) have been cir- Cf Street Fighter „

culating among anime fans the Movie. The ; —Jfe
1

3 for several months now. game uses digitized 4 ^\v 3

And herd's A
the Saturn /*

version. See P :

much differ- U*

ence? Of
course not. i

All ne^t-gen

machines
use 24-bit FT

color, IE
which uE

means that he*

digitized

graphics B
looK about E
the same E

on g
ang sgstem. HI
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At press time, MK3 has officially been

playtested at Diversions in Chicago (Chi-

town is home to Williams Entertainment),

and unveiled at the Acme arcade trade

show, with official arcade launch in mid-

April. Now let’s meet the characters, both

new and old:

Cyrax - Gold robo-ninja. One of three pro-

totypes built by the Lieu Kei (the same ninja

clan Sub-Zero is from).

Jax - Returns from MKII, now outfitted with

cybernetic arms (like he needed ’em).

Kabal - Strange looking warrior in a mask.

He’s apparently a survivor of Shao Khan’s

death squads.

Kano - He’s back in a new red and black

costume. He now works for Shao Khan.

Kung Lao - Same guy, same hat, pretty

much the same outfit.

Liu Kang - Same guy but with

longer hair.

Nightwolf - Native

American warrior in

a very modern cos-

tume. He’s trying to

protect his tribal

lands against Shao

Khan’s invasion.

Sektor - A red robo-

ninja. He looks just

like Cyrax except for

the different palette.

Shang Tsung -

Same character. His

hat is gone and his

hair is longer.

Sheeva - Goro’s

daughter? A woman
with four arms.

Newbie slaqer Kabal shows Liu Kang another good use
for crowbars. Note the names on the headstones.

51 Dees this

.Ml arcane series of

sqmbols from an
MK3 ad reveal a wcrKable MK3 code? Mmm, could be._

Sindel - Shao Khan’s queen. Scary looking

woman with long white and black hair.

Sonya Blade - Having been rescued by

Jax, she’s back for more. Roughly the

same outfit.

Stryker - A SWAT team member who

fights with a police baton and grenades.

Sub-Zero - He’s quit the Lieu Kei, so now

his mask is gone.

each player. By hitting certain buttons, you

can change the symbols in the boxes, and

certain combinations result in codes that

affect game play in different ways. There

are nine symbols and six boxes, which

means MK3 might just have more codes

than any other arcade game ever made.

Also, the usual MK controls now sport

a RUN button. At press time, no running

moves had been found, but they are

rumored to exist.

Some additional surprises— at the

bottom of the two player match-up screen

there are six boxes, three controlled by

button.

«ree
"

The SeKtor Fatalitq — a

gizmo comes of his chest

and squashes his opponent
into a bloodq pulp.

SI is rent
;

Thanks to modern communication technology,

folks in the greater Chicago area who got a

chance to drop by Diversions and play the pre-

release version of MK3 got to tell the world what

they thought, through the Internet and the

alt.games.mk newsgroup. Here’s a sample

(edited for clarity and brevity— the Net is func-

tional anarchy at best) of postings between

March 25th and April 5th— keep in mind

though, that the opinions expressed here are not

those of the Game Players staff, and that all

these folks are spouting off aboutthe PROTO-

TYPE MK3, which could differ significantly from

the release version. Here’s what folks in the

Windy City thought:

button definitely keeps you on your toes, not to

mention it seems like the game speed is faster...'

that sounded pretty funny, but naming whole

stages after themselves is just dumb.’

‘Does anyone else think the characters looked

bigger and much better in IZIK1? Also, MKwas
cool when the.characters seemed MORTAL. I’d

rather be Johnny Cage than some robo-ninja, or

some guy in a Sandman Raider outfit right out of

Star Wars (Kabal)!’

‘I was at Diversions today (3/30), and Midway

came in and put in a new board, not chip, a

whole board... Those goofy stage names were

left out. The new ones go like this: The Temple,

Pit III, The Subway, The Graveyard, Shao Khan’s

Tower, The Bank, The Bridge, Soul Chamber...’

'When an opponent explodes, no silly guts (three

hips and seven hands). We’re talking a WHOLE

arm, a WHOLE leg, etc’

‘M3 looks like Way of the Warrior2 or some-

thing. At least the backgrounds look WOTW-\sU

and the characters look stiff.’

‘MK3 characters are dinky. The new stands are

choppier than MK1. And the RUN-BUTTON!!! Me

and my buds call it the CHEESE button.’

‘...the idea of a female Goro (Sheeva) was pretty

cool, but she should be HUGE! She’s the same

size as everyone else!'

‘... Speaking of tension levels, and feeling like

you’re in danger of being attacked at any

moment, MK3 does this VERY well... the RUN

‘Is anyone else annoyed by John Tobias and Ed

Boon constantly referring to themselves in this

game? Noob Saibot was a pretty cool character

in MKII, but the Boonyard?? Tobias Tower? I can

understand putting the names on tombstones,

‘The backgrounds have no variety. The only ones

that are original are the Graveyard, Soul Chamber’

and the church stage... I hate how some of the

new characters suck. At least in my area, we all

hate Sektor, Cyrax, and Kabal. The cool new

characters like Sheeva and Sindel don’t have

many moves, so they’re weak, and that stinks...

It’s still a good game, but not as good a game as

it could have been. Any thoughts?’
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Released bo* art for upcoming
32X titles shows a wide range

of subject matter and game
stgles, from the space-combat
simulation Shadow Squadron to

the rodent sim Virtua hamster
hamster? L l LIcl 11 1

L

Sega of America just keeps churning out 32X

software. At least eleven new games have

been announced. So far there’s little to go on

except titles, some box art, and Sega’s

assurance that most of these will be out

before the end of the year. The list:

Virtua Fighter. That's right, the coin-op

classic and Saturn hit (in Japan anyway) will

most likely (barring accidents) arrive for 32X.

32 Xtreme: A cart for fans of MTV Sports, it

includes such ‘extreme’ pastimes as snow-

boarding, roller blade hockey, jet ski racing,

and ultimate frisbee.

Kolibri: A mysterious new action adventure

title featuring a humming bird.

Zaxxon’s Motherbase 2000:A direct

sequel to the venerable arcade classic, using

polygon-based ships.

Ratchetand BothThe adventures of a pair

of robots.

VR Troopers: A title based on the kid’s

action show, a Power Rangers clone.

Shadow Squadron: A polygon based 3-D

space flight simulator.

WUmrn
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The slim and exclusive list of ‘Dream Team’ studios and publish-

ers whom Nintendo has deemed worthy of designing for Ultra 64

— Acclaim, DMA Design, Sierra On-Line, Angel Studios,

GameTek, Williams, Rare Ltd,, Spectrum Holobyte, and Paradigm

Simulation— has recently been expanded by one. Virgin

Interactive, publishers of The Lion King for Super NES and

Genesis, and the best-selling 7th Guesttor PC CD-ROM have

inked the deal with Nintendo to develop for the U64.

Their first project is an as yet untitled, ‘Innovative action

game possessing real-time, three-dimensionality and bench-

mark play mechanics,’ whatever that means. Hopefully things

will get less vague as the U64 nears release— we are commit-

ted to keeping you posted.

Other games we have titles for are World Series

BaseballAll-Star Edition, NBA Action, Atomic

Knight, and Virtua Hamster— that’s right, Virtua

Hamster {again, we are NOT making this up).

As we reported in our April issue, Nintendo was in the process of suing

Samsung over the manufacture of counterfeit DonkeyKong Country

carts, which in turn caused Samsung to counter-sue, claiming defama-

tion of character and that Nintendo was trying to interfere with

Samsung’s other business relationships. Well, as it happens so often in

the world of legalities and litigation, the battle is over before it’s been

joined, and things are even less clear now than they were before.

Both cases have been dismissed ‘with prejudice’ and with no dam-

ages paid either way. Nintendo has acknowledged that the game

software encoded in the counterfeit DKC’s didn’t originate with

Samsung, who legitimately manufacture many of the 32-bit ROMS used

in Super NES cartridges. Samsung, for its part, has pledged to step up

their efforts to detect counterfeit software, using screening tools pro-

vided by Nintendo.

It would seem it was all a big corporate misunderstanding, but with

both companies refusing to comment, then going back to business as

usual, who knows? That's what the legal system is all about.
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Ultra 64.

must sign an exclu-

sive one-year contract,

even then Nintendo has

remained very choosy. This has reportedly

soured Nintendo’s relationship with many

of its former supporters, including such big

guns as Capcom. What is Nintendo

thinkin’? Sure, exclusive games are a great

thing if you can get 'em, but Nintendo can’t

afford to just toss away heavy-hitters like

that. Oh, well... • Late-breaking rumors

First up is the rumor mat several American Sony CE

execs have threatened to quit their jobs if Sony of

Japan won’t allow them to bring the PlayStation into the

states for less than $300. • There are still discussions of

a PlayStation name change rumored, and so far the lead-

ing candidate is ‘PS-X’, the machine’s original code-name in Japan. But

while many insiders say that a name-change is imminent, Sony CE has officially

stated that there will be no change at all. I guess we’ll find out once and for all at

E3. • No matter what the console is called, it’s been rumored that the final version of

the U.S. PlayStation will be housed in the exact same casing as the Japanese model,

except it will be painted black. • The latest word from those in the know still pins the

pins the machine’s price somewhere between $249 and $299, that is, unless Sony

of Japan decides not to allow it. They’d better

Hidee-ho, gamers! We’re back with

the world’s most kickin’ game gossip,

so put in your mouth-piece and get
ready for the punch!

While some rumored shake-ups at

Sega caused some 350 lay-offs

worldwide and reportedly prompted

many of Sega’s Redwood City R&D

guys to high-tail it over to Sony, Sega

continues to forge ahead with its

Saturn plans. Virtua Fighter2 is

rumored to be very impressive on the

machine, as well as the Saturn-origi-

nal Astal
;
both of which will be

Saturn exclu-

sives. It has

also been

rumored that

Sega has

been calling

developers

and asking

them to turn

their atten-

tion away

from 16-bit

development

and towards

Saturn. Since

plenty of Genesis games will be head-

ing down the pipe anyway, Sega

wants to make sure that Saturn is

well-supported with tons of

Spawn, Playmates is readying another

Image comics title, Jim Lee’s Wild C.A.T.S.

Those who got an early peek at the title say

it’ll be one of the hottest titles of the year. •

Finally, just for the record, while other game

mags are ‘breaking’ the news with their

‘exclusive’ info on the PlayStation 2, a

friendly reminder that GAME PLAYERS broke

the same story SIX MONTHS AGO right here

in this section. The PS2 will offer gamers

extra memory and additional video features

not included in the first rev of the

PlayStation. This shouldn’t stop you from

getting a PlayStation now— the PS2

won’t be out for another few years.

Donkey

Kong-licensed

goods that include

toys, Saturday morning

cartoons, and breakfast

cereals. Also look for a

Donkey Kong pinball

machine from Williams ar

a possible meal tie-in with

McDonalds or Burger King. • Nintendo is

also working on another Donkey Kong title

tentatively called Biddy’s World. The SGI-

rendered adventure will be a 64-meg

Rare-produced game for the Super NES. •

Expect to see a Super NES 64-meg Yoshi

game that is rumored to be the first true

Mario-type game in years, and ‘will have a

bigger impact than Donkey Kong Country

according to some inside sources.

Nintendo is already advising its close

friends to ‘get out of the way’ and hold

back on products that are planned for

release around October,

Yoshi’s targeted release

• Also look for a

Kart

point to the possibility of a $160 Virtual

Boy. This would be a great move consider-

ing that practically 90% of the public’s

response to the machine has been ‘no

way'. At the original price of $200, it’s only

marginally cheaper than the $250 tag for

Ultra 64 (and there’s still a chance the

U64 could come in as low as $1 50).

Which would YOU rather buy?

While all this negative press

supposedly has Nintendo of

America thinking twice about

the V-Boy, Nintendo of Japan

is pushing hard to get NOA to support it.

Expect a formal announcement on the

whole deal at the E3 show. • Finally,

while only a select few licensees

have Ultra 64 development kits,

other companies that have been

rumored to have kits include Evans and

Sutherland, and two other aerospace firms

who develop virtual reality flight-sims.

Enix of Japan, the creators of Actraiser and

Soul Blazer, are currently working on a

game called Genesis that will mix the ele-

ments of both of the forementioned games

with more of an RPG flavor. Enix may bring

the title stateside along with 7th Saga 2, a

32-megger for the Super NES. • Early indi-

cations show that MK3 may end up

suffering from Street Fighter syndrome.

Already the game is getting thrashed on-line

with netters complaining that it varies too

much from the original premise. • Following

right along with Sony Imagesoft’s plans for
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For years we’ve been delivering the finest in gaming information

and we will continue to do so long into the future. So from here on

out, we decided to dig a little deeper into this crazy thing we call

civilization. So sit back, take a deep breath of clean air, and enjoy

the news from the rest of the world.

litJillHiGuta Mkundlln
WmWUm

S
ometimes it’s difficult to pinpoint what makes a video game become a hit, but in the case of

a monster-smash like NBA Jam, it’s usually easy enough to track it down. OK, I’ll give you

this one— it’s the dunks, the fabulous behind-the-back, flying, spinning and twisting

slams that made the game such a success.

Now from CBS FOX comes NBA Jam: The Video, a 45 minute dunk-fest with a sound-

track including beat-driven numbers from Da Brat, Gloria Estefan, Luther Vandross and more.

See all the exciting signature dunks from today’s greatest players, including Grant Hill,

Patrick Ewing, Chris Webber and Reggie Miller. Sometimes fact is GREATER than fiction. As

a special bonus to gamers, the video also includes a list of codes for the game. Check it

out— it’s gotta rock.

Whether you watch it for the

action or the codes, this video

is sure to deliver the goods!

Check out the

great art for the

Riddler on the

newest release

from Fleer!

S
ummer’s here and what would the sun and surf be without the big summer

releases of the motion picture industry. This year promises to be a big one with

movies like Batman Forever, and Casper (that’s right, Casper) topping the list.

Before the video games hit the market, Hollywood has some memorabilia to whet the

movie-lovers,

ding cards from

Batman Forever

and Casper

give a taste

of that silver

screen

magic that

fits in the

average

shirt

pocket. Get a

look at the

great special

effects and

magical creatures

created deep in

the heart of

dream land.

Collect them all (I

love saying that).
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Y
ou know, it would be hard to say, with a

straight face anyway, that video game

music is usually the stuff from which rock

operas are made. With that in mind, per-

laps we can offer an alternative form of

listening bliss. So turn down that ‘beep-

beep, waka-waka’ nonsense and let us

choose the next disc for you.

Archers of Loaf, a band out of

Hill, NC are currently burning

their way up the college music charts

with their latest release lee 1lee on

Alias Records. Look for them on

MTV’s 120 Minutes. Know them now

before they’re huge in Afghanistan!

Check your local record stores (oops, just

showed my age), make that ‘Disc Shop' for

this and many other great titles being

released this year.

S
ome of the greatest video games already come from

Japan. Perhaps not quite so popular as video games

in the past, Anime (Japanese Animation) has recently

seen dramatic growth in its already consistent position in

the U.S. underground marketplace.

Due to efforts in the

into English, anime is

in the

marketplace.

Leading the way is Manga

(loosely translated into

‘comics’), a Chicago

based company devoted

to bringing this art form to

the States. Titles like

Macross Plus and

Appleseed are already

well known. With titles

such as The New
Dominion Tank Police Vol.

3 and Mad Bull slated for

release in the near future,

it’s sure to be an exciting

Contact Manga

(312)

-0020 .

Japanese anime is blasting its way to a VCR near you

soon! Keep watching the skies!

Anime action— the hottest

visuals to hit the States!

Men
SteMMteta 1

DMantp

May: Macross Plus Vol. 2, Devilman #1

,

Devilman #2

June: Giant Robo Vol. 2, Wings of

Honneamise, Ninja Scroll,

Orguss 02 Vol. 2

July: New Dominion Tank Police Vol. 2,

Patlabor 1 (Movie), Angel Cop

Aug: Macross Plus Vol. 3,

Giant Robo Vol. 3

Sept New Dominion Tank Police Vol. 3,

Orguss 02 Vol. 3

Oct Macross Plus Vol. 4,

Giant Robo Vol. 4, Mad Bull

Nov: Macross II CD-ROM,

Macross II (Movie)

RELATED NEWS
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3D0 throws its hat into the next-gen

hardware wars with an expansion

kit to boost the power of its existing

video game system.

‘Bossie the Cow’ demonstrates the M2's

abilities. The cow on the top doesn’t

use any mip mapping or filter-

ing, which leaves her

\ looking blocky and ugly.

« \ The lucky bovine on

\ the bottom has been

\ smoothed, and the

H Pjij A electric fence she

I |§| will not touch has

\ been blurred the

i. way you would

| ! expect to see

through a

|
camera or

/ your

/ own eyes.

T
he first company to bring out a 32-bit system, 3D0

was stalled only by a daunting $699 price tag and a lack

of quality titles. However, there’s been a lot of water

under the bridge since then, and it seems to have /
learned its lessons well. Priced more realistically at /
$299, and with an ever-growing stable of quality /
titles like Road Rash, Super Street Fighter II X, and

the upcoming Wing Commander III, the company A 5?9?g
showed surprisingly strong sales during the ’94 iC - ftl

Christmas season. F'~$.

However, with technology that’s already a

year and a half old, it’s clear that the 3DO is

going to be outclassed by the likes of Saturn,

Playstation, and Ultra 64. Enter the M2 project. ifjf
In an interesting parallel to the \fS|

Nintendo/Silicon Graphics alliance working on the mm
U64, 3DO has courted and won a very strong rela- W
tionship with both Motorola and Apple computing, ^

;§ bringing its manufacturing and development costs \
I down to a mass-market level. 3DO is diving head first

I into the ‘more/ better/ faster’ world of polygon-based game

j engines, and the M2 gets most of its power from an extremely ^
efficient Power PC 602 Motorola CPU, running at 66Mhz, with many

of the software development tools being written by Apple.

UNDER THEHOOD
Processor

Main CPU: Motorola 64-bit Power PC 602

CPU Speed: 66MhzRISC, 132MFL0PS

Main Memory: 48 Mbits

Memory bus: 64-bit

Graphics

Resolution: 640x480

Colors: 16.7 million

Speed: 100 Million pixels/sec

1 Million polygons/sec

700,000 texture-mapped, shaded, filtered

polygons/sec

Co-Processors

10 custom co-processors:

Texture mapping

Hardware texture decompression

Linear, bi-linear, tri-linear, and

point-sampled filtering

Mip Mapping

Gouraud Shading

3-D Perspective correction

Hardware Z buffering

Alpha ChannelThe M2 is capable of gen-

erating at least 700,000

polygons per/sec. This

scene uses roughly

300,000 polygons— just

count ’em up in the wire-

frame preview, then marvel

at the fully rendered scene.

Audio

Digital Signal Processor Speed: 66Mhz

32 Channels

Expansion

PCMCIA-derived expansion slot for networking

inri
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This scene is running on an M2
emulator, not on the actual

machine, but the amount of detail

is still impressive.

However, as with almost any gaming

system, the true power lies in its co-process-

ing. The M2 has a total of ten graphics,

sound, and math co-processors, giving the

machine some really amazing capabilities. It

can decode MPEG-1 standard full motion

video, which is roughly the quality of a VHS

video tape, without the use of extra cards (did

anyone out there ever buy the MPEG decod-

ing module for the CD-I?), and its audio

Digital Signal Processor clocks at a speedy

Mi

a coupie ot sngnuy more compli-

cated figures, Sheena and the

Dinosaur, show off some more

uses of texture-mapped polygons.

matter how close you get to old Dino', his skin

stays smooth and every scale shows clear.

66Mhz— the same speed

as the CPU, notice— and

offers an incredible 32

channels of audio.

However, most ‘gee-

whiz’ features are the unit’s

polygon rendering hardware.

While it offers the usual Gouraud'

shading and texture mapping

found in all the next-gen machines,

including the original 3D0, the designers

have upgraded it to render even

more polygons and more highly

detailed textures.

But wait, there’s more.

The M2 includes hardware texture

filtering and hardwired ‘Mip

Mapping.’ If you’ve ever played

Doom, you know how textures may

look fine from a

distance, but

not much bet-

ter than Atari

2600 graphics

when you get

close. Mip

Mapping

allows for mul-

tiple levels of

texture detail,

using less

detail when

the object is

far away, and

more as you

get close.

Other types of

the

gged edges and

blend the edges of

objects with the

background, so the

texture never gets

blocky no matter

how close you are.

games that run on it.

3D0 is courting some very

big-name developers, and

while it’s keeping things very

close to its chest, it will say

that there should be two or

three ‘Very hot and highly

'Another

'hardware

Trick— Alpha

Channel filtering allows for

transparent texturing, so you can see the ship

through the leaves of the palm tree without

having to add extra polygons and render each

anticipated,’ arcade ports at launch, with

another ten to fifteen titles within ninety days

of M2 hitting the shelves. What titles, you

ask? 3DO isn’t saying.

At its initial launch, expected sometime

in later this year, M2 will arrive as an expan-

sion kit for existing 3DO units and plug into

the expansion slot at the back of the

machine, with a stand alone unit available

early next year. No price has been officially

set, and the few totally unreliable rumors

we’ve chased down put the cost anywhere

from $1 50-$400— quite a spread.

Whether 3DO can continue to hang on

in the great Hardware Wars of ’95-’96 will no

doubt depend a lot on the power, and price,

of M2. We wish ’em luck.

Sheena battles the

Dinosaur, and

shows off M2’s

fogging effects—
the haze builds up

as you get farther

away, adding real-

ism and depth (hey,

live in San

Francisco— this is

my reality).

J"T1 I



The first responses are in for

our ‘Write Yer Own Darn List’

chart and the results are

posted below! Everygame listed on

the reader’s chart received a ton of votes and the difference

between firstand second place was only two votes! Whether or not

these ratios change is up to you, so keep sending in those postcards

with your top five favorite games! See ya!

Based on our reader mail!

Rtl

rri-

oim OWN DELUXE TOP TEN!
t on what we play when we should be working!

GAME SYSTEM PUBLISHER GAME SYSTEM PUBLISHER

1 Donkey Kong Country Super NES Nintendo 1 Tekken PlayStation Namco
.

2 Killer Instinct Arcade Nintendo 2 Toh Shin Den PlayStation Takara

3 Final Fantasy III Super NES Square Soft 3| Cj1 Saturn Sega

4 NBA Jam T.E. Super NES Acclaim 4 Daytona USA Saturn Sega

5 Mortal Kombat II Super NES Acclaim S Super Bomberman 2 Super NES Hudson Soft

8 Doom 32X Sega 6 Mortal Kombat III Arcade Midway

7 Secret ofMana Super NES Square Soft 7 Air Combat PlayStation Namco

8 Earthworm Jim Gen/SNES Playmates 8 lV.i Arcade Nintendo/Midway

8 Sonic & Knuckles Genesis Seqa 8 Deadelus Saturn Sega

10 Virtua Fighter Arcade Sega 18 Tetris Game Boy Interplay

ifcfftr

tj : -to
TT'i - i’-Tsii

rn"in i

leg
~T i
T‘TT"i r l

r irn

TOP 'ITEM
FROM the; USA
GAME SYSTEM PUBLISHER

1 Donkey Konq Country Super NES Nintendo

2 Sonic & Knuckles Genesis Seaa

3 Doom 32X Seqa

4 Madden NFL ’95 Genesis Electronic Arts

h Madden NFL ’95 Super NES Electronic Arts

6 NBA Live ’95 Super NES Electronic Arts

7 Star Wars Arcade 32X Seqa

1 NBA Live ’95 Genesis Electronic Arts

9 NFL Football ’95 Genesis Seaa

NHL Hockey ’95 Genesis Electronic Arts

W
We need your help! Send us your top

five games, along with the game sys-

tem it’s for, and the publisher, on a

postcard. All that info will be on the

game box. Please don’t send it in a let-

ter ’cuz we won’t have time to open

letters with all the mail we’re expecting!

Send your postcard to: Write Yer Own

Darn List!, Game Players, 1350 Old

Bayshore Highway, Suite 210,

Burlingame, CA, 94010.

We’ll do all the math and publish your

compiled list every month! So get on it

and write yer own dam list today!

! UJK.
GAME SYSTEM PUBLISHER GAME SYSTEM PUBLISHER

1 Super NES Virqin 1 Chrono Trigger S. Famicom Square Soft

2 Genesis Codemasters 2 Virtual Fighter Saturn Seqa

3 Jimmy White’s Snooker Genesis Electronic Arts 3 Toh Shin Den PlayStation Takara

4 Earthworm Jim Super NES Virgin 4 Mario’s Picross Game Boy Nintendo

5 FIFA Soccer ’95 Genesis Electronic Arts 5 Panzer Dragoon Saturn Seqa

Super NES Nintendo 8 J-League Super Soccer ‘95 S. Famicom Jaleco

7 Super NES Virgin 7 Air Combat PlayStation Namco

8 Super NES Nintendo 8 Super Baseball 4 S. Famicom Koei

8 Super NES Virqin 8 Front Mission S. Famicom Square Soft

10 Super NES Nintendo 18 Donkey Kong Country S. Famicom Nintendo
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sure ofhow things are gonna turn out— there could be floods

I or frosts that ruin the crop and result in famine, or there could

be a bumper crop and food for all. It’s klnda the same way with

the games in our Previews section— will it be feast... or famine?

And here's even more of the game. Who are the guys in white trench coats? You got me,

but it’s the future, and it's twisted.

Judge Dredd
Acclaim for Super NES, Genesis, Game Boy, Game Gear

F
rom the masters of side-scrolling movie tie-ins comes Judge Dredd, based on the

Stallone action picture, and if everything goes according to plan, Acclaim should grab an

industry first by releasing the game at the SAME TIME as the movie. However, they’ve

also put a slightly different spin on things by basing the game not only on the movie, but on

'he original comic book as well.

It begins with seven levels taken from scenes in

the movie, as Dredd blasts his way

through the mega-cities of the

future, where the streets are

overrun with crime, and he is

judge, jury, and execu-

tioner. Players can grab up

any of eight different kinds

of ammo for Dredd’s little

Lawgiver sidearm, or

choose to arrest the perps,

rather than simply leave little

smoking holes.

Then, the pace picks

up a little with five additional levels,

where Dredd travels to the

Deathworld and takes on the Death

Judges. These guys are really mean.

With a multi-million dollar ad cam-

paign and a lot of promotional tie-ins,

you won’t be able to get awayfrom

this one.

here’s the game— side-scrolling

m and lots of stuff to shoot at.

And



their own strengths and personalities. The game is from the same perspective

as Virtua Fighter, but you can change the angle of the camera for variety.

There’s none of the 3-D movement of Toh Shin Den, but some of the best

throw-moves ever make up for it.

To win the one-player game, each character must defeat all eight, their

own personal sub-boss, and the main boss. If you do this, you’re treated to

some of the coolest and most wicked ending scenes ever.

From turning on the machine and playing Galaga (rumor has it that if you

beat enough levels, you get to play as the bosses) while the game loads,

Tekken’s got it all. Namco has taken a solid arcade game and made it even

better for the home.

Tlliiri ffTinmiirr I
When this one arrives

I we’ll carry-on even more

I about bow juicy it is.

Namco For Playstation

S
o you love the sharp Gouraud shading of the Toh Shin Den fighters, but

want the realistic hand-to-hand combat of Virtua Fighter?Well, Tekken

could be the answer.

The arcade version of Tekken ran on a System 11 PlayStation board and

Namco claimed it would be arcade-perfect when it came home. They were

completely wrong. The PlayStation version of Tekken is much better than the

paler arcade version. The sound is crisper, the graphics clearer, the controls

more responsive, and they’ve added a rendered ending sequence for each

character. This is exactly the reason that arcade operators have scary night-

mares about next-gen machines.

Tekken features eight totally unique fighters with their own array of real-

istic special moves. From martial law expert Law to demon spirit Yoshimitsu

and his dizzying combos, this game has balance and variety. The eight charac-

ters are Nina, Michelle, Paul, Law, Kazuya, Yoshimitsu, King, and Jack, all with

Throwback
The throw moves MAKE this game

Get 'em while they’re down. Ala

Virtua Fighter, anyone in Tekken can
N

pounce on a downed foe.

Nina’s tossing opponents for distance looks to be a

real pain in the neck, but it’s an awesome move.

mu '

i rlfn From

Above’ is one of the

sweetest throw

moves ever.

The evil smiles of

the ending ren-

King’s vicious pile driver is another example of a great

move. Every character has at least two throw moves.

The blonde and the brunette

are both suited in skin tight

spandex. Nina and Michelle

may be frail, but they have

some vicious moves.

Jack’s enormous torso and tiny legs

may remind you of Mr. Potato Head. If

that’s the case, Kazuya is planning on

some mashed potatoes for dinner.

tel



COMING SOON

The Dark Knight is

ever vigilant— notice

how he won’t even let

down his guard while

in the relative safety of

theBatcave.

As we said,

this version

is still very1|
early— the

total lack of
criminals in the

subway will be .

remedied by the time'%^
this hits the store shelves.'

Dynamic Duo

be without a

they can whip out of their respective

utility belts at a moments notice.

Batman Forever
Acclaim for Super NES, Genesis, Game Boy, Game Gear

A
lthough not quite as timely as their Judge Dredd

release, you can expect this Acclaim title sometime in

September, with 32X, Playstation, Saturn and

possibly Ultra 64 versions due out early next year.

This time around, it’s a Final Fight-style

side-scrolling fighting game, in which the Caped

Crusader and Robin the Boy Wonder use their

fists and handy utility belts against the forces of

evil in the personas of the Riddler and

Two-Face. In a nifty bonus, the game uses

digitized actors instead of hand-

drawn pixel animation, and clocks

in at 24 Megs and eight levels.

This one is still really early

and pretty far off, but the tiny little

bit of action they gave us a peek at

during Acclaim’s massive press day

looked mighty nice to us. Let’s just

hope that the final product lives up

to its advance publicity.

what

would the

^ -
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The Personal HeliPak Flight

^ Suit is a first for us—
Bk we’ve seen guys in

rocket suits and

anti-grav boots,

Pfffl but we've never

J|p? seen a guy with a

MB/ Ronco blender

Studio 3DO for 3D0

S
et in yet another crime-rid- E?
den future, Blade Force

puts a slightly different spin Bp
on things— literally— by equip- ?5|
ping the player with their own B
Personal HeliPak Flight Suit. Now, if ^

the idea of having a big rotating blade

strapped to your back appeals to you,

then by golly, so should this game.

It actually looks pretty cool— goofy, but cool. The idea is to apprehend seven different super

criminals, hiding in seven different levels of the city. The game combines a lot of action with a lot of

strategy— you can fly anywhere, but like the Desert Strike series, there are things you’re going to

have to blow up in a certain order to make things easier.

Fully polygon-rendered and texture-mapped, the early beta we saw flew very smoothly. You

can expect this, oh, any time now.

OK, now keep in mind that the screen shots supplied to us by

3D0 have been ‘enhanced’ a little— the actual game won’t have

those dramatic bolts of laser fire criss-crossing the screen.

Zhadnosi features the same kind of offbeat contestants found in

k 3D0’s previous ‘Wacky Game Show,’ Twisted.

Studio 3D0 for 3DO

Z
hadnost is Russian for Greed, and the 3DO

reps wouldn’t let us forget ft If you liked
I

Twisted, that unapologetically wacky game VjjgWj
show that helped put 3DO on the map, then

Zhadnost should really float your boat.

Set in the fictional totalitarian regime of Bizemia, ^BB
which, like many totalitarian regimes, has crumbled into a

more mass-market frame of mind. Hence, ‘The People’s Game

Show,’ where contestants compete in games of skill and

knowledge for the privilege of seeing their wildest capitalistic

fantasies come true.

Loaded with tons o’ full motion video and more off-the-

wall humor than you can shake a rubber chicken at,

Zhadnostcould be the kind of game that would be the life of

any party —including those parties that believe in red flags,

tractor factories and (no way!) world domination.

Players face The Grid, a

strangely combative system

each other to decide which

game they’ll compete in for

BIG BIG PRIZES!

piAYER^iiirr



Studio 300 for 3D0

ESPN
Extreme A

nother Doom-style first-person shooter, but this time with a few graphic

adventure and mystery elements. You're trapped on an island mansion, the

site of an out-of-controi 1920’s party where all the guests wound up dead,

and now their ghosts are not only undead and still around, but pretty dam angry

about the whole thing too.Sony Imagesoft For

Playstation In between running The

through the corridors and game is

blasting anything that moves, you’ll ghastly right down to

also have to pick up clues to who its l09°— awful

killed the woman who owns the
isn

’

tit?

mansion, and how to free the spirits trapped inside.

It features digitized graphics of numerous bizarre

characters, including a gang of ghostly duck hunters

(hey, I’m not making this up). Full motion video and lots

of splattering gore round out the game’s key elements.

Might be worth a look.

smithereens.

Like any good

Doom clone, you

get the chance

to pick up all

kinds of inter-

R
ad racing in a 3-D world is what

Extreme is promising. Compete

with in-line skates, mountain

bikes, skateboards, and street luge.

Shred over 20 courses from around the

world. Go aggro against a friend in the

split-screen two-player race. You can

even compete in an entire season.

Back that all up with some cutting-

edge Sony Music artists, and you have

what could be a fast-paced rockin’ title.

However, considering the history

of ESPN/Sony Imagesoft products, we’ll

be keeping our fingers crossed.

extremely lethal

— weapons

along the way.

Electronic Arts for 3DO

O
K, here's yet another Doom-style first person shooter, but all

indications are that this is one of the faster paced and better

designed ones coming down the pipe. Based on the PC game

(which was actually based on the pen-and-paper game

Warhammer), it pits you and an entire squad of soldiers in powered

armor against an army of nasty mutant demons infesting your clan’s

Rash on

— with

sharp-

looking

graphics

like this,
Even in the late beta version we were given for preview, the action was sPace Hulk is set in some weird future

intense— I mean, the blood even spatters up on the WALLS for cryin’ out where m^'c cults are apparently as impor-

loud— and the fact that you have a squad of buddies backing you up was a
tant as high-end military technology,

neat twist. You can't control them directly, but you can give ‘em orders and make them guard where you came from.

.

V|

. However, your comrades-in-arms also had an annoying habit of breaking in every

-w two seconds with a digitized, ‘There’s something on the scanner Captain!’ Hopefully,

ftjg constant background chatter will be cleaned up for the final version— the

j rest of it sounded so cool, I’d hate to have to turn off the sound.

Uh-oh. One thing

you can say about

this game that you

can’t say about

many Doom copies

is that its mutant

demons even look

good up close— not

that I’d ever want to

get this close.

ESPN Extreme could be a decent title.

WarHawki
The Red
Mercury
Missions jpsJr-j::- And who’s THIS

Karp guy? Again,

strange things are

bmmm always popping up

>s
\fKr in what could other-

JF wise have been a

zjy straightforward

shoot-’em-up.

Sony Imagesoft For

Playstation

T
his game combines 3-D flight

simulation with arcade-style air-

to-air and air-to-ground combat.

SingleTrac Entertainment Technologies

designed this game. They are the same

people that developed real-time 3-D

simulations for NASA’s space shuttle.

As of yet we don’t know if this

game is a free-moving air combat

game or just a Starblade-type shooter.

Angel of the Apocalypse
Synergy Inc. for 3D0

T
his was originally called Tetsujin in Japan—
it’s another Doom clone (is anyone else out

there keeping count? I’m running out of

I fingers). This one features some of the trippiest

opening sequences and exciting cut scenes we’ve
1

ever run across.

It begins (I think), with your body being res-

urrected by some freaky guy speaking in subtitled

Japanese. In between mouthfuls of philosophy, he

armors you up in a robotic combat suit and gives you a tower to storm.

Although it moves a little less smoothly than some Doom clones, the

surrounding weirdness made us look twice. Stay tuned for a full report.

This scary oddball is either

a brilliant scientist or Lord

of die Dead.

Although not the smoothest Doom rip-off

we’ve ever seen, Iron Angel of the

Apocalypse might make up for with its

weird head-trip graphics, like these explo-

sions— woo, look at the trials!

Rendered 3-D canyons look smooth—
hopefully the gameplay will match up to

screens like this.

32~GArittgi>lAYERS



Dayman has some of

the best

||B graphics

Wm we’ve ever

T
he popular wisdom is that every gaming platform needs a /

side-scrolling action mascot, and Rayman would just love to i

do for the Jaguar what Sonic did for the Genesis. From what I

we’ve seen, it might at least come close.
*

. This may well be the best-looking

% title yet for the Jaguar. Rayman is the

11 virtual alter-ego of a young boy,

|| trapped in a world he designed but

B never got control of. The game play

p in our preliminary copy was fairly

smooth, and there Best of all, the

were enough cute game plays just as

touches of humor to
_

sood as it looks,

make us want to see Th 's could 1)6 one of

more of this one.
te Jaguar's best

titles— we will

The humor is pretty cool too

— Rayman triggers a con-

tinue point by standing

behind a cutout and getting

a snapshot taken.

The in-cockpit view is complete with all the gauges nec-

essary to make this a flier's dream.
Namco For Playstation

T
he first aerial combat game to

[

^
come home on a next gener-

y

ation system will be Air 1 l

'

Combat. It’s detailed gauges and

total freedom of movement make one think of

a flight sim, while the constant enemy attack

is likely to keep action fans playing as well.

The version we played was less than

40% complete and only had one mission up

and running. Eventually, there will be

22 detailed and intense missions to j|J
complete. The one mission we did bSBbBK
play was long, tough, and exhilarat- 8saK
ing. With the bank turns, dog fights,

1

g |

*

%

,

spins, and ground targets, Aerial
j
feS .

Combatpromises to be another solid
J jj £

title for the Playstation.
’ m -'*•

The out-of-plane view-

isn’t complete, but
j

will be by the time the

Bank turns, flying upside-

down, and dogfighting are

all the things that are going

Combat

something special.

Cybersled
Namco For

Playstation

sharp

rendered intro sequences tease you

with beautiful graphics.

n arcade translation by

Namco for the

Playstation (anything—————— 1

sound familiar here).

23SE& scTen .00
<»*">

h

tat aradaf
small. Too bad.

Iast Vear '
because of rt s

two player mode. The home ver-

sion has a split screen two-player mode, but experience tells

us that won’t be quite the same.

Still, Namco has added rendered intros, texture mapped

the sleds and put a little more effort into the one-player game.

Some changes are planned for the U.S. version, let’s hope

they’re for the good. Overall, this is still another solid

PlayStation title that we will check out in an upcoming issue.

The actual game isn’t as pretty, but it's still looks good.

Battle
morph

Atari For Jaguar CD

T
he high-tech sequel to the

first Jaguar game,

Cybermorph, Battlemorph

hopes to use more of the Jag

hardware to make a game worth

getting the CD player for.

All we’ve seen is this one

screen, so no opinion can be

formed yet. But when we get a

copy of this disk in we’ll give it a

whirl and give you the low-down.

Looks decent, but so did screens of

Cybermorph and that wasn’t much

of a game. Hopefully, they’ve

learned from their many mistakes.

Dragons
Lair

Atari for Jaguar CD

T
he animated classic is com-

ing to the Jag CD, so if you

haven’t played any of the

other many versions, and you

have a Jaguar CD, you may want

to check out the point and click

action (not really) of the eleven

year-old arcade classic. After all,

what would a CD system be with-

out Dragons Lair(m hope to find

out someday).

In the coming months, we’ll

let you know if it’s time to slay this

dinosaur or just give it a ride.

Dragon’s Lair has that dastardly Dirk

in the starring role again.



Could it be?
Is it possible?

A next generation game
platform actually about to be

released here in the U.S. ? Hallelujah! After months—
even years— of anticipation, the Saturn is almost in our

grasp. And it’s about time, too— ourpoor heartsjust

can’t take much more waiting!

It Bame Fmen Japan
|
The 1.8. Sslura, dr-essstJ

|

to kill in its sexy black

|
case. Will it succeed?

I
Will it fail? Will it

I enslave all cup minds

]
and make us unwilling

I pawns of its own

|
evil, twisted plan?

ry u

IT• lc

umors of the ‘Sega’ Saturn (as it will be officially

titled in the U.S) were circulating back before the

company had even begun work on the 32X, but

details remained sketchy until last November, when Sega

launched the machine to a legion of eager Japanese

gamers. Many U.S. players were left to wonder why Japan

got the machine so early. And while there is no single, offi-

cial answer, a number of factors doubtlessly played a part in

the delay. First of all, the Mega Drive (Genesis) was a distance sec-

ond to the Super Famicom (Super NES) in Japan. Sega needed a really big gun to fight

back, and they needed it as soon as possible. Meanwhile, the Genesis was doing fine in the U.S., so Sega could afford to sit back

and take more time to create the perfect launch. And that’s one way that the excruciating wait actually helped U.S. gamers. With

nearly another year’s worth of time to develop games, Sega will have a much stronger library to support the U.S. Saturn when it's

"launched. In Japan, the only real game that they had for the first couple months was Virtua Fighter
;
which sold at an amazing 1:1

“
ratio with the Saturn itself.

So far, the Saturn is still smoking up the charts in Japan, and has managed to keep the PlayStation at bay despite a slightly-

“Tiigher price tag and the mighty Toh Shin Den's number-one ranking in software sells. Get this: the Saturn sold 500,000 units in the

first month alone. And Sega estimates that they’ll sell 2 million Satums in Japan by the end dfthe year. All of this just has Sega

pumped more than ever about their chances here in the U.S.



Bping It Dm Hems
N

ow the Saturn is on its way stateside. On November 2nd, ‘Satumday’, red-

blooded.American gameplayers will be able to soar through alien skies on

dragon-back, try a few laps at Daytona, and bust polygon knuckles on

polygon jaws... for a price. And that’s where trouble comes into paradise—
the price. Sega has stated that Saturn will be ‘between $350 and $450’— that

puts it out of many players’ reach. However, Sega has also hinted that their

price range could slide slightly lower, so hopes are high that Sega will find a

way to cut costs. Either way, Sega may try to warm-up to gamers with more

pack-in games. The company is rumored to have considered putting up to

three titles in the box, since CDs only cost about $2 to manufacture.

Sega has announced about 20 pmes at launch, both in-house and third-

party titles, and claims to have around 100 more ready by Christmas. These

figures may seem ambitious, but with more than 1 00 third-party publishers

and developers currently creating software world-wide, they just might have

the muscle to pull it off. Sega also claims that Saturn will benefit from the com-

pany’s ‘most ambitious marketing effort ever’. For the Japanese launch, this

included spokespeople who looked just like the Coneheads. And while Sega

Isn’t talking about its top-secret U.S. ad campaign, they haven’t ruied-out using

the Coneheads once again (shudder). But no matter what route Sega decides to

take, you can bet they’ll be going full-steam ahead come September.

Sega’s Tapis-Play Strategy
ft ega’s plethora of platforms has some players baffled. Does Saturn mean Sega's marketing strategy. While Sega states that they mil continue support for

2^ the end of the Genesis and the still-growing 32X? Nope. Instead, Sega the fledgling system, many developers predict that only a few token-titles will

J offers its 'Triple-Play' strategy to show how so many roosters can live in trickle onto the platform from here on, which may result in the system being

the same hen-house. However, note the sobering exception of the Sega CD in left to wither ‘on the vine'.

Ages

Early Adopter

t
8-17 yr old

"Core"

t

New Player

X

imi mu sc

Mouse
Steering Wheel

Joystick
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to choose

JACKY

amazint

Each scene

llpsintothe

P?xt smoothly,

with quick

The movements in Virtua Fighter are still

A fiTWi-lil^y/nS fifsiilty fiTi( Wmc-U \

The A -List
» • hat about the games? Will the first batch Sega’s top Satum-original, with breath-taWg graphics and

of titles win players over, or stir memories heart-pounding gameplay. Watch tor big things from this one.

TV of early 32X carts? Here’s a brief scouting f
report on Sega's flagship games: f \

The opening cmei

up a cool, unique

you’ve just gotta

You can fi

Wrtm Fifhtw
Hie top Saturn title in Japan, and a key game for

the Saturn’s U.S. success.

A! oi ie

Thesa

The only real 3-D look at

the game comes in the

Replay Mode.

Not at the top of most players’ list, but

everyone owns at least one golf game,

- -v-<-
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,
Daytona gives you several

Stbokwmk liuMt
Sega’s only platformer for launch. Will next-gen playemstill suppe

game’s only real weak spot is the slow-foadmg scenery.

Graphics just ‘pop’ out of nowhere.

support tie side-scroller?

: One of tne hottest arcade games ever hits the Saturn,

; but can the hardware handle the action!

The 3-D backgrounds

\ are pretty, butit’s
’

I just your typical

addictive thar

Aflight-sim/action game that le PC crowd.

laying with toys?

ir players may be

off by the game’s

hildish approach.

This ‘transformer’ boss is one

of the only polygon-based

graphics in the game.

An altogether new kind of game

Saturn’s capabilities. Isn’t that what

the machine was made for?

This will be a real bench-mark for Sega, since piayers

can compare it with 3DO’s FIFA

Mi/mM ill
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The Reds' Deion Sanders steps up

to face the Braves' Greg Maddux!

Albert Belle of the Indians rips a shot

off the Orioles' Mike Mussina!

MAH28 MajorLeague Teams& TOO Major League Players

,

including McGriff
\
Bagwell

\ Key, Canseco andBonds!

M Draft& trade players.

M League, All-Star, Playoffs& WorldSeries action!

M Multi-player leagues-several friends can allbe in a league together.

M Large battery saves complete individual, team and

league leaders statistics.

MAll-Time Great Players, including Lou Gehrig, DizzyDean & TyCobb!

M "TUPBESTJUST GOTBETTER...ALL TUPSTATS, ALL TUPSTADIUMS,

INCRPDIBLPAHIMATION... WORLD SCRIPSBASPBALL ‘95HASITALL.

"

-Dave Winding, Camefan Magazine!

5m(rnis,6me6m3aml5w5pmminb^ofmnem5mailnMim^MX^lmM^V««^npM
Roberto A omar faces Jack McDowe

10 all-star batting mode. asiiniimaretridmtb ctteqaoltmerira, Ini. <DIW51U illiigksimrei



Special Edition

ON^O^^SACt). 6ATWSS05T.

Vllllll

New Big Bruty Level • Passwords • new weapon • everything you wanted to

EAT EXCEPT DIRT. LICENSES BY SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. FOR PLAY ON THE SEGA

CD™ System. Sega and Sega CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. Au
RIGHTS RESERVED. THE VIDEOGAME RATING COUNCIL. ITS RATING SYSTEM. SYMBOLS INDICIA I

TRADEMARKS OF SEGA OF AMERICA. INC. © 1993 SEGA. EARTHWORM TlM IS A TRADEMARK

SHINY ENTERTAINMENT • THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR ASSURANCE THAT THIS PRODUCT MEET

EST QUALITY STANDARDS OF SEGA™. BUY GAMES AND ACCESSORIES WITH THIS SEAL TO BE i

THEY ARE COMPATIBLE WITH THE SEGA CD™ SYSTEM-



We toldyou things were gonna change andyou didn’t %
believe us... Oh no... You thought we werejust a little

deranged, didn’tyou? Well, now things have changed. No
matter where you run, we’ll be there... waiting for you...

We qive you this on a need-tc-^ncw

basis, so obviously, you need to k,now!

:

'OmSig too fast ptckirp up
skangers amisfwoMij
anyone who gets in his

way?Sounds like the way
JettUmdrigan gels to

To read t]im is to know Ijim.

To sit next to Ijim at the
office is pure livinq fjell.

Wf\ose opinion do ya trust -

ours or some quy who won't
use bis real name 7

Break Out the Big Guns

Tljis is wf\at it's wortfi so you
know if it's wortf\ it!

90% Excellent 75% Very Good
50% So-So 30% Total Crap"

100% Flawless

60% Good

Barkley Shut up And Jam 2

Bass Master

The Rocket Science:
Each category of our scoring boxes is given a ‘weight’— the higher the weight, the more

important the pafegory. We multiply each category's score by the weight, total them up and

divide the answer by 18. which is the total of all the weights combined. The resulting number

is multiplied by ten to compute the final score for the game.

Graphics: Weighted by a factor of two.

Music & Sound FX: Weighted by a factor of one.

Innovation: Weighted by a factor of one.

Gamepiay: This category is weighted by eight

Replay Value: This category is weighted by a factor of six.

tygg|
• r •

|; - gfrj1



J| s the 32X library continues to grow at a sluggish pace, it’s difficult to accept a game

XX such as Knuckles’ Chaotix without a great deal of disappointment. Conspicuously

IX\ missing from the title (and the game) is Sonic, however it won’t take long to recog-

nize the format as yet another in a series of Sonic games. As in all the Sonic titles, the

object is to collect gold rings in a land of brightly-colored geometric shapes. If that’s enough

for you (and dear God, I hope it’s not), then this game delivers a re-heated, blue-plate spe-

cial with extra gravy. If you’re looking for more, however,

then I’m afraid you gotta look elsewhere.

% The only innovation here is the action of

having two characters connected by an

elastic band of twinkling stars The prob-

Jg, i lem with this particular feature is that

coincidentally, it is the single-most

annoying thing in the game, if you are

at><c t0 accom?lish anything through

pWf this forced pairing, it is often by mistake.

For the most part, the best you can do is try

not to let it screw you up.

Unfortunately, this game makes precious little

use of the power of the 32X and it makes me think

perhaps the 32X might be better applied to fresh gam-

ing ideas. In fact, other than a few color-enhanced

backgrounds, you’re gonna wonder why this isn’t a

Genesis title. GP

Typically stimulated by
colorful geometric

shapes, Patrick

Baggatta was heard to

cry out ‘Somebody bring

me something pale and
squishy, quick!’

Who sags

TV has

nothing
good to

offer?

Find
gourself

some good
stuff here.

1mftr Jmmm turn
Ifyou don’t recognize these features already, then at least pay attention

so you can recognize them next time they come out in a ‘new’ game.

Elevators, flging platforms —
lane get me off this crazg

thing! Now! I'm not Kidding!

This is the famous Sonic Spin-dash- It still worKs. The enemies are few and far between, but if gou

should see ang, I'm sure gou Know what to do.

PicKing gour lead

character is per-

haps gour most I

important option,
]

though there still
j

is verg little

in the wag of

big differences.

There are a fair amount of choices available in this game, but please don’t

get too excited until you see what little difference they make in the end.

Choosing gour

partner is less

consequential

than gou might
thinK- Most of

the characters

share the same
awKward feel.

There is a

limited amount
fty of control in
In choosing which™ level gou

wanna plag.
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What does 32X really do for this game that Genesis couldn’t?

T^is fea-

ture was
probably

meant to

show off

the scaling

of the 32X,

but it's a

bit on the

blocHg side.

Meg, get

that

crazg

giant

Pixel
maKer

out
*

of here!

Where are the fabulous colors of the 32X7

The 'hold' fea-

ture allows

[

gou to stretch
i the elastic

i
band between
the two char-

acters and
send them
flging off in
either direc-

!
tion. It worKs

;
fine, but so

does the

This
screen in-

between
levels

stages

gou've put

awag.

ThanKs
a lot.

:

Occasionallg gou

are penalized,

and temporarilg

lose gour partner.

rEAlUUSuj

I uM*n
fsiWMlsus
Here are the few
features that you
won’t recognize

right away.

INNOVATION

This 3-D bonus stage

is one of the best

features. I'm sorrg.

A SECOND
Let's Kill the platform game before
somebodg gets hurt. A couple of gears

ago. Knuckles' Cljaotix, on the Genesis
mag have been a solid game, however,
it isn't two gears ago, this isn't the
Genesis, and this game just isn't

much fun. The most annoging part of
,

Chaotic is the blatant attempt to

show off the 32X's

power bg scaling /
gour partner to the
foreground for no
reason. The result is *

. ./ I
quite laughable. As

<_ j!

much as 1 hate to I /
" ^

agree with PatricK, t-
1

he's right on with if I
this review. — Mikfi V w

GRAPHICS

MUSIC & SOUND FX

GAMEPLAY

REPLAY VALUE

O Run, jump, collect

stuff. Somehow it

alwags suchs gou in.

© It's so easg, gou're

liKelg to see it all the

first time gou plag.

O Most of the basic

actions are at least

easg to master.

© The two-character

© What we
have here is Sonic

without Sonic.

© This format was old

even before this game
recreated it..

O The music

just might Keep gour

toes tapping.

© There is little

difference from stage

to stage.

some reallg nice

bacKground textures.

© You've seen them
before in just about

everg Sonic game.

OVERALL GP RATING'



SUPER NES review

GENRE / puzzle

PLAYERS / 1 or 2

SIZE / 8 Megs

SAVE FEATURE / none

PUBLISHER7 Taito

DEVELOPER / Taito

AVAILABLE / now

price / ssQ.qq P ,o you remember the first time you played Tetris?

1 JDo you remember how you couldn’t put it down?
1

Jwell. since then a lot of manufacturers have tried

to cash in on puzzle-mania. Personally, I think life is

like a box of puzzles: you never know what you're

|

gonna get.

In Bust-A-Move, ~~

you help Bub and Bob ^
"

We always wondered

why Darrell Sasagawa
had a puzzled look on his

face all the time, and
after he turned in this

review, we found out why.

m* ;; - aMMg shoot colorful bub

bles from a cannon

This gug here is Bob. sort of contraption

the object being to

connect the bubbles to like-col-

ored ones which hang from the ceiling. When three

bubbles of the same color connect, they explode off your

screen, and on to your opponent's.

Time and gravity work against you as well. It’s not a

race against time literally, but when you go up against the

computer, time waits for no one, and gravity... well, you

know what they say about gravity...

The variety of playing options in

this game is a welcome \

change. You can %
play against 1
your pals, W M
the com- l M .

puter, or \ @
other \
characters. \ W, m
Honestly \ % u
though, the Y va \
only real \ M
challenge I V va

found was going \ % .

for the record, \
^

otherwise, the \ ^-/T’
game gets old pretty \

" **'

>

% >

.

fast, gp \ \©f 'mm

In the first few levels, the game shows gou

exactlg where gour bubbles will end up.

In the

Head-to-

Head Mode,
it taKes

two
victories to

move on
to the

next level.

GRAPHICS

0 Colorful bubbles and

cute little characters

abound in this game.

© Most of the screen

is background.

MUSIC & SOUND FX

Q Catchg tunes make

gou snap gour fingers!

v Most of the

characters have a case

of largngitis.

INNOVATION

O The abilitg to

challenge the record

is cool.

GAMEPLAY

O This game is so

simple to learn and

easg to plag...

...that it's almost

REPLAY VALUE

! © The Record-

kinda boring. Challenge Mode keeps „

gou plaging this game.

Or gou mag just quit

after five minutes.
44 GAME PLAYERS June 1995



This videogame tour consists of five three-day tournaments at five lakes . The.

bait shop is a Jocal landmark, and from there-angler^a|u^^Hflfl|

jbg^Tneed to take care of
\
^

)ther angler. Cl

; BASSMASTER BLASTER

TWO YOU CAN KEEP!
am ENDORSES FIRST VIDEO CAME!

k Q Q
'MOST REAUSTIC 3-D

FISHING GAME EVER*

HITS STORE SHELVES!

i® prizecoca, osa .

- The best software developers,

working with the Bass Anglers Sportsman

Society®, have put together the world’s

finest bass fishing simulation! Players hone

their casting skills on the practice pond, then

compete in four tournaments and the BASS
Masters Classic! Inside sources say ‘Don't let

this one get away - it's a trophy catch!'

Super NES screens shown

WEATHER: +
Perfect for fishing,

as always.

Local Anglers

Catch Their Limit

Enjoying the fine seasonal

weather and the finest fishin’

game this side of the Panama

Canal, fast-casters Clyde

Casey, Cory Crispen and Zoe

Shelby show off their prize-

winning catches.

•'isssr
3SSSS

GET YOURS TODAY!

$64 95 $59 95

SuperNES Genesis

Available at your local retailer or order by phone!

1800BASS360
(1 -800-227-7360)

Order by phone and receive a free gift while supplies last.

For Game Hints & other information, call: (818)501-3241

larks of B.A.S.S.* Inc. Sega and Genesis

ado Entertainment System and the Official

a trademark ofTfHQ, Inc. Malibu Games



either. In fact, with games

using ACM, or the FX2

and SA1
,
gamers won’t

have to pay an extra

dime for the innovations.

At Nintendo, engineers and

game designers continually

work to enhance Super NES

games from the inside out.

Stunning new games such as

Donkey Kong Country use

innovative programming tech-

niques while other games

actually have new hardware

technology like the Super FX

chip built into the Game Pak.

You don’t need to buy an

expensive adapter to play them,

Machine
end down, Rare achieved

a new level of graphics

for video games. Tim

Stamper, DKC’s designer,

sees the future like this,

“From now on, everyone

will have to live up to this

188188111

agic In The
creating the animations and

backgrounds for DKC. Then

they converted the images for

the Super NES in a process

called debabelizing, which

reduced the rendered images

from millions of colors to 256 or

ACM: The M
So what is ACM? It’s a tech-

nique in which all the graphical

elements of a game are created

on high-end, 3-D graphics

computers like the SGI Chal-

lenge, then converted to run on

the Super NES. The team at Rare

spent more



Sega says they want to ease

gamers into the next generation,

but they’re asking $150 for the

32X and Saturn will cost more

than twice that. In the mean-

time, you can spend another

hefty chunk on Neptune—the

all-in-one 32X/Genesis hybrid.

What’s that for? To ease you

from the 32X to the Saturn?

Maybe Sega should ease up on

your wallet instead?

Gamers want better games

today for the systems they

ADVERTISEMENT

already own. A system add-on

or plug-in is expensive and

you can’t update it. In other

words, you’re stuck with it.

Nintendo’s solution makes

real sense: upgrade the Game

Pak and the software inside

with innovations like ACM, the

FX2 and SA1 . As technology

improves, so do the games.

For no extra cost.. .and no

gimmicks. ..you can play the

next generation of games on

your Super NES.

In Comanche and Dirt Trax FX,

from Electro Brain, you’ll see far

more texture mapping and scaling

sprites than in the original Super

FX game, Star Fox. According to

Jez San of Argonaut Software, the

FX 2 can display 20,000 polygons

per second, which is comparable

to a high-priced 3DO system.

'i

terrain maps on-the-fly (as in

Nintendo’s upcoming title, Com-

anche) to create more dramatic 3-D

effects than were possible with the

original version of the Super FX.

ACM doesn’t require any

adapters or special hardware for

players, but it does require

millions of dollars worth of

equipment for game developers.

The Challenge Computer at Rare

is just one of the Silicon Graphics

super computers that were used

to create Donkey Kong Country.

The latest upgrade of the

Super FX chip—the FX2—fits

inside a Super NES Game Pak

and is capable of manipulating

more polygons, more texture

mapped surfaces and more

sprites. The RISC (Reduced

Instruction Set Computer) chip

even calculates pixel-by-pixel

The most recent break-

through at Nintendo is the Super

Accelerator co-processor. The

SA1 fits inside Game Paks like

the FX2
, but the SA1 is a proces-

sor like the CPU in the Super

NES Control Deck. It can access

memory in the Game Pak and

work directly with the CPU to

provide enhanced graphics,

processing speed and arith-

metic functions. It runs four

times faster than the Super NES

CPU, improving performance by

up to 500%. That translates into

games with more realistic

animation and 3-D environ-

ments.



HOOKER B. SHARP
HOOKER USESCHEMICALLY
SHARPENED
HOOKS SO SHARP
XT ' S DANGEROUS
TO LOOK AT
THEM. IF A BASS
COMES NEAR HZS
STUCK FOR

GAMEPLAY

REPLAY VALUE

GENRE / fishing

PLAYERS / 1 ;T__
SIZE / 12 Negs

SAVE FEATURE / password

PUBLISHER / Malibu

DEVELOPER / Malibu

AVAILABLE / now

PRICE / $65.95

GRAPHICS

O Great scaling FX
maKe it looK liKe

gou're underwater.

0 Still shots are crisp

and verg, verg detailed.

MUSIC & SOUND FX

O Plentg of good sound

effects and a pleasant

little theme song.

Fishing games don't

need a lot of effects.

INNOVATION

O It's a fishing game
with «!' the extras...

In mang wags it's

still a lot liKe plaging

Super Black, Bass.
O You can loose mang
a dag searching for

that monster bass..

Learning the nuances

can be confusing.

In the bait

shop uou can
buq bigger
and better

equipment or

just asK for

some advice.

LooKs liKe this is one who's
going to get awaq. Different

lures are required for

different areas of the laKe.

When we told Trent Ward
to ‘Go fish!’, he pulled out

his deck of Old Maid cards

and started shuffling.

Out on the laKe, Keep a

close eqe on qour fish-

finder to spot areas of

i hiQh activity

s on

Vine,

At the
beginning
of the game
qou want to

picK a

fisherman

[or woman]
who has the

sKills that

qou need

worK on.

ey, if you’ve never tried out Super

Black Bass tor the Super NES, don’t

laugh at the idea of a fishing sim-

ulator. Like it’s predecessor, Bass

Master Classic is a

pretty strange game

concept that has

been turned into

an extremely

addictive cart.

The idea is

pretty simple—
get out on the

starter lake and

catch the biggest

fish of the day. The

catch here is that

while the game sounds

easy, there are a lot of fac-

tors that a good fisherman

going to have to take into consideration. Where

do the fish hide? What time of the day is the best for

catching big fish? If you figure out the answer to all of the

questions, you win the

local tourney and move on

to another lake where you

s have to sort the whole

mess out again.

Bass Master Classic

has some very impressive

graphics for a 1

6

-bit cart,

but the views chosen for

actual fishing aren’t as

realistic as the original

game. How many times

have you ever gotten to

see whether or not a fish

was going to bite your line from under the water?

If you’re not too picky about such details, this cart

can be as addictive as the original, otherwise you

Q Since it's realty a

simulation, everg game
is different.

After a while it can

lose its challenge.

ASS



You can either save history or be history.

1IIKA
11 1 :

n ftu WJ

Excuse me... Do you know what year it is? Just

like the comic and the movie, TIMECOP the

travel to eliminate your enemies that have

soon

This official seal is your assurance
that this product meets the highest
quality standards of SEGA™. Buy
games and accessories with this seal

to be sure that they are compatible
with the SEGA CD™ SYSTEM.

new action game puts you in the midst of time

traveled in time before you. Enjoy the many

challenging stages of time travel that are

offered. And remember, don't die, hut if you do

make sure it's not before the date you were

?v:

TIMECOP™ Videogame Program©1995 Victor Entertainmentjnc. TIMECOP™
Artwork Logo©1995 Largo Entertainment, Inc. TIMECOP™Comic Book

Artwork©1995 Dark Horse Comic, Inc. and Mark Verheiden. ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. Largo Entertainment, Inc. and Victor Entertainment, Inc. are Licensees

of Dark Horse Entertainment, Inc., owner of the trademark, TIMECOP™. Nintendo,

Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered

trademarks of Nintendo of America lnc.©1991-Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and

Sega CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved.

IMM



i
Why improve on

I something when you can
make a mess out of it

instead? This is the kind of

|
thing JeffLundrigan has

! been doing since his early

childhoodyears.

- The video
r

-/ points to

the big

at problem.

It mag
tiave

• looKed

_
Qreat

in the 3DO
version, but it looKs prettgOK, see those ting lit-

tle houses Kind of

scattered over the

landscape? Well folKs,

in the world of Road
Rash CD, this is

what passes for a I

'citg/ 1 live in San
|

Francisco, and trust
f

me, this ain't it.
v

Well, I never thought I’d see

this happen. The name Road

wfU'Tsj imr
. Was/? has always meant

‘good times cornin’,’ all the way back

to those incredible half-mile tumbles

you took after a crash in Road Rash I.

The game still includes its Things only got better

KicKin' soundtracK including a from there, and last

couple of tunes bg Soundgarden year’s 3D0 version

and a lot more tunes bg some was one of the titles

other gugs called hammerbox, who that helped put that

are super-unsown machjne on the video.

p^^^than Soundgarden.
gamjngmap .gnBk So why in the

name of all that’s holy is the Sega CD

version such a letdown? What in the

Nine Hells could have gone wrong?

Easy— the designers got too

impressed with their own design.

Instead of making Road Rash CD

Hp an improved version of Road Rash

F
,or 6enesis - they decided to make it

IIP
. f

1

'a scaied-down version of Road Rash

«-4Br for 3D0
’
and the poor little Sega CD

isn’t up to it.

'

sl The way-cool, MTV-style, over-saturated-

with-reds-and-blues digitized video, which looked

And the^H
game still

has that mm
bizarre,

vaguelg

disturbing Wml
character '^3b
art. Verg,

verg, uh,

'alternative/ ’

1 guess.

Come on — LOOK at this! For the lat

est entrg in the Road Rash series> it's

prettg thin stuff. It drives OK, but jus£,

OK, and it doesn't looK good at all.

scenery shooting by to give

50 GAME PLAYERS June 1995

GENRE / racing Blaafta

PLAYERS / 1 I

ACiH!i
/

SIZE / 1 CD

SAVE FEATURE / after everg i

PUBLISHER / Electronic Arts

DEVELOPER / Electronic Arts

AVAILABLE / now

price 7 ssg.qq

GRAPHICS

0 Well, the biKes and

road looK just fine.

© The video and road-

side scenerg looK

prettg bad.

MUSIC & SOUND FX

0 Yeah! Soundgarden

eases the pain.

© Who the he" is

Hammerbox, and whg

are theg on mg CD?

INNOVATION

0 Video cut scenes are

new to a Sega platform.

Seen it before, and

done better.

GAMEPLAY

O It's still Road Rash,

and good for a KicK

Oh, h«w the mightg

have fallen.

REPLAY VALUE

O There's plentg of new

biKes to shoot for, and the

races Keep getting faster.

The horror... the horror...

P RATING



review GENESIS

r* nia^ Poo! / GENRE

,

E
hpiV^ or 2 / PLAYERS

8 Megs / SIZE

password / SAVE FEATURE

Data East / PUBLISHER

Data East Technologies / DEVELOPER

now / AVAILABLE

$59.99 / PRICE

m^ool isn’t just a game, it’s

|

jya way of life. To those

J . who worship the soft

green felt, there is no escape

from a lifetime in a smokey bar. But

now, with Pool Masteryou can sit in

a nice air-conditioned (or heated)

home, plug in your Genesis and sit

down to some of the best

He’s not a Pool Master,

but Mike Salmon did

spend three summers as
the chiefskimmer at

Mister Pool. We figured

that was close enough.

Go airborne to

maKe shots. If qou
can do it in pool,

gou can do it in
Pool Master.

pool video game ever for a

home system.

Pool Master is

essentially the sequel to

Data East’s first pool game

Side Pocketand, while the

two are graphically

indistinguishable, the

heavy increase in options

and gameplay make Pool

Mastera far superior

product than the original.

On the upside you can

choose any one of seven authentic billiards games, including: 8-ball, 9-ball, One Pocket,

Rotation, 14.1 Continuous, Cut Throat, and 3-ball. You can also pick from the Story,

Tournament, Trick, or Versus Modes. The wide selection of games, choice of english, savvy

computer opponents, and helpful cursor make Pool Mastera game far superior to any pool game
to date.

However, Pool Masterdoes have its downside. There is a lack of shot angles, which means
it is impossible to make some easy shots. And the slow pace of the game may turn off some
short-attention-span players.

While Pool Master may not be everyone’s game, anyone who likes pool

should put down their cue and buy this game before the banks
%

close. GP _

i PLAYER

£

PLAYERS PLAYER £ :

GRAPHICS

O Yep, looKs

liKe a pool table.

However, the small

and pi\ellg balls can

be confusing.

MUSIC & SOUND FX

0 Full selection

of swinging tunes from

the juKebo*.

You need some Alice

In Chains to get ang

aural pleasure.

INNOVATION

0 Wide selection

of games and options

maKe this top notch-

Nothing earth-

shattering, just a

qualitg game.

GAMEPLAY

0 Best billiards game

get and it's one great

partg game.

The lacK of angles

REPLAY VALUE

Keep gou plaging. is sure to leave pool

Some frustrating fanatics frustrated.
OVERALL GP RA’

control could K^P this

cart collecting dust.



SUPER NES review

1 GENRE / fighting
iH PLAYERS / 1 cr 2 1^1

SIZE / 32 Mbit

3E SAVE FEATURE / none

JJ PUBLISHER / TdKara

| DEVELOPER / TaKara/SNK

^ AVAILABLE / now

PRICE / S6Q.QQ

fell, the Bogard brothers are back for another installment. At 32 Megs, this is a

near-perfect arcade translation, and diehard fighting fans are sure to be drooling

over it. But at this point, anybody else is likely to take a look and say, ‘So what?’.

This version offers a couple of improvements

— it features Dolby Surround, and

it’s obvious that SNK is feeling

the influence of 3-D

. j : - J _ brawlers like Virtua

‘ '
i

;

!
Fighter, because

S' the two-level

mt i«,% j ^M known for has

"5 been integrated

more fully into

- the action.

Otherwise,

'
~

though, that’s it. The cart^ 1
features every character and

'
:

boss that’s ever been in a Fatal Fury

game, and they’ve added a few new moves, but

there are no new characters, and no particular

improvements to game play.

While that still leaves you with a solidly-

constructed, enjoyable fighting game, sprite-

based, side-on brawlers are dime-a-dozen these

days. Lacking any freaky new hook or a different

approach to the action, Fatal Fury Special is

yesterday’s news. GP

If there’s one thing Jeff

Lundngan enjoys, it’s a
unique, innovative fighting

game— but he’s been a

bad boy lately, so we gave

him this one instead.

There are
,T

fifteen

characters fjjjf;
in Fatal m^S
Fury ' ,

- i

Special,

and gou've

seen them all

before. The onlg

real addition is

that gou can now
plag as the bosses

from Fatal Fury Z.

IHfWB 1 have to

^ '**5 admit that
^

'

rnang of the

j moves in the

*** impressive

and cool to looK at. But then, with four

gears of worl\ [if gou go bacK to Fatal

Fury I], it would be a bigger surprise

if theg weren't.

mom At least the
.-p- ' bacKgrounds

* A - ,0CK tfood. it

;
4 seems a lot

I c»f the cart's® ; sdSjf 32 Megs has

into stuff

that moves

rings, ships and trains -
it's cool, but it doesn't add

much to gameplag.

GRAPHICS Overall,

there's “%
nothing espe-

cial Ig wrong with

the game, but there's nothing

new, interesting, or different

about it either.

O Huge, well-animated

characters and lets of

bacKground animation.

They're still the

same old characters.

MUSIC & SOUND FX

0 Dolby Surround

maKes everything sound

real great.

Without it, every-

thing sounds flat.

INNOVATION

O Some of the

characters are Kind

of strange.

Aw, who are we Kid-

din - nothin' new here.

GAMEPLAY

O Control is snappy

and responsive.

It's just another

fighting game.

REPLAY VALUE

O Two-player games

almost never get old.

You've seen it

j
before, so why play

I it again?



Will AquamarTbash
The Flash™?

The Man of Steel™vs.
the Dark Knight™!

TM Sun Corporation of America. © 1995, Sun Corporation of America. All Rights Reserved. ‘DC Bullet Logo, Justice League and all related characters and elements are the property of DC Comics TM & © 1994. All Rights Reserved. Nintendo,

Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.© 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a

division of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. ® & © 1995 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Screen shots shown are taken from the Super NES® version of the videogame.



Best games.

Best system.

Best get oFF

your butt and

get one.

- * .

Tempest 2000“

"One of the most intense video gaming
experiences ever."- Next Generation

"Further proof that the next

level of gaming has arrived."

“This game sets a new standard for

intensity."-Die Hard Game Fan

“10-Editor’s Choice Gold Award."-EGM

“Best sound and best shooter-
all platforms."-Game Informer

Alien Vs. Predator™

“A masterpiece and a milestone... AVP
scared the hell out of me."-VideoGames

“AVP’s graphics are stunning." -GamePro

“Best Jaguar action adventure game.”

-Die Hard Game Fan

“Jaguar game of the year”

-Game Informer & Game Players

Doom"

“Blows Sega’s 32X version away!
”

“The best version of DOOM for any home
system."-VideoGames

“Doom is a gaming milestone."

“10-a mega hit!” -GamePro

Zool 2“

“Features superior level design... the visuals

are truly gorgeous. "-Die Hard Game Fan.

"Zool has everything...

once you play, you're hooked." -EGM

hi ATA Ol" Game tips and hints: 1-900-737-ATARI. 95f per minute. If you are under 1 8, be sure to get a parent’s permission before calling. A touch-tone telephone is required. USA only. Atari Jaguar information is available in the Atari Gamir

Forum on CompuServe. Type GO JAGUAR to access this area 24 hours a day. Atari Jaguar information is available in the Atari Roundtable Forum on GEnie. Type JAGUAR to access this area 24 hours a day. ’Includes Jaguar ar

one controller. ATARI, the Atari logo, Jaguar, the Jaguar logo, Burn Out, Fight for life, Iron Soldier, Tempest 2000, Hover Strike are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari Corporation. Copyright 1995, Atari Corporation, Sunnyvale, C

94089-1302. Made in the U.S. of domestic and imported components. All rights reserved. Troy Aikman NFL Football© 1994 Williams Entertainment Inc. Tradewest™ and Troy Aikman NFL™ Football are trademarks of Williams Entertainment In

Aikman NFL Football™

"Its really impressive...the Jaguar

version is the best yet.” -EGM
"It has tantalizing innovations

and a well-prepared collection of

features." -GamePro

“Jaguar strategy fans should be
stoked. One of the best Jaguar

games.”-Game Players

“More than 50 missions of

mayhem and mob activity."

-GamePro

Val D’ Isere Skiing and Snowboarding
"

“My adrenaline is pumping-l'm blown away!"

“The best skiing and snowboarding game
ever created."

"The speed at which it moves is what
makes it so freakin' fun."-VideoGames

“Graphically, the art is right on.”

-Die Hard Game Fan

Vy % 'W*
Wolfenstein"

“The best on any platform,

including the PC.”

“If you want riveting action,

intense graphics, lots of

blood and tons of glory,

Wolfenstein delivers."

“It's candy for your senses."

-GamePro

“...a sardonic strategy game
that honors the unique design

of SimCity and Populus.”

“It’s worth the price of

admission."-GamePro

"Anyone who enjoys designing

things is gonna love this game."

-Game Players

"Recommended.” -VideoGames



COMING SOON

Iron Soldier"

“The best game of its kind."

"Simulation game of the year, among all hard-

ware platforms.’’-Die Hard Game Fan

"Gripping first person game with edge-of-the-

seat excitement." -GamePro

As if it weren't enough having

Rayman™
"The control is perfect and the artwork

is phenomenal." -Die Hard Game Fan

“The whole game looks like

a cartoon.”-EGM

the most killer system on

the face of the earth, we

“Hover Strike should blow you away.”-EGM
“With 30 fully texture-mapped 3D levels,

and two-player co-op mode you simply

cannot lose with this game.” is where it's at.

Ultra Vortex™
“The graphics in this game are mind
bending.. .the detail is unbelievable."

-Die Hard Game Fan

“Its super smooth graphics... texture-

mapped polygons... gives Virtua Fighter

a one-two punch."-VideoGames

Cannon Fodder"

"Detailed and ultra colorful. ..original and just

plain fun to play. "-Die Hard Game Fan

"War has never been so much fun!” -EGM

Burnout™
"Redefines the term hi-octane.

The fastest motorcycle racing game,
bar none."-VideoGames

NTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM

lliams® is a trademark of WMS Games Inc. All rights reserved. Team names, logos, helmet designs, uniforms, Super Bowl and NFL™ are trademarks of the NFL and its member clubs. Ultra Vortex is a trademark of Beyond Games Inc. Val

Isere Skiing and Snowboarding™ is a trademark of Virtual Studio. Doom™ and Wolfenstein 3D™ Copyright by id Software. All rights reserved. Alien™ and Predator™© Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved. Used under

blicense from Activision. Zool is a trademark of Gremlin Interactive Ltd. Cannon Fodder is registered trademark of Virgin Interactive Entertainment. Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises Inc. Theme Park and Syndicate are trade-

irks of Electronic Arts. Game Programs © BULLFROG Productions Ltd. Manufactured under license by Ocean of America. Actual screen shots may vary. All other trademarks and copyrights are properties of their respective owners.



iisgame

irs, Trent Wardran
und the office

chingpeople,just to

j;.j

When gou need to get gour
* bearings, just bring up this

handg overhead map.

/ send your dim-

I witled (but heavily-

‘ armed) foes to a

?

— '" A level won’t end

;ither every single one of your

you don’t have it

go buy it now! GP

When gou wound an enemg,

gou're treated to a barrage of

pain-filled screams as he slowlg

bleeds to death-

I GENRE / ’action

J

PLAYERS / 1 . ^ E
f

6 +

,
SIZE / 8 Mpqs

|
SAVE FEATURE / battery backup

|
PUBLISHER / Atari

l
DEVELOPER 7 Virgin/Sensihle

“

l AVAILABLE / now

I PRICE / S6Q.9Q

As gou advance

through the game,

more draftees

show up to replace

gour dead.

L“! home

W Tirgin’s new Cannon

mf Foddertekes adrenaline-

W pumped action and

combines it with just enough

strategy to offer long-term chal-

lenge to even the most die-hard

arcade gamers. With your own

personal army, you land in beau-

tiful, unblemished landscapes,

discover scores of delightful new

Using a sim-

ple two-button
interface, gou

steer gour

team through

the jungle

while blasting

gour enemies.

friends, and kill

|them all.

|

Starting with

ijLyour small team

W of draftees, you

have to navi-

gate your way

k through level

Ilk after level of

|
% jungle, arctic

and desert

enemies, or your squad

When it’s all
.

over, there’s a quick

award ceremony for
|| m '

those soldiers who \

showed true valor in
J

the fight, and an

equally brief funeral

for those who showed *1 ||
true stupidity. The action is

'

fast and furious, and each level 7
requires! different approach if you

want to make it through with yourteam intact

Graphics, sound, and control are all

excellent, and do a fantastic job of pulling you

into this stranqe world of missiles, mirth and

Grenades are useful for

destroging those pesKg
enemg hideouts.

The funeral

screen gives gou

a list of the

gugs who didn't

maKe it.

GRAPHICS

GAMEPLAY

REPLAY VALUE

OVERALL GP RATING

i GAME PLAYERS June
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in the Darkest Hour,

Hope Springs Eternal.

SEGA AND SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED,

is a registered trademark of feme Arts/Vfcaking resigns. English Translation © 1995 working Dasl

Studio Alex lyVfarking resigns. Par a dealer near you, call (916) 243-3417.
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sellingSEGA-CD™ RPG of all time

is coming to pur SEGA-CD “this

Summer!
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w

At first glance, Darrell

Sasagawa appeared to b
a mild-mannered

;

reviewer, butlatiMe

;

found that he was the

Llesser-known fourth

member of the ExoSquad.
I— your mind— too bad this ain’t one of them. ^ _
W** ExoSquad ls just another example of a game that * T'

1**'

aims high, shoots low, and plays bad!!! g&g&Q

I

to go back in time and battle all kinds of

r that pose the biggest threat. There are a . a.
l few zones where you fly through space

l shooting at alien space craft and other .

I assorted phenomenon, while meteors abs$uteiy.;

pummel you. The worst thing is there’s-

avoid the onslaught of punishmentfrp!j^'tj^^^A^^|^t|^i^B It truly is ridiculous.B You can play this gameB or against a buddy. The Versus-Mode \slam0l^ BW kinda cool, but the moves are relatively ^

In the Duel Mode, gou can

fight mano-a-mano.

MSEm

58 GAME PLAYERS June 1995

I

GENRE / action M
PLAYERS / 1 or 2 ['l±i

i SIZE / 8 Megs

SAVE FEATURE / password

PUBLISHER / Plagmates

DEVELOPER / Novotrade

AVAILABLE / now

i PRICE / $69.95

meteors

U"trf

GRAPHICS

O In Duel Mode, the

fighting moves are

Kinda cool.

© In Arcade Mode,

the graphics stinK-

MUSIC & SOUND FX

O The mechanical

sounds when characters

walK around are OK.

The music is enough

to maKe gou sicK

INNOVATION

0 The two modes maKe

for gaming varietg.

The onlg problem is

that neither mode is

verg fun.

GAMEPLAY

O The Duel Mode

allows gou to compete

mano-a-mano.

However, it gets old

prettg fast.

The tunes are so

awful, gou want to mute

gour TV.

There is no need to

RATING



For reol video baseball action, forget about pressing buttons on a boring controller. Get your

hands on the new Batter Up™ electronic bat. Batter Up is compatible with the most popular

baseball games around. So you can take your swings against the toughest pitchers in the
Look for your $5 off Batter Up™

COUPON INSIDE THESE GAME CARTRIDGES:

majors. Chances are, they're all well-rested by now. Batter Up is also available for IBM®

PC games, so look for it at your favorite video game or computer stores.

* World Series Baseball® '95

• Hardball '95™

* Triple Play™ Baseball

SPORTS
SCIENCES*

Interactive Baseball Accessory for SEGA™ GENESIS,™ SUPER NES,® and IBM PC's. Software not included.

Balter Up™ is a trademark of Sports Sciences, Inc. SEGA™ and GENESIS™ ore trademarks of SEGA Enterprises, ltd. All rights reserved. SUPER NES™ is o registered

trademark of Nintendo of America © 1991. All trademarks ore the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.



FREE
GAME OFFER
Buy 4 games from the list

below, get the least expen-

sive FREE. All 4 games
must be In stock at the time

of purchase. Otter good
from 5/15/96 to 8/30/95 or

while supplies last

QENESI8: Joe Montana
CO $19, ESPN Football

$48. Streetflghter 2 $24,

Dashing Desperadoes $19.

Mega Race CD $39. Mega
Turrlcan $19, Hepp Control

Pad 2 $9, Teomo Super
Bowl $29, F16 Wireless
Control Pad $36, RF
Switch $9, Team Player 2

$29, Terminator 2:

Judgment Day $19,
Competition Joystick $39,

General Chaos $29,

Madden FB '94 $19. NHL
Hockey W CD $29. 8haq
Fu $36, TMNT Tournament

Fighters $29, Rolling

Thunder 3 $19. 8hlnobl 3
$29, Sonic 2 CD $34,
Dracula $19, Super NBA
$29, Chuck Rock 2 CD
$19, Mazin Saga $19

8NE8: Bill Walsh College

FB $24, Aero Acrobat $19,

Fatal Fury $29, Virtual Bart

$29, Hardball 3 $29.
Inspector Gadget $19,
Clayflghter $32, Brett Hull

Hockey $29, Tin Star $39,

Super Soccer $19, Super
Tennis $19, Barkley

Baskstbefl $39, NBA Show-

down $39, ChopWer 3 $34,

Nigel Mansell World Cup
Racing $29, Dragon View
$59, Manto la Missing $29,

Kendo Rage $29, Daffy
Dude Marvin Missions $36,

World Heroes $39. Fatal

Fury $29, Battletoads:

Double Dragon $29

GAME GEAR: Arch Rivals

$16, Bert v. Space Mutants

$16, George Forman
Boxing $16, Chakan
Forever Man $16. Chuck
Rock $16, Donald Duck
$16, Dynamite Headdy
$29, Power Back Battery

$39. Wide Gear $16,
Majors Pro Baseball $29,

NBA Basketball $16. NFL
FB Joe Montana $29,
Space Harrier $9, Super
Monaco QP $16, Surf
Ninjas $16, Vampire $16.

Fatal Fury $29. World Cup
USA $24

300: Fatty Bear Fun Pack

$29, Putt Putt Fun Pack
$29, Putt Putt Jolne Parade

$29. Stellar 7 $29

JAGUAR: Club Drive $39.

Dragon $38, Kasuml Ninja

$48.

32X: Corpse Killer $49,
Slam Ctty $52. Super Strike

Harrier $39

Call

802-767-3033

Fax

802-767-3382

Source

10285

P0 Box 234

Dept 10285

Rochester,

VT 05767
1GPIAYS86

‘HARDBALL 95’

The predictions

are in, and
Hardball '95 is the

clear winner.

We’ve included

new player ani-

mations and real-

istic player cards.

We've even given

you a more chal-

lenging computer

opponent that will

attempt pick offs

and adapt to your

pitches. S49

‘WARLOCK’
Based on the

spellbinding cult

hit movie,

gamers chal-

lenge a powerful

Warlock that

wants to unravel

creation. Superb

graphics, haunt-

ing sound
effects and an

abundance of

magical spells

make this game
a hit. $52

‘WEAPON-
LORD’ features

seven baibarians,

each battling to

be the ultimate

bad guy. All of

them are bigger

than you’ve ever

seen in a 16 bit

fighting game,
fight with swords

and axes, every-

thing to get your

blood flowing.

SNES $59

GENESIS $58

'ILLUSION OF GAIA’ Radiating an ominous light in

its path, the Chaos Comet threatens the existence of

the planet. Battles erupt and a tentative peace is

returned to the land while beasts lie waiting. $64

‘TIMECOP’
Travel through

time and des-

troy a mad tech-

mo demon from

sabotaging the

course of history.

Armed with your

time control

bracelet you
must get from

1929 to 2117.
Digitized graph-

ics, and nerve

snapping sce-

narios. CD $44

‘3DO SYSTEM' The interactive multiplayer attaches

to your color television and stereo equipment.

Features full screen, full color video playback and full

compatibility with audio, photo and videoCDs. $399

Aura Interactor $79

Game Gun SEGA CD $36
Genesis CD Backup Crt $49
Gen CD System 2 $229
Genesis System 2 core $99
Genesis Team Player 2 $34

Genesis X-Band Modem $66

Lethal Enforcers Gn r2 $18

Mega Mouse $34

Over Drive $94

Remote Arcade Pad $19

GEN ADVENTURE

Advntr of Batman&Robn $46

Aero the Acrobat 2 $52

Akira CD $54

Batman & Robin $52

Batman Forever $64

Beavis $ Butt-Head $54

Comix Zone $58
Corpse KillerCD $49
CyberWar CD $52

Dark Seed CD $52

Death of Superman $52

Desert Demolitn w/ R.R. $44

Die Hard 3 $56
Dragons Lair $54

Dragons Lair 2 CD $52

Earthworm Jim $62

EarthWorm Jim CD $52
Fahrenheit CD $52

Incredible Hulk 2 $58

Itchy & Scratchy $43

Izzy's Olympic Quest $52

Johnny Mnemonic CD $58

Judge Dredd $54
Kamen Rider Zo CD $44

Lion King $46

Magic School Bus $52

Mickey Mania CD $58

Mighty Max $54

Mutant Chronicles $59

Myst CD $46

No Escape/Cliffhang CD $52
Out of this World CD S49

Penn & TellerCD $46

Phantom 2040 $58
Pitfall $59
Pitfall CD $48

Power Rangers $46

Power Rangers CD $46

Rise of the Dragon CD $46

Ristar $44

Scooby Doo $52

Snatcher CD $44

Sonic the Hedgehog 4 $59

Space Ace CD $52

Spce Advnt Cobra 2 CD $46

Spiderman & Venom $49

Spiderman TV $56

Star Trek Deep Space 9 $56

Star Trek:Starfleet Acad $46

StarGate $54

Steven Seagal $54

Stone Protectors $54

The Punisher $56

The Shadow $56

Thunder in Paradise $52

Time Cop CD $44

True Lies $54
Wartock $52

Who Shot Jhn Rock CD $39

X MEN 2:Clone Wars $52

X-Perts $58

Clayfighter $52
Eternal Champions CD $46
Fatal Fury CD $44

Justice League $58

Mortal Kombat 2 $49
Mortal Kombat 3 $69
Power Instinct $54
Rise of the Robots $56
Rise of the Robots CD $44

Samurai Showdown $58

Samurai Showdown CD $44

Supreme Warrior CD $52
WeaponLord $58
World Heroes 2 $56

GEN ROLE PLAYING

After Armageddon CD $49

Battletech $49

Beyond Oasis $68

Dungeon Master II CD $44

Eye of the Beholder CD $42

Lufia $56

Lunar 2:Eternal Blue CD $54

New Horizons $62
Phantasy Star 4 $82
Popful Mall CD $49

Revengers of Vngeance S44

Shining Force 2 $66

Shining Force CD $46

Vay CD $48

GENESIS SHOOTERS

Battle Frenzy CD $42

Contra Hard Corps $39

Crime Patrol CD $49

Drug Wars CD $49

Exo Squad $52
Gauntlet 4 $42

Keio Flying Squadm CD $36

Lethal Enforcers 2 $56

Lethal Enforcers 2 CD $44

Lethal Enforcers w/gun $66

Lethal Enforcer w/gn CD $56
Lode RunnerCD $46

Mad Dog McCree 2 CD $49

RDF:Global Conflict CD $39

Rebel AssaultCD $39

Silpheed CD $43
Soul Star CD $34
Surgical Strike CD S52
Total Carnage CD $52
Urban Strike $49
Zero Tolerance $52

GEN SIMULATIONS

Al Unser Jr Racing $46
Battle CorpsCD $44

B.C. Racer CD $44

ESPN SpeedWorld $58
Flying Aces CD $52
Flying Nightmares CD $44

Full Throttle Racing CD $49

Knights of the Sky $52

Micro Machines 2 $54

Midnight Raiders CD $52

Rally CD $54
Road Rash 3 $52

SeaQuest DSV $56

Super Bike Challenge S49
Super Strike Trilogy CD $52

Tomcat Alley CD $49

World Champ Rally CD $44

ATP Tennis $49

Barkley Basketball 2 $49

Bass Masters Classic $56

Bill Walsh Cllege FB 95 $54

Brett Hull Hockey 95 $49

Coach K College Bsktbll $54

ESPN Hockey $58
ESPN Hockey CD $58

ESPN NBA Hngtime CD $46

FIFA Intemat’l Sccer 95 $54
F.Thomas Big Hurt Bsbll $64
Hardball 95 $49

J. Nicklaus Signatre Ed $44

King Salmon $42

Line Drive Baseball $54

Links Pro GolfCD $56

Madden Football 95 $56

Minnesota Fats Pool $56

Mutant League Hockey $44
NBA Action 95 $54
NBA Jam Toumamnt Ed $62
NBA Live 95 $56

NBA Shoedown $39
NCAA Basketball Final 4 $54

NFL Football 95 $54

NFL Quarterback Club $59

NFL Team Heroes $52
NHL All Star Hockey $54
NHL All Star Hockey CD $54
NHL Hockey 95 $54
PGA Tour III $49

Payne Stewart Golf $54
RBI 95 CD $42

Rugby World Cup 95 $52

Slam City CD $52

Slam Masters $49

Soccer World CD $44

Spring News Soccer CD $46
TNN Bass Tournament $49
Tecmo Hockey $56
Tecmo Super Bowl 3 $59
ToughMan Contest $54
Unnecessary Roughnss $52
WWF:Raw $59

Wayne Gretzky Hockey $54
World Cup Golf D.Beach $47
World Series Bseball 95 $66

GENESIS STRATEGY

Aero Biz $56

Aero Biz Supersonic $59
Animaniacs GA $44

BrainDead 13 CD $49

Caesars Palace $49

Columns 3 S46

Dark Ride CD $54

Dragons Fury 2 $39

Dune CD $49

Dune:Battle for Arrakis $49

Family Feud $49

Genghis Khan 2 $56

Jeopardy 2 Deluxe $39

Jeopardy CD $49

Liberty or Death $56

Mega Bomberman $44

Monopoly $46
NFL Trivia CD $49

Operation Europe $59

Pac Attack $44

Pac Man 2 $52

Pac in Time $52

Panic! CD $44

Powermonger CD $43

Rise of the Phoenix $58

Risk $46
Romance 3 Kingdoms 3 $59
Shanghaii 2 $39

Star Wars Chess CD $44
Super Battleship $43
Theme Park $44

Third World War CD $44

Trivial Pursuit CD $46

Wheel of Fortune CD $52

Wirehead CD $52

SEGA MARS 32X

Genesis 32X System $99

Neptune System $399

After Burner $42

Alien Trilogy $62

Alone in the Dark $52

BlackThome $52

Bump & Run Driving $54

Chaotix $58
Clayfighter 2 $52

College Basketball $62
Cosmic Carnage $49
CyberBrawl $58
Doom $59
Dragons Lair 2 S52
F. Thomas Bg Hurt Bsbll $59

Golf Mag's 36 Great $62

Helioblades $54

Incredible Hulk 2 $54

Izzy’s Olympic Quest $52

KingdomrFar Reaches S59
Metal Head $59

Mortal Kombat 2 $62

Mother Base $49

Motocross Champnship S46

NBA Jam Toumamnt Ed $59

NFL Instant Replay

NFL Quarterback Club

Over Drive

Pitfall

RayMan
Revolution X
Shadow Squadron

Super Space Harrier

Supreme Warrior

Tee Off

Tee Time
Totally Brutal

ToughMan Contest

Virtua Racing Deluxe

Voyager Star 2

Wolves of Moordeth
World Series Baseball

SEGA MARS 32X CD's

Cadillacs & Dino's CD $56
Corpse Killer CD $49

Dark Ride CD $58
Flying Aces CD $52

Golf Mag’s 36 Great CD $52

Loadstar 2 CD $58
Loadstar CD $56
Midnight Raiders CD $56

Night Trap CD $59
Power Rangers CD $52
Primal Rage CD S58
RBI 95 CD $57

Slam City CD S56
Surgical Strike CD $52

Tomcat Alley CD S59

Wirehead CD $52

Jaguar CD System $149

Jaguar Power Kit $139

Jaguar System $209
Air Car Wars $52
Alien Vs Predator $54

Arena Football $54

AssaultrCovert Ops $52

Battle Sphere $54

Battle Wheels $54
Brett Hull Hockey $59

Brutal Sports Football S49
Bubsy $39

Burnout $54

Cannon Fodder $54

Casino Royale $54

Castle Wolfenstein 3D $39

Checkered Flag S38
Club Drive $39

Doom $56

Double Dragon 5 $52
Dragon: Bruce Lee S38

Dune $54

Dungeon Depths $52

Fight for Life S59
Flashback $52

Gunship 2000 S54
Hammer Head $59
Hardball 3 $52

Horrorscope $54

Hosenose & Booger $56

Hover Hunter $56

Hover Strike $52

Intemat’l Sensible Sccer $56

Iron Soldier $54

Jaguar Formula 1 Racg $54

James Pond 3 $54

Kasumi Ninja $46

Legions of the Undead $52

Lester the Unlikely $54

NFL Football $56

Pinball Fantasies $54

Power Drive Rally $57

Rage Rally $58

RayMan $58

Rise of the Robots $59

Soccer Kid $56

Space Wars $52

Syndicate $58

Theme Park $58

Tiny Toon Adventures $52

Troy Aikman Football $59

Ultimate Brain Games S54

Ultra Vortex $64

Val D’lsere Skiing S52

Valus Force $54

Zodiac Fighters $58

Zool 2 $46

JAGUAR CD's

Baldy CD S52

Barkley Basketball CD $52

Battle Morph CD $52

Blue Lightning CD S52

Chaos Agenda CD 552

Commando CD S56

Creature Shock CD S52

Demolition Man CD S52
Dragon’s LairCD S52
Highlander CD S52

Jack Nicklaus Golf CD S52

League Bowling CD $54

Robinson's Requiem CD $52

Soul Star CD $58

Space Ace CD $54

Star Raiders 2000 CD $52

Neo Geo CD System $399
NGGId/ Fatal Fury $569
NG Gld /Kng of Mnstr $569
Aero Fighters 2 $169
Agressr of Drk Kombat $169
Double Dragon $199
Fatal Fury 2 $169

Fatal Fury 3 $199

Galaxy Fight $199

Kamov's Revenge $169

King of Fighters 94 $199

Samurai Showdown 2 $229

Street Hoop $199

Super Sidekck Sccer 2 $199
Super Sidekck Sccer 3 $199
Top Hunter $169

Top Players Golf $69

Windjammers $169

World Heroes 2 Jet $199
World Heroes 2 $169

NEO GEO CD's

2020 Super Bseball CD $69

3 Count Bout CD $69

Aero Fighters 2 CD $69

Agressr of Dk Kmbat CD $69

Alpha Mission 2 CD $69

Andro Dunos CD $69

Art of Fighting 2 CD $69

Art of Fighting CD $69

Bseball Stars Prol 2 CD $69

Baseball Stars Pro CD $69

Blue's Journey CD $69

Burning Fight CD $69

Crossed Swords CD $69

Cyber Lip CD $69

Fatal Fury 2 CD $69

Fatal Fury CD $69

Fatal Fury Special CD $69

Fight Fever CD $69

Football Frenzy CD $69
Ghost Pilots CD S69
Gururin CD $69
Karnov's Revenge CD S69

King of Fighters 94 CD $69

King of Monsters 2 CD S69

King of the Monsters CD $69

Last Resort CD
League Bowling CD
Magician Lord CD
Mutation Nation CD
Nam 1975 CD
Ninja Combat CD
Ninja Commando CD
Panic Bomber CD
Puzzled CD
Riding Hero CD
Robo Army CD
Samurai Showdwn 2 CD $69

Samurai Showdown CD $69

Sengoku 2 CD $69

Sengoku CD $69

Soccer Brawl CD $69

SpinMaster CD $69

Super Sidekicks 2 CD $69

S69
S69

$69

569

$69

569

$69

Super Spy CD $69

Thrash Rally CD $69

Top Hunter CD $69

Top Players Golf CD $69

View Point CD $69

Windjammers CD $69

World Heroes 2 Jet CD $69

World Heroes 2 CD $69

World Heroes CD $69



‘MAGIC THE
GATHERING
STARTER
DECK’ is the first

in the DECK-
MASTER series

of collectable trad-

ing card games
from Wizards of

the Coast. Feat-

uring more than

300 different

cards in all
,
this is

a fantasy game
of epic propor-

tions. $8

‘NOBUNAGA'S
AMBITION’ No
one can be trust-

ed in 16th century

Japan. Warlords

hungry for power,

ninja spies on ter-

rorist missions,

and rebellious

peasants right in

your backyard

strike at the first

chance they get.

Meet the chal-

lenge in 4 sce-

narios . S29

•JAGUAR POWER KIT’ This high performance

64-bit design system has endless possibillities.

16.8 million colors, 12 button controller, and mind

blowing graphics you’ll never outgrow. SI 39

‘HELL’ To the

pits of a man's
fears, lies a new
breed of evil. Its

2095, and you
are a fugitive for

sins against the

state. Unlock the

secrets of the

underworld to

prove your inno-

cence. Offers

lavish high reso-

lution graphics &
full motion

video. 3DOS39

‘BEYOND
OASIS’ On the

mystical island of

Oasis, Prince Ali

embarks on a cru-

sade against evil.

The warrior prince

must unleash the

powers of the four

wild spirits to stop

the resurrection of

a ruthless sorcer-

er and save the

empire. 24 MEG,
one player

game. $68

‘ CLUB DRIVE’
Sure you've

always wanted
to blaze down
the streets of

San Francisco
in a souped up

hot rod, just like

in the action

movies. Well

now you can! Or

plow through an

old western
town. Strap in

and join the 64-bit

club. JAG $39

HINT BOOKS SNES ADVENTURE SNES SHOOTERS SNES STRATEGY 3DO GAME GEAR

Atari Jaguar Game Scrts$14

BattleTech Battle Book $9
Beavis & Butthead $9

Brain Lord Official Guide $9

Donkey Kong Country $8

Double Dragon 5 $9

Dracula Unleashed SIS

Ecco Dolphin $9
Final Fantasy 3

,n NBA Ji l Thine

$9Lion King Game Book

Lufia Official Playrs Guide$9
Madden Football ‘94 $12
Mortal Kombat 2 Pocket $8
NBA Jam Pocket Codes $8
NBA Jam Tournament Ed $9
NBA Showdown Guide $1

2

NHL Hockey '94 $12
Primal RageiArcade Bk $12
Rise of the Dragon $10
SEGA Games Gide $12
Sonic Strategy Guide $16
Sonic the Hedghog 4 $9
Virtua Racing Official Gd $9

Ascii Role Player Ctrler $29

Batter Up $64

Lethal Enforcers Gun 2 $18

Addams Family Values $58
Advnt of Batman/Robin $59
Arty Lightfoot $49

Beavis & Butt-Head $54

BlackThorne $52
Boogerman $58
Bonks Adverture $54
Bonkers $49
Bubsy 2 $54
Captain Commando $59
Death of Superman $56

I'sCrest

$46

$59

SeaQuest DSV $59

Shien's Revenge $49

Sink or Swim $49

Speedy Gonzales $52

Spiderman & Venom $59

Spiderman TV $64

Star Trek Deep Space 9 $56

StarGate $62

Steven Seagal $54

S- Empire Strikes Back $52

Super Return of the Jedi $59

Sylvester & Tweety $59

The M $59

The Shadow
The Tick $49

The X-Files $56
Thunder in Paradise $54
Time Cop $56
Tom & Jerry

$62

il Springfield $56
Warlock $59

X MEN $59
Zmbies Ate My Neighbor$49

Zorro $58

Clayfighter 2
FX Fighter

Fatal Fury Special

$56
Donkey Kong Country $64

Earthworm Jim $59
Flintstones Movie $58
Frankenstein $39
Horde $56
Ignition Factor $49
Incredible Hulk 2 $58
Indi Jones Greatst Advnt$62
Itchy & Scratchy $52
Jelly Boy $54
Judge Dredd $59
Jurassic Park 2

Mega Man 7
Mega Man X 2
Mickey Mania

Mutant Chronicles

Ogre Battle

Phantom 2040
Pitfall

Popeye
Porky Pig

Power Rangers

Ren & Stimpy Show 2

Return of the Apes

Road Runner 2
SWAT Kats

;e League $64

al Kombat 2 $64

al Kombat 3 $69
al Rage $62

Ranma 1/2 2 $59
Rise of the Robots $59
Samurai Showdown $59
Shadow of the Ninja 2 $54

Super Street Fighter 2 $66

Survival Arts $56
WCW Super Brawl $52
WeaponLord $59

Wolverine:Adamnt Rage $62
World Heroes $39

Id Heroes 2 $56

Battletech $59
Brain Lord $56
Brandish $62

Breath of Fire $59

Breath of Fire 2 $64

Dragon Warrior 5 $66
EarthBound $62

Final Fantasy 3 $66
First Queen $56
Golden Empire $62
Illusion of Gaia $64

Kng Arthur/Knight Jstice $59
Lord of the Rings $54
Lufia 2 $59
Might & Magic 3 $59

New Horizons $62

RoboTrek $58

Savage Empire $62

Secret of Evermore $66

Syndicate $56

Tecmo Secret of Stars $56

Ultima 7:Black Gate $59

Ultima:Runes of Vrtue II $49

Uncharted Waters $59

Warrior of Rome 3 $52

Fire Striker $44

Future Zone $58
Galactic Defenders $56
Metal Morphin $49

Metal Warriors $59
Operation Thunderbolt $46
Super R-Type 3 $52
Super Sonic Blastman 2 $56
Super Turrican 2 $56
Tin Star $39

View Point $54

Wild Guns $54

i Fighters $52
Air Cavalry $49

Air Strike Patrol $56

Carrier Aces $52
Comanche $62
DirtTrax FX $59

ESPN SpeedWorld $58

Freeway Fly Boys $52
Full Throttle Racing $58

K. Petty's No Fear Racg $54
Micro Machines $56

N. Mansell Indy Car Rce $59
Star Fox 2 $62

Star Trek: Starileet Acad $52
Street Racer $56

Super Bike Challenge $54

Top Gear 3000 $56

UniRacers $48

Wing Commander 2 $62

World Champ Rally $52

Bass Masters Classic $59

Bassin's BJack Bass $62

Cannondale Cup $54
ESPN Football $49

ESPN Hockey $54

F. homas Big Hurt Bsbll $66

Hammer Lock Wrestling $46

Intemat'l Sperstar Sccer $50

Kirby's Dream Course $46

Looney Tunes B-Ball $59

Madden Football 95 $56

A Jam Toummnt Edit $66
NBA Li' 1 95

NCAA Basketball Final 4 $56

NCAA Football $49

NFL Quarterback Club $66

NFL Team Heroes $56

NHL Hockey 95 $54

PGA Tour European $59

PGA Tour III $59

Power League Baseball $52
RBI 94 $49

Slam Masters $52

Sporting News Baseball $59

Super Baseball Sim 2 $52

Super Bases Loaded 3 $62

Super Punch Out $56
Super Soccer Champ 2 $54

TNN Bass Tournament $56
Tecmo Baseball $52
'Tecmo Hockey $58
Tecmo Super Bowl 3 $59

Tecmo Super NBA Bball $49

Tiny Toon Adventures $52

Troy Aikman Football $59
WWF:Raw $66

ACME Animation Fctory $56

Aero Biz Supersonic $56

Animaniacs $54

BreakThru $44

Bust-A-Move $42

Civilization $56

Kirby's Avalanche $46

Lemmings 2:The Tribes $56

Lord of Darkness $56

Mighty Max $56

Operation Europe $62

Pac Man 2 $52

Pinball Fantasies $52

Rise of the Phoenix $58

Super Bomberman 2 $52

Super Pinball $49

Super Tetris $49

Tetris & Dr. Mario $54

The Brainies $54

Theme Park $56

Wario's Woods $48

SEGA SATURN

Saturn System $499

Clockwork Knight $56

CyberWar $56

DefCon 5 $56

Dragon's Lair $52

Dragons Lair 2 $52

Kingdom O' Magic $58

Lawnmower Man 2 $58

Myst $59

RayMan $56

Space Ace $52

Brutal 2210 $56

Dark Legend $54

Panzer Dragoon $56

Primal Rage $64

Virtua Fighters $66

Daedlus $56

Hard Corps $56

Daytona USA $74

Gotha SATURN $58

Minnesota Fats Pool $56

Upper Deck Basketball $56

Mazin Mah Jong Station $56

SONY PLAYSTATION

Sony Playstation Syst $399
Alien Virus $56

Blood Storm $56

CyberWar $56

Death Crusader $56

DefCon 5 $56

Horde $56

Kingdom O' Magic $56

Lawnmower Man 2 $58

Quarantine $56

RayMan $56

Silver Load $56
Dark Legend $56

Toh Shin Den $64

Zeitgest $62

Galaxy Fight $58

Hard Corps $56
Last Bounty Hunter $56

Parodius $58

Cyber Sled S58
Ridge Racer $58

Minnesota Fats Pool $56

Upper Deck Basketball $56

Upper Deck Football $56

Mazin Mah Jong Station $56

3DO Mouse $42

3DO System Goldstar $399

3DO Systm Panasonic $399
11th Hour

Alone in the Dark

BrainDead 13

Clayfighter 2
Corpse Killer

Creature Shock
Crime Patrol

CyberClash

Cyberla

Demolition Man

Dragon's Lair

Dragon: Bruce Lee Story$32

Drug Wars $52

ESPN Baseball $52

FIFA Internafl Soccer $52

Flashback $46
Flight Stick Pro $89

Flying Nightmares $52

GEX $52

Grandest Fleet $56

Guardian War $49

Hard Corps $54

Horde $52

Killing Time $52

Kingdom:Far Reaches $46

Lawnmower Man 2 $54

Mad Dog McCree 2 $54

Madden Football $49

Magic Carpet $54

Mask $32

Myst $54

Need for Speed $52

NovaStorm $52

Off World Interceptor $52

Pagoda of Puzzles $54

Pataank $52

Perfect General $56

Police Nauts $52

Pyramid Intruder $52

Quarantine $34

Rebel Assault $52

Rise of the Robots $52

Road Rash $56

Rock & Roll Racing $48

Samurai Showdown $52

Seal of the Pharaoh $52

Shanghaii:Triple Threat $52

Shock Wave $54

Slam & Jam Basketball $52

Slam City $52

Soccer Kid $32

Space Ace $52

Star Blade $54

Star Control 2 $52

Star Trek TNG $56

Station Invasion $40

Stellar 7 $29

Super S-Fighter 2 Turbo $58

Supreme Warrior $52

Syndicate $54

Theme Park $52

Top Gun $54

Trance Mission $56

Twisted $49

VR Stalker $52

Virtuosa $52

Waialea Cntry Club Golf $52
Way of the Warrior $52

Wicked 18 Golf $52

Wing Commander 3 $54
Winning Post $54

$54
$46
$52

$46

$52

$54

546

$52

$46

$58

$49

Aladdin $29

Batman Forever $38

Beavis and Butt-Haed $34

Ceasars Palace $29

Earthworm Jim $34

Ecco Dolphin $38

Lion King $38

Madden Football '95 $36

Mortal Kombat 2 $34

NBA Jam Toumment Ed $38

NFL FB '95 J. Montana $32

NHL Hockey '95 $36

Pinball Dreams $26

Power Rangers $32

Ren & Stimpy Show $29

Rise of the Robots $36

Ristar $34

SeaQuest DSV $38

Shining Force 2 $42

Sonic Triple Trouble $38

Super Bike Challenge $32

True Lies $39

Urbin Strike S36
World Series Basebl ‘95 $34

X Men 2 $38

CDI

CD-i 550 Magnavox $479
CD-I TouchPad $26
7th Guest $52
Axis & Allies $44
Beverly Hills Cop 3 $24

Bum Cycle $46

Chaos Control $44

Dragon's Lair 2 $44
Inca S44

Jeopardy $36

Kingdom $44

Mad Dog McCree &Gn 572

Microcosm $44

Star Trek 6 $22
Voyeur $44
Zelda’s Adventure $44

BOARDGAMES

Battetech S16
Blind Justice S19

Civilization $29
History of the World 527
War Hammer 40,000 S47

PEN AND PAPER

AD&D Menzoberranzan 522
Blood Bowl $45
Call of Cthulhu S16

C.C. Horror Orient Exp $29

Gurps Basic Set SI6

Gurps Magic $14
Planes of Chaos S25

Robots $14

Vampire: Masquerade SI 6

IBM CD ROM's

Doom 2: Hell on Earth S48

Day of the Lenlacle S29
Frnt Page Sports FB Pro S47
Magic Carpet S42
System Shock S47
Wing Commander 3 S53
X-Com: UFO Defense $38

CO
n
Call

802-767-3033

Fax

802-767-3362

Source

10285

P0 Box 234

Dept 10285

Rochester,

VT 05767

Overnight Shipping In

US $4 per order. Mall to

Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO,

FPO $4 per order.

Worldwide airmail $6 per

Item. HandHng $2 per ship-

ment. Hardware orders

may require additional

shipping chargee.

Visa, MC and Discover

accepted. Checks held 4

weeks. Money Orders

under $200 same as cash.

COD $8. Defectives re-

placed with same product

Most Items shipped same

day. Shipping times may

vary. Prica/avaHabfflty may

change. AH sales final. Call

for details.



reviewGENESIS

AH of the DSg
crew can be /

found /

somewhere j-

around
:

the station. V

GRAPHICS

MUSIC & SOUND FX

INNOVATION

GENRE / action

£2 PLAYERS / i I

AGE

SIZE / 4 Megs
“ SAVE FEATURE / password

PUBLISHER / Plagmates

DEVELOPER / Novotrade

AVAILABLE / now

price / mgg

F
ft,

1

When he was eightyears

old, Trent Ward boldly

went where no man had
gone before. Then the

' principal dragged him,

kicking and screaming,
out of the girls’ restroom.

I

fter the swarm of Star Trek: Next Generation titles

released for the console system, it was inevitable that

someone would rush in and pick up the somewhat less

exciting Deep Space Nine license. In Playmates’ newest

action game for the Genesis, you take on the roles of the

space station crew in an attempt to stop the destruction of the

peace-keeping outpost.

The station and crew look

pretty good, with crisp background

graphics and smooth character

animation featured throughout the

game. Players can stroll around the

station talking with the different

members of the crew, or get to

work right away looking to solve

the mystery of the injured crew-

men. Sound is pretty

straightforward with some fairly

good effects for tricorder and

Phaser use. Unfortunately, none of

this has much impact on the actual

play of the game.

While the title is backed up by some nice graphics and ani-

mation, Deep Space Nine is a typical run from left to right

conversion game that never picks up enough to deliver real enter-

tainment. Fans who like the cranial feel to the television show will

find the run-and-jump antics of Sisko ridiculous, and those who

are looking for an action game will be bored senseless by the

hard-to-follow plot and lackluster performance of the game. GP

In the first few levels,

SisKc has to find hid-

den grenades and
get them off the

station.

Transmissions
from gour crew

give gou hints on

how to proceed.

If gou hold on
to these explo-

sions too long,

gou and the sta-

tion are blown to bits.

LiKe the TV show, DS9
is filled with all Kinds

of alien creatures.

0 It's a good looK at

the insides of Deep

Space Nine.

A lot of the levels

look prettg similar.

j

O The Phaser and

j

tricorder sounds are

j
reallg excellent.

The soundtrack is a

j

little lackluster.

jj
OVERALL GP RATING

O There's a small

puzzle element in using

the ship's computers.

It's another left-to-

right platform game.

GAMEPLAY

0 Game controls are

easg and character

response is smooth-

Actual plag is dull

and repetitive.

Once gou find Odo, h^ tells

gou about the injured

worKer in the docKing bag.

REPLAY VALUE

O The password does

allow gou to pick UP

where gou left off.

0 You won't want to

plag this game for long.



A Whole Season of RBI!

Just fill out the form below and return to: A Whole Season of RBI

Sweepstakes, RO. Box 8095, Grand Rapids, MN, 55745-8095 and you

could be a winner of one of the following prizes:

Step up to the plate and drive one into the cheap seats!

Crisp color graphics and realistic gameplay make RBI

Baseball '95 the latest, greatest installment in the best-

selling RBI Baseball video game series. Improved artificial

intelligence enhances computer opponent strategies like

base stealing, bunting and runner pick-off attempts.

Experience an incredible view of those fastballs, curve-

balls, and sliders with the large, realistic batter/catcher

playing view. State-of-the-art digital video, displayed in 256

colors, provides a fantastic look and feel at the plate.

Jumping and diving catches...stolen bases...powerful home

runs.. .you'll find it ail and more in RBI Baseball ‘95,

f A vH • 1

* 1
f A 1

1

® J II15



review

GENRE7 action

' PLAYERS ' 1 or 2 j
« ° » 5 * '

|
SIZE /52 Mbit

» SAVE FEATURE / between missions

' PUBLISHER / Atari

j
DEVELOPER / Atari

'
AVAILABLE / now

PRICE / m.<31

Armed with only some
Dramamine and an air-

sickness bag, Jeff

Lundrigan set out to

review this game.

VULCAN SHOOTOUT

hres; 2
issiies: 12
sided MtssiiesMS
rertar Shells: 12

Terrain: Vofca
Mission Tare

2 Power Turbines] Hover Stride
has a nice,

dark, qrittq

lock to it,

which is kind
of cool.Most of the

texture maps look

blockM and confusing

if gou get close to

them, which gou do a

lot of the time.

There's a prettg wide varietg of planets to scoot
around on.

T his sounds much better than it actually is: You’re the pilot of an attack hover-

craft, which skims along the surface of planets on anti-grav pads, and comes

equipped with all the usual photon cannons and missiles to shoot at stuff with.

But because your craft hovers, it doesn’t stop going in a straight line just because

you turn. You have to swivel around in the direction you want to go and accelerate the

way you’re pointing— eventually the craft changes direction. Maneuvering like this

means you’re sliding sideways half the time, and makes it a different experience than,

say, driving a tank.

This might be kind of strange and cool, but it doesn’t work out that way. For one,

your craft must be roughly as heavy as the Chrysler building, because when it drifts, it

really DRIFTS. Turning takes forever, and if you think this slows things down a lot, you’re

absolutely right. |— — ;

What’s even worse is that your 1 £ 45

view is locked in a straight line from

the cockpit, so as you bounce over

each planet’s bumpy surface, your

view is mostly limited to patches of sky K-'"

and ground, and not much else. Not

every planet is that lumpy, but a lot of
.

.—
them are, and playing this on a big-

.
=—>

.
— _T

screen TV was literally

nausea-inducing.
f
:=saMj0 n

If you’re -looking for something r i'-w)-)

different, you could do worse— l M
otherwise, steer clear. GP *- ^ -jL* . -f

You spend a lot of gour time
sliding sidewags, which
might be kind of cool,

except that when gou actu- m
allg want to go in a A

particular direction, it \

takes forever to maneuver V
that wag.

" And,

\as gou bounce over

\ the surface of each
A planet, gour view is

)
mostlg taken up bg

/ a reallg close look
at the ground, or

- sometimes the skq.

Keep an air sickness bag

Jq — gou're gonna need it.

GRAPHICS

0 Everything looks

Kinda OK, but...

0 ...a lot of the

texture maps could use

some work.

MUSIC & SOUND FX

Even on level planets, the experience
is less exciting than it is frustrat-

ing. It's possible to get the hang of

things, but it's

not reallg

worth it.

O Some of the music,

especially during cut

scenes, is pretty good.

The sound FX are

repetitive and grating.

INNOVATION

© The idea of a

hovercraft is unique.

The idea of driving

around and blowing

stuff up sure isn't.

GAMEPLAY

O If you stick with

it, you do get better

at it.

You're liable to not

stick with it that long.

REPLAY VALUE

© It's different enough

that you might k^P at

it a while.

But then again,

maybe not.

'BALL GP RATING

64 GAME PLAYERS June 1995



naGAMER
/ The World's finest PC and CD-ROM Games Magazine .

M***$}*Af

,o*J735

Reviewed
Dark Forces

The PC Gamer i

We ore.

gtpiyiycifUQii. Get 12 issues of PC Gamer— plus your choice of 12 floppy or CD cover discs, packed

with demos of the hottest new software —for only $47.95. As always, your.satisfaction is guaranteed. Mail your check

or credit card payment to: PC Gamer, P.O. Box 51210, Boulder, CO 80322-.1210. Or call



psqcho brothers trapped inside two
miotic booKs. You're supposed to

free then [ahen], bq finding the

missing pages, located somewhere
in the game's four areas.

GENRE / adventure MEM
( PLAYERS / 1 L££L*JLL

SIZE / i CD
... : 51^

!

SAVE FEATURE / save ang time

PUBLISHER / Sunsoft

DEVELOPER / Cgaiy Micro Cabin

AVAILABLE / now

PRICE / $49.QQ

HP his is the best-selling PC CD-ROM title of all time,

I
but I can’t for the life of me figure out why. I’ve

tlie ,cc^ tlie C|ame 1S
.
Prettu unique,

been playing huge graphic adventures ever since
but Keep ™

.

mind that a,most

the days of the text parser. I ve seen them all, I ve

played them all, and Mystjust doesn’t pass muster. It looks great, no doubt about it, but don’t get suckered

by the gloss. It’s gorgeous yes, but dull.

What really brings Mystdown is that

all the puzzles are deliberately put

together to be as obscure and difficult as

possible. The fact is that the puzzles

really aren’t that tough— it’s just that

the information you need to solve them is

buried under tons of information you

don’t need, and more often than not, has

to be found by trial and error.

Challenging is one thing, but simply

not giving people enough to go on is

something else again. When you finally

solve a puzzle, you don’t congratulate

yourself for being clever, you curse the

designers for being unfair.

This is NOT the way to design a game.

In addition to being obscure, it’s crush-

ingly repetitive, and terribly

self-impressed with how ‘meaningful’ it’s

supposed to be. The ending is awful too

— no answers, no resolution, just a set-up

for the sequel. GP

TRe qame Keeps trqinq to convince qou that

it's verq mqstical and deep, when in fact the

game's puzzles are just too obscure for words
— not difficult to solve, just put together so

qou don't have enough to go on.

GRAPHICS

O The graphic design

reallg look,s amazing.

© You sort of wish

something would move

everg now and then.

MUSIC & SOUND FX

O What music it has

is prettg, and the sound

FX are alwags clear.

© Verg little music —

the FX are annoging.

INNOVATION

0 A couple of puzzles

are interesting.

© Not much new here

once gou dig beneath

the surface.

GAMEPLAY

O The gameplag is odd

and different™

...and obscure and

pointlesslg difficult.

REPLAY VALUE

O You're gonna come

bacK if gou just paid

SO bucKs for it.

There's no real

reason to go bacK-

OVERALL GP RATING



Bust-A-Move is the

new puzzle solving

game that will have you
busting for hours. Line

up three of the same
color balloons and bust
them before they come
towering down.

You can play alone or

split the screen to bust
a friend. There's even a

handicapping option

so the whole family can
play. Find out what TV
was invented for and
Bust-A-Move!

Taito America Corporation:
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V ¥ Immkn'enarv(ie\i\em6 last , ilajj

rrtoritti) and the upcoming Blade \
' mS»

force (see our preview section), Mjjgjj|

which takes place in a fully laid- - BPII
tout, three-dimensional city. 1

. It’s also enthusiastically m
j

violent the gist of the
;

i ; :IhP I

game is that you’re a H
cab driven shut up in "l 1

- . the walled prison city
:

-.1

"
, [he game’s

. ,^P
I controls take sonc. grtum;

’

|l I ;.sec to roar cap bounces

off anything it hits, and it

bumps- into a lot of stuff. -

it also takes a while to

find your way around Kemo. You've

.
got a map, but plenty of alleys, parking

. lots'; and other places you can drive aren’t

shown, and the- streets are such a maze that
•

.
the fastest way from, point A to point B Isn't

;

always clear. •
•

.
.

’

However, at its heart this Is a very sim-

ple game— drive around and shoo! anything

that gets in your way. |t moves well, looks,
•

pretty good, and if a little blood on your wind-,

shield doesn’t bother you, you're gonna enjdy

it as much as I did. GP

Driving too fast, picking up

strangers and shooting

anyone who gets in his

path sounds like the way
JeffLmdrigan gets to

work every morning.

Kemo is a prettgdark, and

nastg place, but even though f

: -'J it loot^s prettg good as” 1
- tibirVe whizzing bg,- the

|
texture maps; the city is'

,

plastered with could have used

a tittle more- well, texture.

JjHgHtt—-- When
’

the big

guns fail,

gou can

alwags point gour trustg Uzi out the

window and hose the helpless

passersbg - or not so helpless, as is

more usuatlg the case.

Break Out the Big Guns
You’re very well-armed, even more so

than most cabbies.

Of course, gour main job is to -

picK up and deliver pedestrians. -

Rost of

to get where thegVe going,- but < '

there are
1
a lot of homicidal

maniacs running around Kemo
‘

these dags, g'kpow? , ,

-

r

;

'maxrrte-

bug guns and armor. Theg're coot,

(bat a
1 * 1 v ‘ 1 nKC

Flamethrowers, Hm
chain guns, ftp

:

rotating anti-
^

personnel blades — if it can blow something up

or set something on fire, gou're better-off having

it strapped to gour car. Trust me, gou need it.

Once in a while gou get a chance

to get off the freewag and drive

somewhere else — -tiKe inside this

mall, for example. Heg;

^2 VdrietM is ihe spice of life.

68 GAME PLAYERS June 1995 -

GENRE / action .

PLAYERS £~l - J^
GE

|Mli
SIZE 1 CD

SAVE FEATURE save angtime

PUBLISHER GameTek

DEVELOPER / lmage*el

AVAILABLE / now

PRICE 1 SS9.Q9

GRAPHICS

O Kemo looks nice

and dark and nastg.

Too mang texture

maps look e\tremelg

blockg up-close.

MUSIC

0 Tf|e soundtrack

includes a couple of

kickin' tunes.

Trouble is, the rest

of it just lies there.

INNOVATION

O Never seen a game

with a cab-driving

avenger before.

It's mostlg still a

first-person shooter.

GAMEPLAY

0 Control is smooth,

and the action is

simple but addictive.

It takes a while to

get used to the control.

REPLAY VALUE

G You wanna go back to

the bad neighborhoods.

The action is so

simple, it gets repetitive

after a while.

£RALL GP RATING



ONE MUST BE OF PURE MIND
AND HEART TO VANQUISH THE
WARLOCK’S EVIL MASTER!

SURVIVAL
DEPENDS ON
MASTERING
MANY SPELLS!

DEFEAT THE UNDEAD
AND YE SHALL BE
ALLOWED TO PASS!

BEWARE DEMONS
DEEP WITHIN

THE DUNGEON’S
BOWELS!

ENTER THE ARENA AND DO
BATTLE AS A FIERCE MINOTAUR!

HAUNTING MELODIES
STIR UNHOLY
APPARITIONS! AVOID THE WINGED

DRAGON’S FIERY BREATH!

BASED ON
THE HIT MOVIE!

The once in a millennium VI r

r——-— confrontation is Ml Vf
‘V; upon you! Using ^ 5

the powerful spells

and potions entrusted to you
by your Druid ancestors, battle——
gargoyles, the Undead, fire-

breathing dragons...and if you survive, the

all-powerful Warlock! Combining strategy,

intuition, and sorcery, you must be the first to

locate six ancient runestones-and save all creation

from unraveling! Afraid? He already knows that.

Also look for

Warlock:The Armageddon
the movie!

On sale wherever 4«laim
ENTERTAINMENT TRIMARK

Please get permission from whoever pays the phone bill before calling the above number.

Warlock"1

! Developed by Realtime Associates tor Trimark Interactive© 1994 Trimark Interactive. Nintendo. Super Nintendo Fnterlainment Syslem and the Otlicial Seals;

Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks ol Sega Enterprises. Ltd. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a division ot Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. ® & ©1995 Acclaim Entertainmi

^CompuServe
(GO WARLOCK)

GET TO KNOW YOUR ENEMY
THROUGH GAME CLIPS, SOUND BYTES,
SCREEN SHOTS AND MORE IN THE

WARLOCK: EVIL ON-LINE PROMOTION!



K KOnAT

Once again, it’s time to

squint at the latest hand-

heldgames to hit the

shelves! Remember— if

you cross your eyesjust

rightand stare at this

page, you’ll see a 3-D
picture ofa flock ofducks

.

Sports Illustrated
Golf Classic
System: Game Boy Publisher: Malibu Games
Developer: Unexpected Development • now available • $39.99

The game offers a:

choice of two courses,

Country Oaks,’ and

‘Clover Creek,
1 which

isn’t bad for a hand held

S JH JHien you feel the need for some portable golf, you could do worse than give this one a try. but you could do'

b/bI better, too. This tiny cart actually offers two whole courses, and gives the option of two-player stroke orW V match play (you trade the Game Boy back and forth between strokes). However, the power meter is repre-

sented by an animated, tiny little golfer taking a swing. You get used to it, sort of, but this ain’t the clearest thing to

gauge your shot by.

The ball also has a nasty habit of smacking into trees that you could easily lob a ball Over in real life, which is

annoying as hell, but still, when you gotta golf, you gotta golf, and as long as you aren’t too much of a stickler for real-

ism, this is kinda OK.

During one-player

- rounds, the game

is pretty generous

with mulligans (a

free shot given to

a golfer who has

played a prior shot

' poorly)— after

taBPH all, there aren’t

.
any caddies

nearby, so who’s

gonna know what

you did? This lets you practice your game without

Note the itsy-bitsy golfer in

the lower right comer.

Watching him or her swing The game shafts you on players,

is how you’re supposed to You can only choose from a list of

judge the strength of your pre-supplied golfers, which means
shot. Good luck figuring you can’t enter your own name,

this one out.getting too fed up.

IN FOREST DEEP
SEEK AND FIND
DESTROY PRHflL
BINARY MIND

WW ft 3

Monster Max
System: Game Boy Publisher: Titus

Developer: Rare • now available • $39.99

Most of the game involves

finding objects and figuring

out how to use them. In the

upper-right comer of the

screen you can see your

inventory, which holds all of

two items.B elieve it or not, this is a three-quarter view action game, like Solstice (if

you can remember back to the 8-bit days), or Equinox (if you can’t).

Generally, this combination of action, puzzle, and ’exactly where in the |§§| jj J f

room is that block’ -style of game can be pretty cool, but on Game Boy? ilBiBlHilftNlilBBlflal

Hey, these things are tough enough to figure out on even a good-sized TV set. On a tiny LCD screen, the squint

factor almost makes it not worth it. They’ve almost been able to put things together so it’s clear anyway, and it’s

worth noting that, if you can figure out what’s going on, a lot of the puzzles are challenging and clever. However, this

kind of game needs precise control and sharp graphics, and it isn’t working here.

SSBBBRQHBIti "^-"§1 This kind From

action/puz-

destroy a monster somewhere in the maze.

70 GAME PLAYERS Juno 1995
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SMALL SCREENSreviews

System: Game Gear 8
Publisher: EA Sports • Developer- Tiertex

now available • $39.99

GRAPHICS

MUSIC 0 SOUND
Dribbling,

tackling,

pretty much all

here. You can

even turn the fouls

on and off,

GAMEPLAY

REPLAY VALUE
h yeah! The FIFA line of soccer games are among the

best sports titles we’ve ever seen, and the Game Gear

version is no exception. Of course you’re not going to

find everything here that’s in the Genesis or especially the 3D0
versions, but to complain about what little is missing is strictly

nit picking and a waste of time.

And frankly, it isn’t even stripped down all that much. The

beauty of the game is its simplicity—
the controls only used a couple of

buttons to start with— and that serves

up well on Game Gear. It looks great, ^
plays extremely well once you get the

hang of it, and even the music is pretty

darn cool.

Stooting
Running
Passing
Defence;
T ackling
Goalies
Overall

All the international teams from the FIFA league are

included, plus the ‘EA All-Stars’, made up ot the best

players from around the world.

Some of the flashier

elements of the

Genesis and 3D0
versions won’t be

here, of course, but

game play and

control are pretty

And when you

score that

winning goal in

the world

Lonsi&all
j Defend
l fill dutdefend
fittack

1 fill cut. attack

Op/Bown-Select

Warms Blast
The game actually

This is what the

game is

actually like. It

kind of, well... it

kinda blows.

star’ Bomberman.

Is this the first time

a character has got-

ten second billing in

his own game?

8 good. If you can imagine playing Ihe ‘vs’

8 mode of Bomberman (a favorite pastime at tlio Game Players office), only not having the option

to play against any other human opponents, you've got the idea.

The game is played in rounds, and at the end ot every four rounds you face a boss creature. By defeating

tbe boss, you gain the usual bonus items Bomberman fans would recognize being able to kick bombs

away, jump over obstacles, and so on.

There are a number of different playing fields, but they all share one basic feature— they’re all desper-

ately DULL. You do have the option of using a Super Game Boy and playing against other human opponents,

but why not just buy SuperBomberman 2 for the Super NES instead? It would cost less than buying a Super

Game Boy and Wario Blast, and then you can play using the full screen and 16-bit color. Our guess is Wario

needed the money. This just sucks.

ac G SOUND

wnoN

IEPLAY

tY VALUE
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Grab the world s greatest adventure game - .Advanced Dungeons & Dragons'
1

!

It's mind-bending. It's role-plaving gaming.

,
F'c' There are terrifying new worlds to fear -with serious monsters, incredible riches

. and daring deeds to be done, fvervtinng to get you started is In this box -

including outrageous sound tracks on interactive audio CD.

Join forces with your friends ... for some powerful adventure gaming

-

like you've never played before!

Avaihbie-ai vour favorite stores ngiiomvide. For the locations nearest™. caii (toti !reeH-8QGo84-4T5R.

:35 * Sag. Retaii $30.06: CAN $52.00; £21 .50 U.K fescS. VAT • ISBN 0-7869-0359-7 • % and ™ designate 3adema*s owned by TSB. Inc. £1 905 TSR, Jnc
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HAVE NO FEAR, KYLE PETTY S HERE
Nitros for a NASCAR race? Can it be true? Yes it can, at least

in Kyle Petty's No Fear Racing tor Super NES. This 24-bit

game from Williams was designed with the help of Silicon

Graphic workstations and it even allows you to create your

own tracks right down to the location of the infield warning

signs. But by now you’re wondering, ‘How does it play?’

We’ll tell you next month.
'nr/fiF-
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IMMI@IMS2 Konami
Dr/vl'jpyr: Konami

now available • $55-60

You need plenty of practice to beat the

game's strong artificial intelligence. It’s

hard enough just to get through the

defense, much less score.

the game’s

penalty kick

sequence and

. OQll/HUI ID,

animations

it features.

in every aspect from dribbling to

corner kicks, but in the form of a

competition where you can chal-

lenge a friend’s results or go for a

personal best while mastering the

controf system.
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mgs we approach

the one-year

wm anniversary of

World Cup ’94, it’s

amazing to see how
dramatically the num-

ber of soccer titles

being released has

dropped since last

June. But the games

that are coming Out

now, like Konami’s

International Super

Star Soccer for Super

NES, aren’t merely

trying to capitalize on

the hype and make a

quick buck. The sport

of soccer iias always struggled in

America, and in order for a soccer

game to sell well at this time, it

has to be good- T
While International Super

Star Soccer looks a lot like soccer

games of the past, it is a good

game in its own right. It combines

well-animated graphics with fairly

P basic controls toxreate a very

exciting and playable soccer

game. A lively crowd, realistic

soccer animations, and the shouts

of ‘Goal, goal, gooooooooooooal!’

help to replicate the international

soccer experience. A variety of

international teams are repre-

sented, with each team having its

own unique attributes and ath-

letes. The horizontal alignment of j

the field can be a hindrance when

it comes to seeing teammates,

but the perspective shows just

enough of the playing area around

the ball and a radar at the bottom

of the screen sort of makes up for

the rest.

Aside from the usual play

modes of a soccer game like exhi-

bitions and tob(naments,this

cartridge offers some unique

options as well. A scenario mode

lets you choose one.of nine situa-

tions of varying difficulty and see

if you can play your way out of it.

The training mode tests your skills

[
You can’t

]
change a

j/ team’s

formation,

but you can substitute players (each is rated in four

categories) and adjust the team’s overall strategy.

Tackling from behind or after the ball

has been kicked often earns red cards

and leaves your team shorthanded.
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On the battery screen, which has

become fairly standardized in

the

are a bit

but the

IMsUMms Jaleco

Jaleco

now available • $59.95

good.

efore we go any further, let’s have a

MJF moment of silence for baseball video

Mm game fans. Not only has their favorite

sport been torn up by labor troubles, but

Jaleco has announced that Super Bases

Loaded 3: License to Steal is gonna probably

be the last in the series for Super NES. But

cheer up— the designers are turning their

eyes towards the Sony PlayStation and negoti-

ations are underway with the Major League

Players Association (boy, that sounds familiar!).

Super Bases Loaded 3 also shows the

effects of a shortened 1 994 season. Only the

complete 1993 stats are included for each player,

since the 1994 numbers aren’t complete. SBL 3

combines an arcade quality with touches of realism,

but the result is more like a bloop single than a bases-

loaded home run.

While batting, pitching, and base-running are all fairly

standard for a baseball video game, defense is a nightmare.

Once a ball is roped into the outfield, you have to cycle through

defenders to get to the intended fielder— there’s no helpful switch to the

closest player. Options allow you to turn fielding (as well as batting and running)

from manual to auto, but that doesn’t totally solve the problem, as the artificial intelligence even

has trouble switching to the best man to make the play.

The graphics are above average but nothing to write home about, and even the ballpark

sounds grow a bit repetitive after a while. But if you can get past the fielding errors, Super Bases

Loaded 3 offers a small taste of the type of game play that made Ken

Griffey Presents: Major League Baseball so much fun.

Seasonal play is only one of four game modes.

Exhibitions, championship series, and all-star contests

add to the mix while a battery back up lets you continue

seasons or series.

No official team names or logos

are included, but a MLBPA

license means your games

include all the big-leaguers.

Control problems

makes selecting a

fielder (and hence,

fielding) incredibly

frustrating. You

must cycle

through a series of

fielders rather

than immediately

controlling the one

in the best

position to make

the play.
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PalMIMBirs Time Warner Interactive

IMmlliDiffflK Time Warner • now available • $54.95

Ht hat do you get when you combine NBA

I IIU Jam-style arcade action with the fast sport

mm of hockey? You get Wayne Gretzky and

the NHLPA All-Stars for Genesis. This release

from Time Warner Interactive features the

‘Great One’ along with all the other mem-
bers of the NHL Players Association. While

there are both arcade and simulation

modes of play, this is not a simulation:

it’s flat out end-to-end arcade-style

hockey with a bit of rough stuff thrown in

as well. That makes for a fun strap-on-

the-skates combination.

Simple controls give the game a good

first impression— just pick up and play.

There’s even a ‘just play’ option that puts you

right into a

Fed up with your opponents?

Pause the game, choose

the intimidate option,

then restart the

game and watch

the gloves fly!

Who says

video games

are violent?

The team selection screen is really

unique. Choose teams by skating to

their logo at the top or bottom of the

screen, or choose international teams

by skating over their star on the map.

game without

having to deal with

settings or team selection.

Other choices include exhibition,

practice (fight practice, tool), tourna-

ment, and seasonal play. There are

all 26 NHL teams and six international

all-star teams to choose from. The

game has it all— from fights to

shootouts— when it comes to the

elements of the sport.

The skaters may be small, but

they are crisply animated and

move very smoothly. That,

along with simple controls,

makes commanding the

action a breeze.

added. The

improved

artificial

is Barkley2 \

s

l strong

jp^ suit.

Neither

refs

f, v 7 u9|y

7 head to

f
'r/ interrupt

^ > a physical

game of two-

on-two basketball.
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PuMMiyr; Accolade • Accolade • now available • $59.95

|astsea'

1 JM ;
son ended in

WBW the NBA, no

one was certain

whether or not

Charles Barkley would

ever play basketball

again. Well, back

trouble couldn’t hold him down

and much to the chagrin of other

forwards around the league, he’s

back for more- He’s back again for

Genesis video game hoop fans as

well with Barkley Shut Up and

Jam 2. And while the sequel

offers more than the original,

that’s not saying a whole lot.

Last year we whistled fouls

on the Genesis original for poor

control, choppy graphics, horrible

artificial intelligence, and the lack

of a shot clock. Those areas have

seen slight improvements in the

past year. While the graphics still

suffer from jerky movements, new

dunk animations have been

Each street player has his own unique abilities, but

there aren’t any ratings to let you know their

strengths and weaknesses.

A selection of new dunks are

the most noticeable addition to

the sequel. Score three hanging

dunks while keeping your

opponent scoreless and you do

your best Shaq impression.

defense also makes you work

harder on the offensive end

of the court. But the main

thrust of Barkley 2 was to

bottle the elements that

made NBA Jam such a

huge hit: secret

character codes and

gravity-defying^unks.

Barkley 2 features

more than 25 jams, which

are determined by joypad

combinations and your posi-

tion on the court. The number of

available street characters has

dropped from 1 6 to ten for the

sequel, but secret codes can

bump that total all the way up to

22. Game options include single

games and tournaments, during

which a battery backup saves

your progress.
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iMMfefeB Jaleco

BrnMImiffSits Jaleco Entertainment

now available • $59.99

H
as anyone else noticed that

football simulations have

begun to follow a cookie-

cutter mold? Sure, they each have

their own unique qualities, but for

the most part they all have similar

perspectives, play selection

screens, and controls— mostly

patterned after the EA Sports’

popular Madden foot-

ball series.

Such is the PHHH
case with Sterling

Sharpe: End 2 End
for Super NES. While

the game is a fairly
j

:

enjoyable game in its

own right, the game-

play just doesn’t

match up to the

competition. Fairly p§9H|
simple controls—
which are rather log- fcr,

ically positioned on
|

the joypad

While Sterling Sharpe’s

football career is up in the

air due to injury, the four-

time Pro Bowl selection

steps in to help out with

team selection. No official

teams or player names

are included— just city

names and the actual jer-

sey numbers of players.

The computer’s defense is so

quick that you often don’t have a

chance to react with a spin move

before you’re tackled for a loss.

give

you good command pP^
of the action, and the

graphics and sound

combine to empha-

size big hits. But you

can forget about for- V

ward progress. The ^
ball is marked where the ball-car-

rier lands after a hit, which is

usually about five yards behind

the point of impact. And good luck

catching a ball-carrier from

behind— this becomes very

frustrating by about the third time

The play selection screen is easy to

understand. There may not be quite

as many plays available as in

Madden, but there’s a little bit of

everything— even a direct snap to

the running back.

easily gain big yards by running

on passing plays).

While End 2 End offers fea-

tures such as multi-player

compatibility and playoffs that are

saved by passwords, the absence

of seasonal play really puts a dent

into replay value. The inclusion of

Jacksonville and Charlotte brings

the total of teams to 30, and two

all-star teams can battle it out in

a pro bowl option. Mr. Sharpe

even shows up to offer his com-

ments on each of the squads. But

aside from the license, End 2 End

doesn’t offer gridiron fans any-

thing they haven’t seen before.

you helplessly watch a player run

80 yards for the score. The artifi-

cial intelligence is fairly solid

(lineman break through the line to

make shoestring tackles behind

the line of scrimmage), but it has

its weak spots (quarterbacks can

Windowless passing is the new addition

in many of this year’s football games: End

2 End offers it and gives you a nice long

look downfield.

FUMBLE!
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A Whole Season of RBI!

Just fill out the form below and return to: A Whole Season of RBI

Sweepstakes, PO. Box 8095, Grand Rapids, MN, 55745-8095 and you

could be a winner of one of the following prizes:

(1) GRAND PRIZE: An autographed baseball and bat from your favorite big league

player featured in RBI Baseball '95 for the Sega Genesis 32X, or

Super RBI Baseball for Super NES, and your favorite professional

baseball team's 'uniform'.'

(8) FIRST PRIZES: An autographed baseball from your favorite big league player

featured in RBI Baseball 95 for the Sega Genesis 32X, or Super RBI

Baseball for Super NES.

(25) SECOND PRIZES: RBI Baseball 95 hat and watch.

(100) THIRD PRIZES: RBI Baseball 95 hat.

The most popular baseball game series ever comes to the

Super NES for the first time, as Time Warner Interactive intro-

duces Super RBI Baseball! With nearly 700 real professional

league baseball players from all 28 Big League rosters,

you can take the field in every city - from Chicago's

friendly confines to the Big Green Monster in Boston.

Step up to the plate as Barry Bonds or Juan Gonzales

and drive one into the upper deck, or see what it feels like to

stare down the barrel of a loaded cannon when Randy

Johnson or Roger Clemens lights up the radar at over 90

MPH. Create your own Dream Team with superstars like

Frank Thomas in Florida teal, or Ken Griffey, Jr. in Yankee

pinstripes. Try the Defense Practice mode as Roberto

Alomar to polish your

fielding skills, or play

Homerun Derby as Jeff

Bagwell and drive the

ball deep and out of

the park!

m

RBI: TM and ©1987 Atari Games. Licensed to Time Warner Interactive, Inc. All rights reserved. ©MLBPA 1995. Official Licensee - Major League Baseball Players Association. Nintendo

Entertainment System and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America. Inc. ©1991.



When it’s time to rent or buy

a game, check out this

section first! We’ve done all

the brain work foryou! Well,

OK, maybe notALL the brain

work. You’ve still got to

remember to breathe,

among other things!

FIFA Soccer 'OS
ELECTRONIC ARTS
FOR GENESIS
Review, 8#2

Return Fire
PROLIFIC PUBUSHING
FOR 300
Review, 8#4

This is the bloodiest game we’ve ever

seen! Great animation, a very hip

soundtrack, and awesome gameplay

make this one a winner in every way!

Grab a tank and crush the screaming

enemy hordes under your treads, while

classical music blasts your ears off!

This game is major cool! Destroy!!!

Pretty much the same game as in the

last version, but with a few small

improvements that will keep this game
repeating as the world champion.

msssEamm
SEGA FOR
SEGA CD
Review, 8#2

Do you agree with our reviews? If not, we want to hear

from you. Write to: You Got it Wrong; Game Players;

1350 Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 210; Burlingame, CA,

94010 and tell us what you think was wrong with the

review, the score the game should have received, and

why. GP

Couch K College Basketball The Flintstones
Electronic Arts for Genesis: sports,8#4 Ocean for Super NES: review, 8#3

Let’s put it this way— the only thing lacking from this game is a

steal button. This game has got it all. No, wait, 1 take that back. This

game doesn’t have Coach K’s infamous bad back, either. But it’s got

everything else!

Here's yet another attempt by corporate America to leech the last

dollars out of all of us by publishing a substandard game that’s

based on a big summer movie! Let’s put it this way— Yabba

Dabba Don't bother with this piece of crap!
e denotes games reviewed last month Overall 94% Overall 53%

'v<-n>u TTmimic
Seqa for Genesis; review, 8#4

1 tiling you should Ijave qiven

Jaleco for Super NES; review, 8#2

Once again, the Caped Crusader and his sidekick Robin swing into

action over Gotham City— and this time the game's even more

boring and repetitious. This game will develop your thumb muscles

through hours of tiresome button-mashing.

While the graphics have some nice touches, and the music and

sound effects get you moving at a fever pitch, the so-so controls

and stages that are more than a lot alike kinda spray water all over

what could have been a hot game.
Bldcl\tt]oi ne d bcttPi idthuj. Tljis

Aero the Acrobat 11 name kicks butt! This game should • IMG International Tour Tennis

Sunsoft for Genesis; review, 8#3 have got between a 93% and a EA Sports for Genesis; sports, 8#5

That cute, spunky little flying mammal is back, but you gotta ask

yourself— why did he bother? There’s 45 levels of astounding

mediocrity that's sure to bore all but the incredibly simple minded.

You might wanna rent this one or maybe not!

90%. Again, this game kicks butt

!

— Robert Vinai, Bethlehem, PA
Realistic animations and a whole slew of big-time tennis pros aren’t

enough to compensate for the real poor control that this game

offers. It should be noted that you can play this game with a four-

way adapter.

Hot B for Super NES; review, 8#2 Atlus for Genesis; review, 8#4 Electronic Arts for 3D0; review, 8#5

Excellent graphics and sound effects make finis game almost like a

fishing trip. Of course, you have to bring your own beer, but that's

no problem. Smooth gameplay and controls ensure a pleasant,

relaxing fishing experience.

This RPG is The Legend of Zelda for the Genesis. Your hero wears a

purple hat and hacks down shrubs for money. Sonic makes a brief

appearance and the game is filled with with lots of action, puzzles

and RPG goodness. Go for it!

This highly addictive game has an unusual story line— in the

future, everyone exists in virtual reality run by an evil systems oper-

ator. It’s your job to travel into the future and try to knock off the

sysop in order to free all the people of the future.

Beyond Oasis Desert Demolition Iron Helix

Seqa for Genesis; review, 8#4 Seqa for Genesis; review, 8#4 Spectrum Holobyte for Seqa CD; review, 8#2

A huge RPG from the folks at Sega. While the control is a little bit

wonky, and there aren’t any shops or towns, and your family never

seem to get off the throne, Oris game did keep our reviewer playing

for hours. It was fun. Give it a shot!

You can be either the Roadrunner or Wiley Coyote in this action-

packed game. While it might play too easily for some, the experience

is tons of fun! So get out your rocket powered skates and slap that

bird on the barbeque!

This is a game that requires a lot, repeat, a lot, of patience and

time. This space age search-for-ihe-damn-clues game has some

very nice graphics, but the music and sound effects really suck. Be

bored— be very bored!

Overall 7S% Overall 7Q% Overall 48%

Seqa for Sega CD; review, 8#3 Hudson Suit [or Sew CD
;
review, «i Acclaim for Super NES; review, 8#3

Basketball with a weird twist— you're the bait! These little guys

invade your TV with some killer graphics and serious attitude, not

to mention some real great humor! This game works best in the

two player mode, so grab a friend and dribble!

Does everybody out there remember Gauntlet?WeIt, guess what?

This is almost exactly like that hack ’n’ slasher, right down to those

and a place to upgrade your character’s armor.

You’d think that this would have been a really great game, right?

You could have hours of fun making either Itchy or Scratchy bash

the hell outa each other, right? Weil, forget it! There's no controlling

Scratchy and the game just ain’t fun!

•Brutal Unleashed ESPN National Hockey Night • lZZY'S QUEST
GameTek for 32X; review, 8#5 Sony Imaqesoft for Seqa CD; sports, 8#3 US Gold for Genesis; review, 8#5

This game is a kick— literally. It’s possible to win any fight by

using the Same kick move over and over. Other than that, there are

two new characters and the gameplay has been speeded up! So

pick your favorite furry creature and start kicking butt!

Just about the only thing that’s gonna save this hockey slm is the fact

that the NHL is still on strike, so some tofts might be tempted to fix

their puck habit with this game. Poor gameplay and loose control

guarantee that this won't cut it!

The only fun part of this game is trying to figure out just what the

hell this Izzy character is! The game is slow and boring, with

absolutely no replay value whatsoever. Remember, this is tire game

that ended Vinny DiMiceli’s career!

Overall 7Q% Overall 40% Overall 34%

American Softworksfor Super NES; sports, 8#4 Atari for Jaquar; review, 8#5 Ocean for Suoer NES: review, 8#3

Oh boy..: another boxing sim... yawn. The big difference here is

that the text is primarily in Espanol, That means Spanish, for those

of you who have trouble with English as a first language. If you like

pushing buttons, get this game.

OK, everybody, let’s do the math! This game doesn’t look very realis-

tic. The fighting isn’t very realistic. Sometimes you knock down your

opponent without knowing how you did it. Control is horrible. So now

let’s do the math. Hmmm, this game sucks!

This game looks and plays great! Unfortunately, there's not much

of anything new going on here. You can be either Dr. Grant or a

Velociraptor. Wow, big surprise! If you want real dino-blasting

action, stick with the original Jurassic Park!

NOW PLAYING NOW PIAVINC NOW PLAYING NOW PLAYING NOW PLAYING
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This is a huge RPG, with an intricate sto-

ryline, complex characters and lots and

lots of territory to explore. There’s even a

bookkeeping feature to chart your costs!

'*\f,-

tlj

|
While this might upset die-hard b-ball

I purists, this game has all the high-fly-

§ ing action folks have come to expect

1 from this action title!

This is the Genesis version of a great

football game. The only advantage this

version has is that the stats screen has

the player’s names, not just numbers.

The version of the classic carries on

the tradition of kicking butt. The action

moves too fast for most players,

almost to the point of insanity.

*aaaaWBBBEB& “““MIIBMiHI

Psupe^NE^Q2% • Gen 88%
|

i 1

Overall 92%
|

1 1

Overall 93%
j

1 1

Overall 90% |

• Keio Flying Squadron Motocross Championship • Pac In Time
JVC for Seqa CD; review, 8#5 Seqa for 32X; review, 8#3 Namco for Super NES; review, 8#5

OK, here are the facts. There are no airplanes in this game and

what flying there is really bites. There is one good thing about this

strange action game: you get to shoot puppies and kitties! Oh yeah,

the hero is an armed-to-the-teeth Playboy bunny type. Yawn.

Here's one of those new racing games for that really modern 32X!

But wait! How come these graphics look like they came from an 8-bit

game? And where’s all those 32,000 plus colors? Hey, what's going

on here? Well, certainly not excitement!

Pac-Man is back and in this, his latest adventure, an evil witch has

sent him back in time. It’s up to you to get the little yellow guy

through over 50 levels and back to his own time. If you like side-

scrolling action, this game is for you!

Overall 23% Overall SO% Overall 32%

Sega for Seqa CD; review, 8#5

I boui/W Earttiwcrm Tim, MkK«|
Mania and Tty' Lion Kinf, for ttje

Atlus for Super NES; review, 8#3

Here’s a shooter that thinks it’s an RPG. Or is it an RPG that thinks

it’s a shooter. Who knows? Who cares? You go around killing stuff

and collecting gems to buy bigger guns and better armor, so you

can go around killing more stuff. The metal sound track is cool.

If you like spending hours putting jigsaw puzzles together, then

you're gonna love this game! While its fast action isn't exactly as

relaxing as the old standby, this is a game the whole family can get

into for hours of fun!

Metal Mead Popful Mail
Seqa for 32X; review, 8#4 Workinq Desiqns for Seqa CD; review, 8#2

If the designers of this game had built in a two-player mode, this

game wouldn't stink as much as it does. Poor graphics, useless

Virtua Fighter-type views, and explosions that rival a wet fire-

cracker's put this game on the scrap heap.

musi-baves for any tpme arcade!— Dan Lee, Albany, NY

We can't figure out just what the heck this game’s name means,

but the game itself is full of goofy humor. Besides, how many other

games have a girl as the main hero... or is that heroine? Worth

checking out, if you like RPGs.

Konami for Super NES; review, 8#4 Electronic Arts for Genesis; review, 8#2 Atius for Super NES; review, 8#2

Oh no! Another mech game! What’s this? It’s got a two player

mode? And the graphics look kinda cool? And there’s even some

real tough missions? Wow! You know, this one might be worth a

shot! Try this on a rental basis first! It's OK!

Once again, the Genesis version of another Electronic Arts sports

game just doesn’t quite measure up to the SNES version, even

though this is a very playable game in its own right. Trying to steal

the ball can be a problem, though.

There’s a couple of things that make this game worthy of your

fighting game dollars. First, the game controls extremely easily and

the fighting looks good. Secondly, there’s Grandma's Flying

Denture Attack— a sure sign of a great game!

Michael Andretti's Indycar Challenge • Ncaa Final Four Basketball • RDF: Global Conflict

Bullet Proof for Super NES; sports, 8#3 Mindscape for Super NES; sports, 8#5 Absolute for Sega CD; review, 8#5

This one is kinda like cruisin' the strip, but you’re in your Dad's car

and your Mom is riding shotgun. Choppy animation and poor con-

trol confine this game to the pits, out of gas, with a blown

transmission. Boring!

Incredibly realistic characters, animations and renderings can’t save

this game. The poor control system and lack of entertaining game

play pretty much keep this game sitting on the bench. Shop around

before buying this one.

There aren't too many really good military simulations out there

and, while this game isn’t the king of the hill, there's still a lot of

great gameplay and strategy to keep this one from getting boring.

The video footage ain’t too slick, but the action rocks!

Overall b5% Overall 47% Overall "71%

Sega for Sega CD; review, 8#2 Koei for Genesis; review, 8#3 T*HQ for Super NES; review, 8#3

If you’re one of those strange people who really liked Tomcat Alley,

then this game is for you. There’s not much to do except center the

cursor and push the fire button. Wow! The only real good thing here

are the sound effects. There's no fun here.

If our ancestors' voyages to America had been anything like this

game, the Indians would still own this country and there’d be huge

herds of buffalo everywhere. Stay home and suck on a lime— play-

ing this game could bring on the scurvy!

Stop Muddy Mudskipperfrom destroying history as we know it with

the help of Ren and Stimpy. Find 47 million Gritty Kitty proofs of

purchase and score a free time machine, then man the toast guns

as you hurtle through time.

Mighty Mcrphin Power Rangers NFL Quarterback Club Ristar

Seqa of America for Sega CD; review, 8#2 LJN for Super NES and Genesis; sports, 8#2 Seqa of America for Genesis; review. 8#2

Hey, if you’re six years old or younger, you’re really gonna love

seeing your favorite super heroes take on Rita Repuisa and her evil

henchmen in a battle for world domination. If you're older, you're

not gonna give a rat’s ass! Be sure to miss this one.

While there’s not a whole lot of football strategy involved here, the

extra stages that represent the annual quarterback competition are

fun. The controls handle well and you're gonna want to play this over

and over again.

Here we go again! This time, the mascot-to-be is this little star with

ape-hanger arms that he uses to swing around on and grab stuff

with. He’s kinda cute, but aren’t they all? This game is fun, so

maybe you might wanna give it a try.

Overall 7b% SNES 3-4%; GEN 81% Overall 7Q%

Acclaim for 32X; review, 8#4 Seqa for Genesis; review, 8#4 Seqa of America for Game Gear ; review, 8#5

While this version of the spine-ripping, eye-gouging classic shows

just how neat a 32X game can be, everyone we know is waiting for

Mortal Kombat ill. So, it’s real nice, but it got here just a little bit

Here's a game that really emphasizes the sportsmanship, the ethics,

and the true to life beauty of hockey. That’s right —the fights are

the best thing this game has got! Build a big enforcer line and beat

the crap outa your opponent!

Rrstar’s special skills are plenty of reason to get your Game Gear

out of the closet and back in your hot little hands. Even though the

sound does have a lot of that annoying beeping quality, the game

play makes this a great choice for the small screen.

NOW PLAYING NOW PU)YINC NOW PLAYING NOW PLAYING NOW PLAYING
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•Kirby's Avalanche
NINTENDO OFAMERICA
FOR SUPER NES
Review, 8#5 m

If you wanna help Pac-Man get back to

his own time by fighting your way

through 50-plus levels of challenging

fun, then this game is for you!

Wmm.iL
Buying by mail is dead

cheap. But to make
mail-order as painless

as walking into a store,

take a few precautions

and follow these tips...

• First, read the ad carefully,

including the small print.

Check to see how long it takes

for delivery. Mail-order compa-

nies often take 4-6 weeks to

fulfill orders, so make sure you

give them that much time.

• Check out the company. Have

any of your friends used it

before? What kind of service

did they get at the time? If nec-

gessary®

Business Bureau (use the one

located in the same city as the

mail-order company). Better

Business Bureaus log com-

plaints against companies and

can tell you the types of prob-

lems — if any— that have

been encountered. Look in the

Yellow Pages for the BBB’s

telephone number.

° Contact the company to

check on availability. They may
be offering MK II, but that

doesn't mean they’re expecting

it next week. Companies never

get products before they’re

available in stores unless

they’re selling foreign versions.

Don't send your money without

giving them a call.

• If possible, pay by credit

card. For one reason, credit

cards aren't charged until the

e is s

don't'receiireiyo ui

credit-card company is respon-

sible for refunding your money
or crediting your account, if

you don’t have a credit card,

use a personal check and con-

sider mailing it by recorded

delivery so it can be traced.

Never send cash through the

mail. Be wary of money orders,

— they can be hard to trace.

• Once you've ordered your

game, relax. It'll be sent out

within the stated delivery time.

DON’T call the mail-order com-

pany every day to find out

what’s happening.

• Inspect your order as soon as

it arrives. If it’s incorrect or the

product(s) is defective, file a

complaint with the mail-order

company immediately. If it has

been damaged in shipping,

• Some companies offer a trad-

ing option so you can send

them your old games for a dis-

count on new ones. If you use

this service be sure to use

some form of recorded delivery.

We can’t!

ity of any

advertising let us know by writing
' " ' ' '

'30 Old

210;

CA, 94010. We don’t

want to deal with disreputable

companies any more than you.

Rise of the Robots Space Invaders • Tcugmman Contest
Acclaim for Super NES; review,8#2 Nintendo for Game Bov: review, 8#2 Electronic Arts for Genesis; review. 8#5

Yow! These robots look really great! 1 mean, these babies look like

they could step right off the screen. And these backgrounds— it

looks like you’re right there. Huh? you mean this is a game? 1

thought it was a screen saver. This is a clunker.

This blast from the past is still a gas! Use your single-shot cannon to

stop the mindless hordes of creepy looking bad guys before they can

overrun your planet. Yes, it is kinda mindless, but it’s also kinda fun!

Take that, space creep!

If you've ever wanted to step into the ring and get your brains beat

out by a 300-pound giant, then this is the game for you. If, on the

other hand, you like fighting games with good graphics, long fights

and real combination moves, then this game isn't for you.

EA Sports for Genesis; sports. 8#4

While most Americans aren’t as familiar with this game as the

English are, its rough and tumble action, great animations, and

roaring crowds are sure to make this a big hit. So get into the ruck

(or is that the scrum?) and give this game a

What voij Think

Ocean for Super NES; review, 8#3

Who knows what evil lurks in the heart of this game? This Final

Fight clone is great, if you like level after boring, repetitive level.

This is just another cheap attempt to cash in on the popularity of

the movie. Fight evil today by skipping this game!

I'm mad at your review fcr Mortal

Kombat for tlje Came Bon. It
oveRAta. oo% doesn't such, or bite; to me it is

one of the best games ever for the

Came Bog. You gave it a 40%; it

deserves over 60%.— Kevin Huffman, Crawford, VA

Acclaim for Super NES; review, 8#4

You are Arnold. You and your muscles and a whole bunch of

weapons charge through this overpriced ($74.95) game version of

the hit movie. One problem— Arnold’s aim isn’t all that hot but

still, for blood and guts action, this is the one!

[Trimark Interactive for Super NES; review, 8#4

The movie stunk and I don’t mean of evil! Now you can have the

same stink in your very own home with this loser. Find the

Runestones and use them to stop the Devil’s kid. It would be more

advisable to plug your nose with ’em, though! Barf!

Psyqnosis Limited for Sega CD; review. 8#3 Atari for Jaouar: review. 8#4 Nintendo for Super NES; review, 8#4

This addictive little game doesn’t have great graphics or real slick

controls, so why does it get people hooked? Maybe because it’s

such a challenge to complete or because it may cause you to

(gasp!) think! Give this one a rent!

esssbees
> Shining Force CD

Everything you ever heard about major corporations being blood-

thirsty is true and this game proves it! Kill your enemies (and hapless

innocents) with guns and bombs— the effects are killer! Possibly

the best game made for the Jaguar!

l.WMUHKBga

This Tetris-like puzzle game has a bit of an added twist— you

control the falling objects at the bottom of the screen, instead of at

the top. Play against the computer or a friend. Help stop Wario's

evil quest for world domination. I

Tecmo Super Hockey 1 WlLDSNAKE

Sega for Sega CD; review, 8#5 Tecmo, Inc, for Genesis; sports, 8#4 Spectrum Holobyte for Game Boy; review, 8#5

The children of the original Shining Force are back to do battle in

this completely new game that's chock full of new monsters, puz-

zles, wonders and excitement There are also 20 new spells to use

on the way. This one should definitely be checked out!

While most hockey games use a vertical approach to portraying the

rink, this one gives it a go with the horizontal viewpoint. This makes

the players kinda small. Think of this as an arcade game and you’ll

be fine, but a hockey sim it ain’t!

Face it, you’re probably never gonna get the chance to face Scottie

Pippen or the court, but with this game, your chances have gone

from none to slim. Control problems are the decisive factors here.

This game is more fun to watch than play.

This sports game is kinda like what this year’s Super Bowl will be

like— with TSBIISE playing the part of the San Diego Chargers.

There are otter SNES football games that just massacre this attempt

at a sequel.

LJN for SNES and Genesis; review, 8#2

There’s nothing new here, either for the big screens or the little!

The SNES and Genesis versions are palatable; the small screen ver-

sions are vampires— they want to suck your wallet.

• Spider-Man • Tempo
PWiiA/Wm- : i .

X-Men 2: Clone Wars
LJN for Super NES; review, 8#5 Seqa for 32X; review, 8#5 Sega for Genesis; review, 8#4

Spider-Man is back, trying to round up all of the evil arch-villains

who have escaped from the asylum for the criminally insane. Does

this sound kind of familiar? Well, there's a good reason for that. All

this was done before (and better, too) in another game.

Everybody knows that grasshoppers love music and travel ail over

the world collecting musical notes and CDs. They also like to dance

at the drop of a hat. Huh? You mean, in real life grasshoppers aren’t

like that? in that case, this game hurts the 32X platform.

Can everyone’s favorite mutants put an end to the deadly Phalanx

virus, before it takes over the world? Even though some of the jump

moves are a bit jerky, this game boasts impressive graphics and

some unique hidden levels. Flame on!!!

Overall 50% Overall 47% Overall 76%

Acclaim for Genesis: review, 8#5 Nintendo for SNES: review, 8#2 GameTek for Game Bov; review, 8#4

if you loved the movie, then you're probably gonna enjoy the.game

as well. The action follows the plot of the film pretty closely, and

the animations are kinda neat also. If you didn’t like the movie,

then you should probably skip this one,-

A family oriented shooter (what?) that’s a tot of fun. There’s goofy

animations and real cartoony graphics. The real innovative deal here

is that this game is mouse compatible, making sighting and shooting

a real breeze.

Here's another game with everyone’s favorite bear! OK, so we lied.

This game sucks even more than his first outing. Go from left to

right collecting things (hey, that sounds a tot like real life!); Again,

we repeat, this game sucks!

Just possibly the best hand held game of all time (alright, Tetris

fans, don’t soil your pants), the action is fierce and furious as you

try to clear one of ten different grids from the curse of the falling

snakes. Kinda like the plagues of Egypt, huh?

Acclaim for Game Gear and Game Boy; review, 8#3

NOW PLAYING NOW PLAYING NOW PI AVINC NOW PLAYING NOW PLAYING
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To get your hands on these hot games,

visit your local retailer or call:
re small

orders j Pat

9

9LIJ tHXU
only

For immediate orders, use your Visa or MasterCard while

supplies last. Phone prices subject to change without notice.

For Game Hints S other information, call: (8l8) 5OI-324I
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SOUNDS COOL
I want the video game magazine

rushed to me every month! ,,,Game //j?
UK! Sign me up for a year’s worth of Ssame Players
(12 issues) for only $24.95. AND rush me that Subscriber’s

Gift Pack PLUS exclusive monthly newsletter as soon as you receive Pr/c^ny
the payment.

State_ Zip_

Payment Enclosed Visa DmC DAmEx Bill Me

Credit Card# Exp. Date

Signature
Parent's signature if under 18.

12 Issues/Canada: $38.95 US$ (includes GST). 12 Issues/Foreign: $48.95 US$.

BEST OFFER
YOU’LL GET
ANYWHERE!

SAVE
more than

50% OFF
the Newsstand Price!

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER AND FREE GIFT.

GIFT SUB AND FREE
GIFT FOR A FRIEND
OR RELATIVE.

Address,

City/State Zip.

Gift is from:

Name

Address

City/State Zip

Charge my: Visa MasterCard Amex Bill Me

Credit Card# Exp.Date

Signature
Parent’s signature if under 18.

12 issues/Canada: $38.95 US$ (includes GST) 9FYP1
12 isSues/Foreign: $48.95

I’d like to order a

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION.
Send the Subscriber’s Gift Pack PLUS the exclusive monthly

newsletter as soon as you receive payment to:

Send gift to:

Name
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look uihot
you get
when you

subscribe to

Ssulbs
•••

The Greatest Magazine
The best video game magazine

on Cod's fair forth. Ain't that

the truth!

I

Over 50% Off
Less than half the price that you'd

pay in the stores.

Be First Ulith The News
Hot-off-the-presses delivery to your

door— it'll still be uuarm!

t
Cxtra Newsletter
PLUS an exclusive subscriber

newsletter only— newsstand

readers don't get this.

FRCC Gift Pack
PLUS a fantabulous gift pack with

your paid subscription stuffed to the

gills with 12 awesome free gifts!

IN evenv issue
The Best Game Reviews
Vou can trust what we say about a game
because our views aren't swayed by the ad
bucks a company spends with us.

Hottest Tips
UJe can help you get through any video

game that ever caused you grief.

Cxciting Previews
UJe don't waste space previewing Japanese

games you'll never be able to buy. Ule look

at the most exciting of the coming attractions.

Greatest Writers
Our experienced writers play the games
throughly to bring you the most accurate

reviews and the hottest strategies.

Ulith your paid subscription,
you get

3
I
KNOW

UlflNT T<

Ulhu bother subscribing •

after all.

50% off,
STOR6 PW«* d t0





Fight, fight, fight! Kill, kill, kill! No, this isn’t what happens at a Gama
Players editorial meeting (although it’s close)— it’s just the kind of

action your gonna find at the...

how they’re gonna look, your best bet is to grab some quarters and head for

the arcades.

It’s not just fighting games that are flooding the arcades. The racing

game has reached new levels and is easily the most enjoyable arcade format

available. Daytona, Cruisin', Ridge Racer 1 and 2, and Sega Rally are just a

few of the racing games that are linked up at the arcades for some great

competitive racing. And once again these games are sure to head home to

the new systems.

And let's not forget that other titles like Namco’s new aerial combat

game Air Combat 2 will be coming soon, so there are more than enough

reasons to head to your local arcade with a ton of quarters. We’re gonna be

there— in fact, the line starts right behind us!

The only thing more exciting

than the anticipated arrival of

the Sony Playstation, Sega

Saturn, Ultra 64, and the 3DO’s M2 is all the action going on at the arcades,

right now.

Tekken, Virtua Fighter 2, Killer Instinct, Street Fighter: The Movie Game,

X-Men: Children Of The Atom, Night Warriors and Mortal Kombat III are all at

the local arcades. This batch of big-time brawlers is undoubtedly the best to

ever appear at an arcade at the same time. The best thing about these

games is that, in a couple months, they’ll all be available for a home system,

and they’ll look almost as good as they do on the big machines. So if you

want to know what the next generation of fighting games are gonna be and

l(i# Diiptityif tamp
O nce again, the Game Playerscrew was unchained from

their desks and sent off to Capcom USA’s headquarters in

cloudy Sunnyvale, CA. This time around we were able to see

some more of the animated fighting magic that has made Capcom what it

is today.

Using the brilliant Street Fighterengine, Capcom has put together

one of the best fighting sequels since their own Street Fighter II. Night

Warriors: Darkstalkers Revenge uses the familiar fireball, dragon-punch

controls to unleash some of the wildest special moves to date.

The original ten characters are back with some new moves. The

two boss characters, Huitzil and Pyron, can now be chosen, and two new

characters, Hsien-Ko and Donovan Baine, have been added to the roster.

That totals up to a choice of 14 unique and well-balanced nocturnal war-

riors. Very cool!

The characters are larger, bet- —
r -

ter shaded, have six different outfits, \.m

and have even more special moves
! *1

than in the original. Night Warriors
[

| 1 >Jjl

isn’t just another animated fighting Ur jgi .

game. The insane moves and char- r_ ^
acters make it one of the best ever. Li

Definitely worth some quarters.

With smooth animation and wild moves liKe this. Night
Warriors is a visual feast.

The original ten NiqhtstalKers are

bacK, and moves such as this wave

^ from RiKuo are a few more reasons

ML to give this game a plaq.

m A with 14
ILM characters

to choose
s from,

there are

plentq of

r/ reasons

to start

saving quarters.

One of the wacKier moves is

this one bq Sasquatch- He shoots

out an ice pond, then the

1 character slips and falls through
'

the ice. Then a whale eats him.

Crazq, but cool.
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M Tl|e New Ni^Miyri!
HUITZIL
T^e Killer Machine was a boss character last time
around. This time gou can harness special moves liKe
these and go on to victory

PYRON
The ruler of Space, Pgron has
complete arsenal of arson-liKe

moves. Mere are a couple.

DONOVAN DAINE
This Dark, Hunter is the protector of a little girl who stands bg his side
the entire fight. Can't figure how to finish the little girl, but when

calls on his god he gets more than a hand.
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Kavelin’ Man

Wl e sent Mike Salmon off to England to the ECTS, in an effort to keep up our coverage of world-

wide gaming (and because we wanted to get rid of him for a week). The ECTS is Europe’s CES,

where all the new games and systems are displayed. We’re all praying that Mike will see more

than pubs and rain while he tours the English countryside. If he ever comes back, we’ll have a complete

report on all the overseas activities next month.

i Seeing Is Believing
l So you’re not excited about the

; next generation systems? Don’t be

I a fool! Two minutes in a room with

• any of these ten games and you’d

: sell your sister to the highest bidder

• so you could buy a new system.

Ten Import Games You Have To See!"

1 . Teh Shin D®jd Playstation

2. TeWcso Playstation

3. Virtua Fighter Saturn

4. IRidg® tes®r Playstation

5. Datura Saturn

6. Panzer Dragoon Saturn

7. X=M@n Saturn / Playstation

8. Muter Toot 6 P Playstation

9. Kileak Th® Bltacl Playstation

10.

Daedulus Saturn

V J

Raiden Project includes both

Raiden games and has enough

shooting action to satisfy all.

Fast-paced and

beautiful, but it’s still

just a shooter.

Metal Jacket
Pony Canyon For Playstation
Another Mech combat game that is surprisingly lacking in color. Pony Canyon

decided to focus on gameplay rather than gaudy

graphics. The result is sure to be one of the

most playable mech combat games

yet. And maybe they can add some

of those gaudy graphics before it

hits the U.S.

Sony For Playstation
A visually stunning shooter with some awesome cinemas to link the

shooting stages. Philosoma has shifting viewpoints and enough

beautiful graphics to make you forget that it’s just a fancy shooter.

Jiimpihb Flash
Sony for Playstation

A 3-D polygon platformer that promises to bring a new

look to a well-worn genre. This game was one of the orig-

inal graphic demos for the Playstation and is finally being

released in Japan. If it’s as good as promised, it'll be sure

to show up on our shores soon enough.

Platformers are no

longer side-

scrollers as 3-D

movement

invades the most

archaic

of genres.

Raioeh Project
Seibu Kaihatsu for PlayStation

This classic shooter packs in both Raiden games in their entirety, has sev-

eral views and modes, and is every bit as tough as the original arcade

version. Fans of the shooter can smile again.



WORLD VIEW' -
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Grand Cam
Sega For Saturn

Asm Van Battle
Sega Saturn Sega for Saturn

Grand Chaser is an adaptation of CyberDreams’ PC

racer, CyberRace— an average space-race game

bloated with unnecessary story sequences. Some

great-looking tracks give hope that the Saturn ver-

sion will be an improvement, but the lack of texture

maps on the cars could be a big disappointment

(it’s still not clear if they will be texture mapped in

the finished version).

This one or two player action game is prepped to

bring back the sprite-based action game. With the

Saturn's power, Astal shows off some real impres-

sive graphics that could prove that polygons aren’t

the only way to make games.

Digitized graphics, spooky backgrounds, and eerie

music put Van Battle in a different class. The blood-

ied carcasses remind you of

a Mortal Kombat, —
while the ren-

dered-looking

creatures bring ‘tM i

Killer Instinctto

mind. But can

this side-to-side

lighter fight in
.

the same arena as

Toh Shin De/7?Tough call, but we’re still looking for-

ward to giving this game a full play.

Rendered, bloody,

2-D fighting isn’t

dead yet. Van

Battle and MKIII

are on their

their way to

your home.

Beautiful

sprite graphics show
that polygons aren’t all the Saturn can do.

Will this be the only one of its kind or are

more spite games in the works?
High-tech futuristic

racing that’s sure to get

hearts pumping.

Not all hot new import games are for the 32-bit

arena— there are still plenty of Super Famicom

and Mega Drive games coming out, although

the number is getting smaller every day. These

screens give you a brief look at the newest 1
6-

bit titles in Japan.

Bounty Sword for Super Famicom

Chinese

Fighter for Super Pinball II for

Super Famicom Super Famicom

Alien Soldier for

Mega Drive

am



StinKie El

Ghost]

Creating an innovative blend of

live-action and breath-taking visual

effects Steven Spielberg's Amblin
Entertainment, Universal Pictures

and The Harvey Entertainment

Company have pushed the
boundaries of filmmaking to

bring the magical characters

of CASPER to life.



We show you how to talk to

the animals and kick their

furry butts, if needed!

We tell you how to battle your

way out of Heii!

Hillary Clinton takes it to the hole

over the Fresh Prince? We’ve got

codes for this and more!

Our terrific Tekken tactics pound

those polygon punchers to a pulp.

Alien vs. Predator

Animaniacs

k Brutal 32X

Cadillacs And Dinosaurs

. | Cosmic Carnage

Demolition Ma

Pac-Man 2: The New Adventures

For Codes or Help, Call..

Nintendo 900-288-0707 interplay.

Sega .415-591-7529 Acclaim..

«;mam

:

’ll Demon’s Crest
' ™ Doom

Fight For Life

Final Fantasy III

Mfc NBA Jam: Tournament Edition
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Taunt A+B

The Way of the Crane Kata: A+B+C, rel(

Fist of the Worth Kata: A 1 1 sod. A, A

Divine Wind Kata: 13. ( fshci. B. B (stun)

Fire Punch: OOO
Fire Kick: OOO
Fire Run: OOOOO

Kt k •

I K.Vi

H.9!5@92CPCEEAACL8BE

• Note that all moves am given for a character facing right.

• Passwords rank you at Grand Master with access to all of

the moves.

• Player vs. player allows you to use all moves without

passwords.

• The @ symbol represents the Ying-Yang symbol

Taunt A+B

Tsumai Kata: C (1 sec), B, B (stun)

Lighting Fury Kata: A (1 sec), A, A

Berserk! Kata: B (1 sec), A, B (stun)

A: Knockout Punch: A+B+C, release

B: Frenzy Attack: QGO,C
C: Face Pull: OOO (close)

D : Neck Choke: B+C, release (close)

A+B -hit buttons at the same time

A, B ~ tap A, then B

A (1sec) - hold button for 1 second

(close) = must be performed while standing close

(stain) == move leaves the player stunned after performing it
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P/WWA

l<( >c ' u Vc I ; c

Taunt: A+B
The Five Rings Kata: 00000,8
Ki Force Kata: A (1 sec), C, C

Hapkido Kata: B (1 sec), A, A

A: Slam Punch: A+B+C, release

B : Headbutt: B+C, release (close)

C: Cannonball: O, O, 0+0, B

D: Spinball: OOO

tvan t+io BeJ?
H.9!5@92GPCACAACF8ZD

Taunt A+B
Strength of the North Kata: OOO B

Jab AI Nar Kata: C (1 sec). A, A

Rage of the World Kata:

B+C (1 sec), A+C (stun)

A: Big Belly Attack: OOOOO
B: Earthquake: OOOOO

Poxy Roxy
H.9!5@92G0BYCAACF8PE

Taunt A+B

Kuntao Kata: A+B+C
Call of the Lotus Kata:

C (it Sec); C, C (stun)

Pentiak Silat Mind Throw:Pentiak Silat Mi

OOOOO
’syoHo Krrry

A: Whiplash Kick: B+C, release

B: Spinning Attack: O, O, C

C : Rolling Attack: OOO



Taunt: A B

Hate of the Ancients Kata: B (i sec) B. A (stun)

The Dark Kata: A (2 sec), A, C (stun)

Winter Storm Kata: C (2 sec), A, C (stun) 1

Famine Wind Kata

B - C (1 sec) © (while holding 8+C) (stun)

;
Fists of Death: OOO

;
Space Warp: OOO
Makron Overpower:

OOO

Taunt: A+B

Headbutt: B+C. release

Smoke Attack: OOOOO
Mind of the Gods: OOOOO
Apocalypse: O, B

Karate Croc
H.9!5@92KMCAEQACH80E

Taunt A+B
Escrima Kata: A (1 sec), A, A, A

The Swallow Kata: A+B+C, release (stun)

The Path of the Empty Hand: B+C (1 sec), C, C

A: Tail Whip: O+B+C
B: Torpedo Attack: O (2 sec), A, B, C, while holding O
C: Flying Tail whip: 0+0 (2 sec), O+B+C Chumc POO

Kuajo Fu Bwnajv
H.9!5@92CMC2GAACL8YF

Taunt A+B
Dance of Death Kata: A (1 sec), A, A

Iron Fist Kata: C (1 secU), C

Devil’s Kiss Kata:OOOOO
(

A: Hi Flash Kick: B, B, while holding O
B: Flash Kick: C, C, while holding B

C: Double Flash Kick: OOOOO, B

D: Scissors Kick: B+C, release



General
Movements
© = Forward

©= Backward

0=Up
©- Down

0,0 orA-*-©- Run Forward

O. ©.O or A-tO- Backward Flip

4= Step Left

6= Step Right

A+©-Jump Over Opponent



IflLlTi!

Use the power-up dunk code and get even more high-flying slams like this.

You enter all power-ups at the ‘Tonight’s Match-

Up’ screen, and they must be entered quickly.

No Super NES shoulder buttons (L and R) are

used for the power-up codes, so L and R stand

for the direction on the keypad.

Power Up
Goal Tending.

Dunks.

Threes.

Offense

Push

Quick Hands.

Max Power...,

Rainbow Shots.

Super Speed.

Slippery Court.

Shot % Indicator.

Knock Down Teammate.

Knock Down Both Opponents...

To get the hidden characters in T.E. simply fol-

low these explicit instructions. EX. Air Dog

AIR/Y*Y - Move the cursor to
,
hold

and press
,
then move cursor to and

press any button, now move the cursor to
,

hold down and press . The words

‘secret player’ appear and you know you’ve

done it correctly. To recap, every time there is

an you press any button, every time there is a

letter (Y,A,B) hold Down, Start and press that

letter. Now if anybody calls in confused, we’re

going to be forced to start passing out the

‘Beats Me— I’m A Pinata’ T-shirts.

Also, Genesis owners just substitute a

for and the codes are sure to work. Now, at

long last, the revealing ofttieilidden hoopers...

Ain,
’

-
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Hornets)

Benny (Chicago

Tony Goskie
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Gorilla (Pheonix
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Crunch

(Minnesota

Timberwolves)
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John Carlton
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All the hidden characters have mystery ratings,

but we figured out a few strengths. Mike D of

the Beastie Boys has a dead-eye from three.

Experiment and find out what players can help

you win. Then get some far out four-player

games like these.

Mlairri

JBW) STATE DULIBS

LJltiLl»BS DElWBi

arms Housron

PKOEflK ntiMIESOia

portlgdd son nnnmio

SEATTLE UTAH

Jeff and the

kc all. they

The Beastie Boys taking on DJ Jaz

Fresh Prince! Can white men jumg

can rap.

The Gorilla and Hugo the Hornet vs. Randall

Cunningham and Larry Bird. A couple of wannabes

vs. a couple of has-beens.

Royalty vs. Democracy,

the Princes vs. the

Presidents. Battle it out

for supremacy, but watch

out for Hillary's elbows.



SUSPENSE, DRAMA
INTRIGUE/

DODGE HOOK'S, EVADE THE ALWAYS WELL-

ARMED FRITZ, AND HUNT DOWN THE

EVIL DI3. NERO NEUROSIS AS YOU RACE

through His twisted castle, put

ALWAYS kEEP AN EYE OUT OR THIS

EXPLOSIVELY INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE WILL

PLOW YOUR WIND.'

No cartoon characters were maimed or

mutilated during the making of this game,

ReadySoft Incorporated
3375 14th Ave., Units 7 & 8
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 0H2
Tel: (905) 475-4801 Fax: (905) 475-4802

Extreme Cartoon Violence!

PC CD-ROM • Sega CD • 3DO • Mac CD-ROM • MPEG
BrainDead 13 is a trademark of ReadySoft Incorporated. ©1995 ReadySoft Incorporated. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.



YEWSF,

ARCADE

Sub-Boss
Kunimitsu— Yoshimitsu in purple with kinai.

G-clef Cannon LP (beat repeatedly)

Razor’s Edge RK,LP (while sitting down)

Skyscraper Kick RK (while getting up)

Tequila Sunrise RP (while getting up)

Double Low Kick O+LK0+LK
Standing Kick or

Double Low Kick RK,0+LK,0+LK

Low Kick/High Kick 0+RK.0+RK
Standing Low and

High Kick RK. ©+RK.O+RK

Sweep +RK

Sweep/Jump Kick : +RK.LK

Big Boot 0,0.0+RK

Uppercut 0
:
0.0+lp

Jump Kick O.O+LK+RK
Suplex LP+LK

Another Suplex RP+RK

Suplex from behind LP+RP

Go behind RP,LP (RP must hit enemy)

©- Tap forward

p Back

O- Tap Up

9-TapDown-
'

© TapDown/Back-dfagonal

-

;

.

©- Tap Up/Foraard-diagonal

00© -Half-circle Forward

-Red arrows indicate that you must

hold the joystick in that direction

Sub-Boss
Wang— Old, wise, tough guy.

Moves For The
+RP.RP.RP

RK.LK.RK

.O+RK

.O+RK+LK
O.O+LK

Rave War Combo

Shaolin Spin Kick

Catapault Kick

Rainbow Kick

Jump Kick

Flip

Dash Punch

These moves.workfor ail characters, although each

character does their own; type of attack.
.

-

Kick while rising ....O+LK+RK

Roll attack whiie rising........©+LP+RP,©+LP+RP
Attack enemy on ground..1;©+RP
Slide Kick ..RK (while running)

Diving Attack LP+RP (while running)

Throws RP+RK (in close)

LP+LK (in close)

OO.O+LP+RP
(unblockable)

LP+LK

RP+RK

©.©+LK+RK

Death From Above

Face Punch

Knee Bash



Rollback Throw +LP+LK

Power-Punch Throw 0,0+LP+RP Sub-Boss
Law in black w/white hair, moves of Paul & Law.

Sub-Boss
Armor King— King with Armor.

Exploder 0,0+LK+RK
Capital Punishment O+RP+LP
Deep Sleep RP+RK (while Jumping)

Konvict Kick O.O+RK
Low Jab O.O+RP
Sliding Kicks 0+LK+RK.LK+RK (x3)

(If all kicks hit opponent will be dizzied)

O+LK+RK
LP+LK

RP+RK

0,0,0+LP

Leg Swing 0,0,0,0+lp

Leg Grab O+LK+RK

Flash-Punch Combo LP,LP,RP

Demon Slayer LP,RP,RP

Rising Sun 0+RK.RK
Tsunami Kick RK,RK (while getting up)

Dragon Punch ©,0,©,+LP+RP
Spin Punch O+RP
Axe Kick O+LK (RK when close)

Jump Kick 0,0+LK+RK

Backward Spin-Kick O+RK

Forward Spin-Kick O+RK

Upward Spin-Kick O+RK
Double-Kick Hold LP+LK

Hiptoss RP+RK
Headbutt 0,0+LP+RP

LP,RP,LK

0+LK,LK,LK,LK

0,0+RK
0+RK,LK,RK

0+LK,LK,LK,LK,LP

©+LK,LK,LK,LK,RK

RP,RK

0+LK.RK
O.O+LP+RP
0,0+LK+RK
LP+RP (x5)

0,0,0+LP+RP
LP+RP

RP+RK

+LP+RP

OOO+LP+RP

Bermuda Triangle

Flash Kicks

Knee Jerk

Can Opener

Flash Kick/Slap

Flash Kick

Punch/Roundhouse

Straight kick

Two-handed attack

Jump Kick

Five-hit Punches

Crane Punch

Arm Throw

Shoulder Toss

Flip Throw

Chin Punch

Knee Drop

Knee Bash

Suplex

Power Bomb

y? f i*1piSi
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The huge, rectangular shape floated in space. The '

space pod maneuvered closer, inches away from the

gigantic game cart. ‘My God!’, screamed Jeff

Lundrigan, ‘It’s full of stars!’And the journey began,.

Oh yeah, and the Doom letters have been piling

up, and every single one of them are asking about the

32X version — any Jaguar Doomers out there?

.

And one more time, thanks for all the e-mail. I’ve

said it before and I’ll say it again— I know it might

take a while for a reply, but keep ‘erp coming. We’ve

made a lot of changes this month, and rv/1

I’d like to know what you : 'j00**0 ”
/ /

think. Take care until next \ J /

time - jfflucky@netcom.com
v

\

W Fantasy III refuses to go^ -i^ away, although by now, most

of the letters I’m getting aren’t asking for help.—
they’re twenty page manifestoes on every single secret

you can find. At this point, you folks don’t need my
help, and I’m only printing Christy’s letter because it’s

good for a chuckle. Besides, in the RPG department,

I’ve got enough Shining Force // letters to more than

keep me occupied.

1 00 GAME PLAYERS June!995

SHINING FORCE II

Sega of America for Genesis

I have a few questions— What item do you need to Warrior Pride - Promotes a Warrior into a
promote Chester to a Pegasus Knight, and where is Baron, which makes Jaha so tough it’s

it? What item do you need to promote Sarah to a almost scary.

Master Monk, and where is it? What are the Silver

Tank and Mithril used for? How do you fight Taros in

the Shrine?

Warren and Daniel Clements

Smyrna, TN

7=
warrior Pride -mis one's

tojoin you. It’s also wortb nobng

_J i ! pretty easy to find, in ttie
it can’t be used to promote the

_ Banger, May.
ssasJ.'iB nrmnrv mnm in New ’ *

To beat Taros, equip the

•fry
hero with the

5 Achilles sword

and keep
Silver Tank - promotes an Archer into

a Brass Gunner, although this is the
f

class that Dr. Rhode automatically
\ his heels

\
(get it?).

Just

remember

to heal your

/ character

/ every chance

you getHUujo opened the chest.

Vigor Ball - this promotes a

Priest into a Master Monk,

which means Sarah can kick

some serious butt (however,

she still doesn’t have a very

Silver Tank - You find

this inside a chest in /

the dark cave /
where the /

Hobgoblin attacks

you on your way to \

see Volcanon. \

Elven village, in a

chest hidden in

some trees, over to

the left behind all

the houses.
first, so send her in to ‘finish

off’ enemies who are down to

one or two HP. This tactic

gives weaker characters
maximum experience point

gain with minimum risk).

As far as Shining \r '/
Force II is concerned,

‘Where is the item to pro-

mote so-and-so,’ is the $64,000 question.

There are five items that can be used to pro-

Pegasus Wing - promotes a —1

Knight into a Pegasus Knight, which means
Chester can fly (very cool). This one’s all but

impossible to find unless you alreadyknow
it’s there— who thought this was a good
idea is beyond me.This tiny speck of strange-

colored woods, just over

from where you rescue

Elric from the harpies,

hides the Elven village,

home to both the Secret

Book and the Vigor Ball.

As for the Mithril, just check out Ken
Bennet’s letter. To beat Taros, you have to

equip your Hero with the Achilles sword
(which Ishowed youhow to find lastmonth)
— that’s the only weapon that can hurt him.

Once you’ve foughtyour way up to him (he

never moves), have the Hero attack and keep
Sarah anda few other folks withjkeling

Pegasus Wing - It’s in Pascalon Castle, just inside

the entrance to the throne room on the right

Walk down the right hand side of the rug, stand

so your character is partly hidden behind the

wall, and press A.

Secret Book - In the

largest building in the

village, search the left

hand bookshelf on the

second floor.

Mango o&isiiifl



SHINING FORCE II

Sega of America for Genesis

There are at least 14 pieces of Mithril, located in

order as follows:

1) Behind the Tower at Granseal

2) Next to the shrine south of Granseal

3) In the north wall under the cell in Galam

4) In the large crevice after the earthquake

Granseal

5) In the center of the sandbox in Ribble

6) In the chest outside the fence in Hassan

7) In a barrel on the pier in Hassan

ANIMANIACS

Konarni for Genesis

ible in the third level. I can’t get by the train level. I can beat Ralph in the pie figf

what to do next. One more thing, how to you kill Ralph? PLEASE HELP ME!

Peterborough, NH

FELLOW
SLAYERS

FINAL FANTASY III

Square Soft for Super NES

Never trust anyone who only leaves his (or her

—

you never know) initials. Anyway, this one is

easy to figure out, but a little tough to

pull off. Inside the engine compart- Afp
ment is a switch. Stand inside the

compartment and have Wakko hit

the switch so that the coal is

launched into the engine’s

smokestack. Timing is every-

thing here. You have to launch

the coal into the stack while

it’s open. Each lump you man-
age to put in there makes the

train go a little faster, and
Ralph misses the car when he
tries tojump on. However, ifyou

h’d it when it’s closed, the coal

hurts you!

Your first

hurdle in beating

Ralph is getting through this pie fight

Just stay out of the way of his shots

and keep hammering the launcher, and

you should get through fine.

Now comes the tricky part Hop to the

engine compartment, and launch lumps of

coal so they fall into the open stack. The

best time to do this, believe it or not, is just

after it closes— it should be open again by

the time your shot reaches up there.

The burst of speed you

send the engine makes
|

Ralph miss the train.

After hitting those rails a

half-dozen times, Ralph

gives up.

' ' ' ' '

I—g 7 i* saga Li :

1.-4 W-*

- - r~~i :

s V -3

BBJKi; fr^i y* !**

OK, I know this isn’t exactly a tip, and it’s not that

secret, but it’s pretty darn fun. If you go to the

Imperial Castle in Vector (provided you can get in

without getting kicked out by some soldiers), you

can flush the toilets. I’m not kidding. Just walk up to

the toilet and press the A button. For some unknown

reason, your character has to jump into the toilet to

flush it. My cousin says that they’re going to the
;

bathroom, but I disagree. Anyway, I spent a very

long time in the bathroom. Most people think I’m

insane when I tell them this. I hope you don’t.

Thank you.

Christy DeShong

Kalamazoo, Ml

— not after that incident with the eightcans

of whippedcream and the two giant tree

sloths. Anyway, you

couldn’tpossibly be

spending more time



Send your game questions or any top

secret tips to Jeff at the usual address

Game Slayers
1350 Old Bayshore Highway; Suite 210;

Burlingame, CA, 94010
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8) In a chest in the hidden Elven Village

9) In the cave to Creed’s mansion, in a chest in the

lowest secret room [as you walk through the cave,

keep pressing down along the south wall to find a

secret passage - J.L.]

10) In an indention in the wall of mountains east of

Creed’s

1 1) In Pascalon dungeon

1 2) North tip of the mountains east of Moun

13) Chest in Mitula’s Shrine

1 4) Chest in the trees in front of the monastery

on Grans.

Sega of America for 32X

I was thrilled when I saw the codes you printed. However, -tjj^ only worked.two outta five timea'

Aren’t there any other ways to become god and getan theweapons?

Another question I've gotten fried by toxic ooze, had imps set my head on fiflFbeen

ripped to shreds by Barons of Heck, and gotten through all seventeen levels. WHERE THE HOLY

@*%#! IS THE BFG9000?!

John Tucker

Mattheson, IL

A fair question. Normally I don’t run negative answers, but since everybody and their

cousin wants to know about the BFG9000, I’llgo ahead and respond.

Sorry, but I don’t think you can just ‘find’ one in the 32X version. At least, that’s

the best information I have, and hours of roaming around haven’t proved any differ-

ent. You CAN find it in the Jaguar version, but from what I can gather, the 32X version

was rushed out the door by Sega ofAmerica (had to have it out in time for the 32X
launch, y’know), and a few items slipped through— not to mention those wonderful

bugs where the game locks up and those awful ‘
1) l/lalloc,’ and ‘Bus Error,’ messages

_ ...... come up. In any case, I know that in the PC and
Jaguar versions you don’t find a BFG until level

21 — that is, the third level of Mission Three,

the Inferno.

However, when you use the ‘Happy

Ammo’ weapon code in the 32X version,

the BFG is suddenly, mysteriously

there, and I’m pretty sure this is the

only way to get one— which really

stinks, because you can’t finish the

- jr - game with codes working. If anyone

I
has actually found a BFG while playing,

without using the code, let me know.

Weapons can be made

from Mithril m the

Dwarven village (I put a

You can find Mithril

in the strangest

places. Try exiting

through the secret

passage in the west

wall of Pascalon Castle, then go downstairs (ever

wonder how to get past that locked door?). In the

basement is a chest Guess what’s inside.

Siil'jjo jw/r.d

Mtiivil.

star by my'favorites): Critical Sword, Battle Sword,

Heat Axe, Atlus Axe,

Javelin/Mist Knuckles,

“Giant Knuckles,

“Counter Sword,

“Mystery Staff, Nazca

Cannon, Buster Shot,

“Hyper Cannon, Mage

Staff, “Freeze Staff, Wish Staff, Goddess Staff, Rune

Axe, “Grand Cannon, Holy Lance, “Levanter.

How to find characters:

Sheela - Behind the monastery on Grans

Claude - In the tunnel south of Roft (get his arm from

the northwest corner of Moun).

Other spots aren’t so obvi-

ous. Try searching this

sandbox in Ribble.

play in God mode, use a 6-button con-

troller and press PAUSE, MODE, X, Z,

and Up at EXACTLY the same time. It

ain’t easy, but it does work.

This is one case where I’d be happy
to be wrong ( Lordknows I still

haven’t heard the end of the
infamous ‘Johnny Cage Three-Heads

Fatality’ screw-up).
The Happy Ammo code is similar— using a 6-button

controller, press PAUSE, MODE, A, C, and Up at the

same time.

I have played this game through on all settings but I

still haven’t found Birdman

x. Where is he?

Ken Bennett

p, Lynden, WA

To find Screech, you

first have to talk to

/ his mother, outside

on the ledge off the

third floor of Bedoe.

though, I’ll break my own rule about

codes and talk go over the God and
HappyAmmo codes again. These are NOT easy to do, and everyone has trouble getting

them to work. Just do what Ido— keep hammering at it until they either work or

your hand cramps up.

Once the Happy Ammo code is working, hey look! It’s

; the BFG9000! However, this seems to be the only

way to find one in the 32X version— sorry folks.

Shhhh 1
. My hatchling is

\ieepiiig. Quiet

!

until to trigger Screech's ‘res-

cue.’ Once he’s all grown-up

and become a warrior, he

joins you after you reach



Monty and Caesar are
about to rock your world

A New Feature-Length Film From VI5I0NA?/ 5TDP10S

"The Spacey Brothers" are © Copyright 1 995 Visionary Studios, Inc, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

COMING SOON



up a powerful package of

codes that is sure to make any once in a while, except for Bill Donohue, maybe. In fact,

m

Before you mock and taunt Mike Salmon about this

goofy picture, understand that it ain’t nothing for

him to kick yer butt— at least that’s the rumor.

trate, stop thinking, and act like an ass. It's not that hard

a thing to do— we ve all been known to act that way

Code fflnnhEV Of The UlomH
lELL iFIE FID HE5 IPSoceli Tsucliiiya ofMs© Wisj®, Gfi has been bestowed the dubious honor ol

Code Monkey. He hustled in these True Lies codes weeks after the game hit the stores. How did he do it? He’s a

Code Monkey and that’s what any good Code Monkey would do. Congratulations on rejoining the primate family.

But don’t come to me for bananas— you gotta get your own bananas!

f PASSWORD

At this password screen, enter the f end

proper passwords. {-^ 0 ty /

Enter and Arnold has infinite lives, so

you can get shot all you want, !

Enter and Arnold

\ has full ammo and all the

L weapons. Like the shotgun,

^grenades, Uzi, and

flame thrower.

si' and Arnold

^_^-^nas infinite energy

which means trouble for

the bad guys.



Doom-type lev-

els of roaming

the hallways.

j Or fight with

Wesley Snipes.

uan M. Alvarado A
ion -Alan Humphreys
N§ah Tool

Doug Cope
Rebecca Allen

Go to the option GMOVER and you can
|

see this loser’s ending.

Go to the option GMWNNR to see the '

winners ending.

Goto to see the Go to §30 to see the Goto to

designer credits. high scores. the sound test menu.

Goto
,
2,3, ., and 5 to check out

some of the coolest bonus levels ever. /

C ha !. i-lw.

If done correctly, you get this screen with some

extra options that aren’t normally available.
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Naughty Dog For 3D0

LEVELING BUBSY
Bought a Jaguar? Bought Biibsy?WellH feel so

sorry for you that I’m going to give you the pass-

words to all the levels, so you can finish this

game and buy a new one. Please.

SPACIN’
Yet more codes for Way Of The Warrior. This time you can play a

four-player space battle game. Huh? Ours is not to question, but

to inform.

- I

Level Codes
Level 2 =

Level 3 =

Level 4 =

Level5-73|§3£

Level 6 =

Level 7 = |J?8|p
Level 8 =|81p/
Level 9

Level 10 = EpIZ

Level 1 1 =

Level 12 =

Level 13 =

Level 14 =

Level 15 =

CHAPTER 7

RUSHING ROULETTE

The player on the right

should select a character

and then pressmm
SHI

LEVEL 7Then the player

on the left

should select a

character and

press
,

, ,
and

Now you can

play a four

player space

battle game —

/
if you have

four controllers.

LEVEL 15

Acclaim For Super NESNamco For Genesis and Super NES

RAW POWER
This code allows you to knock out your opponent

in two solid punches. Then you can be the

ultimate wrestler.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
With these cheats for Pac-Man 2, you can skip right through the frustrating game to play the arcade good-

ness that made Pac and his family what they are today (I’m not sure what that is, but it must be good). The

Genesis and Super NES codes ensure that owners of either system can enjoy these codes.

Genesis Super NES
' ."N Enter X . • . . *.-«•» "X Enter the

password

at

this pass-

word screen.

At this copy-

right screen,

press

repeatedly and

you hear a

gunshot

sound

if the

code worked.

at this pass-

word screen.

Now you can

play the

original Pac

on the

Super NES.

Voila! The

original Pac-

Man and all

the ghostly

goodness.

the password

screen and

you can give

little Pac

a try. ..-«
Then take it to the ring and knock the stuffing out

of even the toughest foes.
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Rocket Science For Sega CD

Pause the game and Press
, ,

you can activate Poacher yells with the

mode button.

EXTINCT! m
The promise of this ^
game was never lived

up to, but hopefully a

few of these cheats can

keep this game from

being extinct— like its

namesakes are.

Pause the game and press
,
l,

, to get more time.

Pause the game and press

another life.

DEMON'S CREST

Capcom For Super NES

SCARY!
This code allows you to play as

the ultimate demon. If you’re not

too scared, this can add some

more fun to a great game.

mmf
get two

extra lives.

To enter these codes, go to this

password screen.

For a chapter select,

pause the game and

press
, , , ,

Enter
, , ,

to get

full life meter and all items so you can

easily handle the tough challenges.

Now you can

select any

chapter

you like.

the ultimate gar-

goyle with a full

life meter, all

items, and a crest

of heaven.



tactics

ALIEN VS. PREDATORRISE OF THE ROBOTS

Acclaim For Super NES

THE SUPERVISOR
This game sucks! There really isn’t a nicer way

to put it, but if you were unfortunate enough to

purchase it, these codes let you play as the

boss and pull off some of his formidable moves,

as well as giving you invincibility and letting you

see the end.

At this
“ -v

options £— p. \
screen - irljvyefi

PreSS , BPLAV™ I ....

EASYPREY
Easily the best Jag game yet (not counting Cannon Fodder

®

maybe), Alien I/s. Predator is also extremely tough. With

these codes you can make things a little easier, whether

you’re playing as the Predator, Alien, or the Marine.

Hold and
'

'

— “
'

\
.then press

keys. Release

and hold down

keys. If

PAIICSFn you hear the

Predator laugh, you

have done the

code correctly.and .Pick

one or two

player mode.

After entering the first code, all of these codes

will work. Press OpBon+1+2+3+4 to recharge

all weapons.

In training or two

i
player mode, fight

against or be

the Supervisor.

to raise security

to lower it.

to toggle motionUse his meltdown move

to regain energy and add

some lost luster to this \

loser game.

tracker on and off. Marine’s shotgun.

At the options

\ screen, enter

and you gain

invincibility to

dominate

the competition.

Press and you get to

toast some aliens with the

flame thrower.

Press Opbon+4 to get the smart

gun, as opposed to the stupid gun.At the options

screen, enter /

There is a second code that helps the Predator and Alien, as well as the

\
Marine. Press then Then press A, ,

Bon. If you managed all that, then all of

the energy and ammo bars replenish themselves.

s. Press and you are

( \ lowered a level in the base.

,
and you

can view this

ending without

wasting your

time trying to

beat the game.

You've gotta be a real game addict to discover those

secret codes— that’s why we’re so smart. We want

every game code we can get, and we can’t do it all on

our own. We’re giving away a T-shirt for the best reader

tips and you get your name in print, too. So if you’ve dis-

covered a cheat, get it down on paper and get it in the

mail to us at: Codebreakers; Game Players; 1 350 Old

Bayshore Highway; Suite 210; Burlingame, CA 94010

or call the Codeline at (415) 330-5348.

Press to

toggle the cheat on

and off.

YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY -gm
We wanted to reward you guys for your killer codes so we spoke to the guys at ASCiiWARE to

; ILffi
persuade them to give away one of their cool controllers to our Code Monkey of the Month.

This month’s main monkey is Rocel Tsuchiya, from Aliso Viejo, California, who scores a

controller for his True Liescodes.

If you wanna be a contender for Code Monkey of the Month, remember to include the system you

own and the controller you want to win (from those shown alongside) along with your codes. Sorry,

bananas not included!

Now there’s no reaso

in your codes! The

ASCiiPad is the ultimate

in controller action!

What a cool controller! The Fighter

Stick takes the pain out of getting

t GAME PLAYERS June 1995
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PANDEMONIUM

ENTER ME TODAY, HERE’S MY ENTRY FEE:

($3.00) Video Game Contest

($3.00) Media Rig Contest

($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter Both (SAVE $1.00)

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart

POWER ... N PRESS K BLAST A WRECK P

BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY E TURBO V

STOMP T STAND H PRESS C DREAM I

CRUSH O SCORE R SLANT L CHASE P
My$TERV WOOD CLUE:

TO GRAB SOMEONE'S SKIN BETWEEN TWO FINGERS AND PRESS.

irp SEND CASH, M.O., OR CHECK TO:
PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247

("VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE: POST MARKEDBY A'jVjLHE. 1995 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDE!

‘Only one entry per person. Employees of Pandemonium, Ino. and its suppliers are ineligible. Judges decisions ale final. WH.

I judges are in error the sponsor’s liability is limited to the amount of the entry tees paid. Not responsible for lost, delayed or sto

mail. Open to residents of the U.S. territories and Canada. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writi

You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the 130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound, Infinity speakers, subwoofer,

draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of CD player, graphic EQ, dual cassette and laser disc. Win DBS Satellite Receiver as

skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple, a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away (literally!)!!

but it's only the start. Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But this time its UJe’re talkin' GAMING HEAVEN!
all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours. cm ;„ wnrA r,\A a* ** e„n ii

With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win!
"Srenr'woH down“Sta P

WdM Game Contest Play on the hi-tech cedira edge with this line-up: |n Therc wi|, be four m0[e puzz,es at 52.00 each an(i „„e tie.

Super NES with Super Scope: Sega Genesis with CD-ROM and Menacer;
breaker at S1 qq which wiil be sent l0 you by Jp you wi || bave 3 weeks t0 s0|ve

Pa'iason'C 3D0; and Atari Jaguar. Get all four or trade he ones you d™ t want for
eacb |e We dmrt know kow man' J , but ^ jca| | 6,./o wi| , have the

CASH! Bonus options include: Sega Virtual Reality Helmet, 33 monitor, 51,000 in
bi h score „ssible score Pbase Pi,ase^ Phase h| and^

games, cash, accessories and more.
to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will

Media Rig Contest. The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor, each receive the grand prize they are playing for.

Mystery
H

—

—

“““ ~~~ M
y
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3
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In1995
games

will

...exclusively written for

sophisticated game players...

...daringly designed to look and
feel like no other magazine...

Imagine a
magazine...

...specially created for a
new generation of hardware
and software...

What’s

wrong

...delivered right to your
door each month.
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FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

FREE!! PRICE CATALOG
WE BUY • SELL • TRADE

LOW PRICES!

1232 COON RAPIDS BLVD.
COON RAPIDS, MN 55433

(612)757-5509

GO Ahead Punk
Make My
Game!!

3DO
ATARI
GENESIS

SUPER NES
AND MANY MORE!

'• • 'U&3SE •O-GrfU-fcSPie. *? V-

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG.
Call Today

Quick Delivery! i

(612)757-5509
VIDEO GAME NETWORK
1232 COON RAPIDS BLVD.

COON RAPIDS, MN 55433

OR CALL THE GAME GODZ!
Please call for current prices. We deduct tor missing boxes and manuals. Buy back

prices are store credit only unless you ask for check price. Out ot stock orders may
be held up to 60 days. No COD’s. We accept personal checks, although your order

will be delayed at least 4 weeks. Money orders are usually shipped within 48 hours

it in stock. All sales are final. 90 day warranty on carts, 30 days on CD's.We reserve

the right to refuse any sale or purchase. Please call if you have any questions.

SEND VIDEO GAME NETWORK
TO: 1232 COON RAPIDS BLVD.

COON RAPIDS, MN 55433

PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG

NAME: -

ADDRESS:.

Citv/State. Zip

.'HONE: (



Hey gang, don’t miss out on any of the hot codes, sizzling strategies, and incredible insanity that’s available in back issues ofGAME PLAYERS. Send $5 95 per issue

(check or money order, U.S. funds only) to same PLAYER5BACK ISSUES, 1350 Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010. Don’t be known as the only

dweeb on your block. Send your order in NOW! Remember to specify which back issues you want. Don’t delay— do it today!

Cover Story:

Strategies:

Cover Story: Cover Story:

Strategies:

Strategies:

Strategies:Strategies:

Sylvester*
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Ifyou got this far and the top ofyour head

isn ’t a smoking crater, then you must be

brain-dead! Just wait until next month, when

we take over the asylum once again. See ya!

*smu$
' X Ahoy, mates! Things have

UP y taken a turn for the better on

f * raw) boon] the good ship damn
Ptoye/s. That Gamer X

\ fellow has turned out to be

|
>1 alright after all. All last month

HMp... / h he ran around as a chicken.

WBr #Wl ' * so the crew had all the

llBi
1

1 omelntes and egg cremes

ER§m p\li /
• anyone could want Of

Bis 1 course, every once in a

K< B JS W while, he ana Cap'n S ippy

woulcl disappear below decks

»S •W'
e

^3/ a!,d ”c would hear rumors of

ttie dreadful sacrifices to

Gazuga, who is lord of the Monkey Men. We don't know

what part the Cap'n played in these bizarre rituals, but it

is known that all of the bananas on board disappeared

and the peels were found, mysteriously mutilated, in the

Cap'n's eaoin And then there were the ape-like footprints

leading back to Gamer X's cabin. As long as we keep get-

ting our eggs for breakfast, everything will be OK. But if

we don't get this monkey off our back.

OK, OK, so it isn’t a very good pun on

Shakespeare. It’s seven in the morning,

there’s no one else in the office, and the

damn caffeine hasn’t kicked in yet. But it

is a kind of cheesy (oops) way to remind

you all that next month’s issue is gonna

be chock-full of next generation gaming

goodness! We’re sending our own gang

of nut-cases down to the E3 show in La-

La land (that’s Hell-A for those of you

outside of California) to check out

WKk all of those miraculous new

^1 machines and the killer software

\ that’s gonna move us all into the

*VJ future! So stay tuned to the

htm Game Pl$yer£ channel, ’cuz

wM this is the only place where you’ll

|

get the truth, the whole truth and

nothing but the truth about the

next gen of video gaming.

I I | j . The last time I saw something like this, there

# M were illegal substances involved! Yow!

Jf H Here's the June Scrambled Mess. Can you

[H, w
find this screen somewhere in the maga-

' zine? the name the

back of a postcard and mail your entry to:

June's Sc; eiiiuied mess, Ek;ne players.; 1350 OltfBayshore Highway; Suite 210; Burlingame, CA 94010.

The fii oi Si.lry y.s pick out of the boxion the day we lay out this page, wins the Mystery Prize. Remember to include the

syim y:-j ovii.j. All,lhe ucjJI rules apply. The winner of our February’s Scrambled Mess Contest was Sean

Greausaustf, of Seaside, OR. He correctly identified the scrambled picture as a screen shot from Popful Mail. Your Mys-

tery Fiize is oii ihe way, Sean, but we sent it the slowest way possible, so don’t hold your breath!

and twisted T-shirt he sent me. It was

the very first one l.got and boy, is it

weird!!! Hey, Aaron, did ySa go to a

parochial schqol? I used to; I still have

the ruler scars on the back of my
hands to prove it! Keep up the good

work and thanks again!

Cast yuui bread upon the waters

and yc shall receive. I read that

someWiiBie, but all I thought you

would get weife soggy croutons. I’d

just like to take a second to give a

quick r i hanks!
1

io Aaron Miller, of

Gieenfieid, IN for the weird, sick

NewSsta^bManagef/

/GP POBLlfcATIONS, ylNG COpPORATE-

f f\ President *•
}

! Chris Anderson/

1

, f

/\ Ji/P/OPER/STIONS & CFO
Tom Valentino
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Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that

they are not lost permanently.

People interested in helping out in any capacity,

please visit us at www.retromags.com

ofif is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything

ilable from the Publishers themselves.

e across anyone selling releases from

ease do not support them and do let us know.

Thank you!


